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Foreword 
European traffic policy aims to increase railway traffic in the future to improve transportation 
efficiency in Europe. Higher rail traffic loads and volume will lead to higher solicitation of ex-
isting railway bridges, in particular in terms of fatigue. However, advanced engineering meth-
ods to verify the fatigue safety and to determine the remaining service life under higher traf-
fic action are needed to show how the real capacity of bridge structures can be exploited 
without calling for costly strengthening or replacement interventions.  

This thesis has been elaborated within the European Research Project (6th Framework Pro-
gram) “Sustainable Bridges” dealing with the question outlined above. Based on a compre-
hensive approach Mr Herwig develops methods to determine accurate fatigue stresses in rein-
forced concrete bridge structures due to static and dynamic railway action effects. Accurate 
fatigue stresses are then used to develop methods for realistic fatigue safety verification and 
surveying of bridges. The overall objective of the thesis is to develop rational engineering 
methods for a more precise fatigue safety examination of existing reinforced concrete railway 
bridges. This thesis provides numerous results useful for the engineering application.  

Mr Herwig provides the proof of his capabilities to conduct a scientific study and to solve 
complex problems. In the name of the whole team of MCS, I thank him for his thorough and 
constant investment to the thesis topic as well as for his professional skills and personal 
qualities. 

 

Lausanne, January 2008     Professor Eugen Brühwiler 
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Summary 
The aim of this thesis is to provide rational engineering methods for the fatigue safety exami-
nation of existing railway bridges. Increasing railway traffic loading and enhanced structural 
analysis allow for higher exploitation of the capacity of bridge elements. This implies that 
increasing action effects due to higher service loads may become fatigue relevant in the fu-
ture. The application of the results allows for more precise fatigue examinations. As beneficial 
consequence, most railway bridges may be operated safely in the future without costly 
strengthening measures. 

Calculated stress ranges in the reinforcement that governs the fatigue resistance of structural 
elements are too high when using conventional resistance models. The load carrying contribu-
tion of non-structural elements and a not entirely developed crack pattern lead to fatigue 
relevant reduction of the stress range in the rebars. A theoretical study shows that reductions 
of 5 – 15 % may be obtained by considering the composite effect of the continuous rail grid.  

Measurements of the dynamic traffic effects were conducted on a single-track bridge. The 
effects of passenger and freight trains at different velocities on the structural response were 
measured. The results are interpreted based on the observed vertical shape of the railway 
track. The observed dynamic behaviour could be correctly represented by simulations using 
simple dynamic models. The effect of other velocities and in-creased carriage loading degrees 
are investigated in a parametric study. The findings of previous investigations for road 
bridges and the investigations of this research work for railway bridges show that the Dy-
namic Amplification Factor (DAF) decreases for increasing loadings. Thus, smaller DAFs are 
applied for fatigue relevant causing heavy vehicles. Fatigue stress ranges may be reduced by 
supplementary 3 – 6 %. 

A method based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics theory is presented for fatigue life de-
termination. Fatigue life typically is very sensitive to different calculation parameters, render-
ing the calculation of a reliable fatigue life difficult. The refined analysis of fatigue tests re-
ported in literature allows better understanding of the fatigue behaviour of bridge elements. 
Thus, a fatigue safety concept is established that compensates the inconvenience of the high 
sensitivity of fatigue life calculations. This fatigue safety concept is based on the observed 
load carrying behaviour of inspected bridge elements. The specific fatigue behaviour with 
visible signs allows for the examination of fatigue safety in a pragmatic way. Specific inspec-
tion of bridge elements becomes pertinent as soon as general examinations exhibit an insuffi-
cient fatigue resistance. 

Fatigue behaviour of Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concretes (UHPFRC) is charac-
terised by increasing deformations during cyclic tensile loading. Under a maximum tensile 
stress level of 4 MPa the deformation of the UHPFRC layer becomes stable during cyclic load-
ing. For slightly higher stresses, the deformation increases and the UHPFRC layer fails due to 
steel fibre pull out. Application of the UHPFRC layer in the flexural tension zone considerably 
reduces the fatigue stresses in the steel reinforcement. As the UHPFRC layer deforms, the 
stress range in the reinforcement is effectively and permanently reduced and may remain 
below the nominal fatigue limit. For design of members with a layer of UHPFRC for water-
proofing and fatigue strengthening, the maximum allowed strain for stable behaviour under 
tensile fatigue loading should be verified. 

Keywords: Fatigue examination, existing reinforced concrete bridge, accurate fa-
tigue stresses, dynamic behaviour, fatigue behaviour, fatigue strengthening with 
UHPFRC 
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Zusammenfassung 
Das Ziel dieser Doktorarbeit ist eine rationelle Ingenieurmethode für den Ermüdungssicher-
heitsnachweis bestehender Bahnbrücken aus Stahlbeton zu liefern. Zunehmende Bahnver-
kehrslasten und verbesserte Tragfähigkeituntersuchungen ermöglichen eine höhere Ausnut-
zung von Brückenbauteilen. Dies bedeutet, dass die erhöhten Auswirkungen in Zukunft Ermü-
dungsrelevant werden können. Die Anwendung der Resultate erlauben genauere Überprüfun-
gen hinsichtlich Ermüdung. Dies ermöglicht dass die meisten Bahnbrücken aus Stahlbeton 
auch in Zukunft ohne teure Verstärkungsmassnamen sicher betrieben werden können.  

Auf herkömmlichen Widerstandsmodellen berechnete Spannungsdifferenzen in der Beweh-
rung, welche massgebend für die Ermüdung eines Bauteils ist sind zu hoch. Die mittragende 
Wirkung sogenannter nichttragender Bauteile und nicht vollständig ausgebildete Rissbilder 
führen zu ermüdungsrelevanten Reduktionen der Spannungsdifferenzen in der Bewehrung. 
Eine theoretische Untersuchung zeigt dass Reduktionen von 5 – 15 % durch die Berücksichti-
gung der Verbundwirkung infolge durchlaufender Schienen beschotterter Brücken erreicht 
werden können. Für generelle und detaillierte Überprüfungen können Reduktionsfaktoren, mit 
welchen die berechneten Spannungen aktualisiert werden, aus Diagrammen gelesen werden. 

Die Tragwerksantwort infolge  Personen- und Güterzügen bei unterschiedlichen Geschwindig-
keiten wurde gemessen. Die Resultate werden unter Berücksichtigung der beobachteten verti-
kalen Gleislage interpretiert. Das dynamische Verhalten konnte mit Simulationen an einfachen 
dynamischen Modellen richtig dargestellt werden. Die Auswirkung anderer Geschwindigkeiten 
und höherer Wagenbeladungsgrade werden durch eine Parameterstudie untersucht. Folgerun-
gen vorhergehender Forschung für Straßenbrücken und für die Untersuchungen dieser For-
schungsarbeit für Bahnbrücken zeigen, dass der dynamische Vergrösserungsfaktor (DAF) für 
zunehmende Lasten kleiner wird. Deshalb werden kleinere DAFs für ermüdungsrelevante 
schwere Lasten angewandt. Messungen unter Bahnverkehr wurden auf einer eingleisigen Brü-
cke durchgeführt. Dies bedeutet dass Spannungsdifferenzen um weitere 3 – 6 % reduziert 
werden können. 

Eine Methode für die Bestimmung der Ermüdungslebensdauer welche auf der linear elasti-
schen Bruchmechaniktheorie basiert wird aufgestellt. Die Ermüdungslebensdauer reagiert 
gewöhnlich sehr empfindlich auf die Grösse der Eingangsparameter, was die Berechnung ei-
ner zuverlässigen Ermüdungslebensdauer schwierig macht. Die verfeinerte Untersuchung von 
Ermüdungsversuchen aus der Literatur erlaubt die Aufstellung einer besseren Wissensgrund-
lage für das Ermüdungsverhalten von Brücketeilen aus Stahlbeton. Auf dieser Wissensgrund-
lage wird ein Ermüdungssicherheitskonzept aufgestellt, welches den Nachteil einer auf Ein-
gangsparametern empfindlich reagierenden Ermüdungslebensdauer kompensiert. Dieses Er-
müdungssicherheitskonzept basiert auf dem während Inspektionen beobachteten Tragverhal-
ten des Brückebauteils. Das spezifische Ermüdungsverhalten mit sichtbaren Zeichen wird an 
der Prüfung der Ermüdungssicherheit mitberücksichtigt. Spezielle Inspektionen des Brücken-
teils werden durchgeführt, sobald die allgemeine Überprüfung einen ungenügenden  Ermü-
dungswiderstand ausweist. 

Das Ermüdungsverhalten von ultrahochleistungsfähigen Faserfeinkornbetonen (UHFB) charak-
terisiert sich durch die Zunahme von Dehnungen unter zyklischer Zugbeanspruchung. Unter 
einem oberen Zugspannungsniveau von 4 MPa stabilisiert sich die Verformung. Für leicht hö-
here Spannungen wächst die Dehnung und die UHFB - Schicht versagt durch das Ausziehen 
der Stahlfasern. Eine auf der Zugseite eines unter Biegebeanspruchung stehenden Bauteils 
aus Stahlbeton applizierte UHFB - Schicht reduziert die Ermüdungsbeanspruchung der Beweh-
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rung deutlich und nachhaltig. Die UHFB - Schicht verformt sich, aber die Spannungsdifferenz 
in der Stahlbewehrung wird dauerhaft verringert und kann unter die nominelle Dauerfestigkeit 
fallen. Die Bemessung einer UHFB - Schicht für das Abdichten und Verstärken auf Ermüdung 
besteht in einer Überprüfung der maximal erlaubten Dehnung für stabiles Verhalten unter 
zyklischer Zugbeanspruchung. 

Stichwörter: Überprüfung der Ermüdungssicherheit, bestehende Stahlbeton-
brücken, genaue Spannungen, dynamisches Verhalten, Ermüdungsverhalten, Ermü-
dung UHFB 
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Version abrégée 
L’objectif de ce travail de thèse est d’établir une approche d'ingénieur rationnelle pour la véri-
fication de la sécurité à la fatigue des ponts de chemins de fer en béton armé existants. Des 
charges de transport croissantes ainsi que des analyses des résistances ultimes améliorées 
permettent une meilleure exploitation des éléments de pont. Sous ces conditions, les effets 
d’actions plus élevées peuvent donc devenir significatifs à l'avenir pour la fatigue. 
L’application des résultats de ce travail permettront d’effectuer des vérifications à la fatigue 
plus précises. Les conclusions de ce travail de recherche permettront à la plupart des ponts 
d’être exploités de manière sûre dans le futur sans nécessiter de renforcement coûteux. 

Les différences de contraintes dans l'armature deviennent trop élevées lorsqu’elles sont calcu-
lées avec des modèles de résistance traditionnels. La contribution du ballast et des rails à la 
rigidité du système porteur du pont conduisent à une réduction des différences de contraintes 
dans les aciers d’armature. Une étude théorique montre que des réductions de 5 à 15% peu-
vent être atteintes en considérant l'effet du ballast et des rails à la rigidité du pont. 

La réponse structurale d’un pont de chemin de fer à une seule voie a été mesurée pour des 
trains marchandises et des trains voyageurs avec des vitesses différentes. Les résultats ont 
été interprétés en prenant compte du manque de planéité de la voie. Le comportement dy-
namique observé a pu ensuite être simulé correctement a l’aide de modèles dynamiques sim-
ples. De plus, l’effet des vitesses et des chargements non mesurés expérimentalement ont été 
étudié à l’aide d’une étude paramétrique. Les conclusions de précédentes études pour des 
ponts routiers ainsi que celles obtenues au cours de ce travail de recherche pour des ponts de 
chemin de fer montrent que le facteur dynamique (DAF) devient plus faible avec 
l’augmentation du chargement. Par conséquent, de plus petits DAFs sont appliqués pour des 
charges lourdes qui ont une importance élevée pour la fatigue. Une réduction supplémentaire 
de 3 – 6 % peut ainsi être obtenue pour les différences de contraintes dans les armatures. 

Une méthode de calcul permettant de prédire la durée de vie restante d’un élément de pont a 
été établie en se basant sur la théorie de la mécanique de la rupture linéaire élastique. Sa-
chant que les paramètres introduits influencent fortement la durée de vie en fatigue, cette 
dernière devient donc difficile à déterminer de manière fiable. L'étude de la littérature 
concernant les essais de fatigue permet l'établissement d’une meilleure base de la connais-
sance pour le comportement à la fatigue des éléments de pont en béton armé. Sur la base de 
cette connaissance, un concept de sécurité structurale à la fatigue a été établi permettant 
ainsi de compenser le désavantage de la sensibilité de la durée de vie à la fatigue aux para-
mètres introduits. Ce concept se base sur le comportement structural observé pendant les 
inspections. Le comportement à la fatigue spécifique est caractérisé par des signes tels que 
les fissures visibles à considérer lors de l'examen de la structure en béton armé. Des inspec-
tions particulières et localisées de la partie de pont sont à ensuite à exécuter, si l’examen 
général prouve que la résistance à la fatigue est insuffisante. 

Le comportement à la fatigue des Bétons de Fibres Ultra Performant (BFUP) est caractérisé 
par l'augmentation des déformations sous un effort de traction cyclique. Pour une contrainte 
de traction inférieure à 4 MPa, la déformation se stabilise après 500'000 cycles. Pour des 
contraintes légèrement plus élevées, la résistance de la couche de BFUP diminue suite à 
l’arrachement des fibres en acier. Appliqué dans la zone en traction d'un élément composé 
BFUP – Béton armé sollicité en flexion, la couche en BFUP réduit de manière importante la 
sollicitation de fatigue dans les barres d’armatures existantes pour ainsi prolonger leur durée 
de vie. En effet, la déformation de la couche de BFUP permet de diminuer de manière durable 
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les différences de contrainte dans l'armature qui peuvent descendre en dessous de la limite à 
la fatigue. Le dimensionnement d'une couche de BFUP consiste à vérifier l’élongation maxima-
le admissible pour un comportement stable sous une sollicitation cyclique de traction. 

Mots clés: Examen à la fatigue, ponts en béton armé existants, contraintes exactes, 
comportement dynamique, comportement à la fatigue, fatigue d’éléments compo-
sées BFUP-béton armé 
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Glossary 

Actions 
Einwirkungen 
actions 

Mechanical (loads, forces), other physical (temperature, humid-
ity), chemical (salts, acids and alkaline substances, organic com-
pounds) and biological (bacteria, insects, fungi, algae) actions 
on the structure resulting from the execution and use as well as 
from environmental influences [SIA 260]. 

Action effects 
Auswirkungen 
Effets des actions 

Response of a structure to actions (stresses, stress resultants, 
reactions, deformations, displacements, as well as other effects 
depending on the type of construction) [SIA 260]. 

Tri linear S-N curve S-N curve with a branch below the fatigue limit of a smaller 
slope, e.g. k = 2m-1. 

Control measurement 
Kontrollmessung 
mesure de contrôle 

metrological monitoring of selected characteristics 

Cut off Fatigue resistance for the bi linear S-N curve, below which stress 
ranges do not have to be considered for the service life calcula-
tion, e.g. at 100 millions of cycles. 

Examination 
Überprüfung 
examen 

Condition survey and evaluation including recommendation of 
remedial measures occasioned by circumstances. 

Failure 
Versagen 
défaillance 

Exhaustion of the ultimate resistance of an element of a struc-
ture due to rupture. 

Fatigue 
Ermüdung 
fatigue 

Occurrence of destruction of a structural element due to varying 
stresses 

Fatigue resistance 
Ermüdungsfestigkeit 
résistance à la fatigue 

Ultimate resistance under frequently repeated actions. E.g. the 
nominal fatigue resistance, which applies to 2.106 cycles of con-
stant stress range amplitude 

Fatigue limit 
Dauerfestigkeit 
limite à la fatigue 

Stress range below which an unlimited number of cycles may be 
beard by the structural detail. 

Fracture 
Bruch 
rupture 

Separation of a reinforcing bar due to the damage suffered 
through cyclic loading  

Inspection 
Inspektion 
inspection 

Determining the condition by specific and, as a rule, visual and 
simple investigations and condition assessment. 

Monitoring 
Überwachung 
surveillance 

Determination and assessment of the condition with recommen-
dations on steps to be taken. 
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Nominal value 
Nennwert 
valeur nominale 

A value specified on a non statistical basis, e.g. based on experi-
ence or physical conditions, or a planned prescribed value. 

Rehabilitation 
Instandsetzung 
remise en état 

Restoration of the structural safety and the serviceability for a 
fixed period of the remaining service life (structural mainte-
nance). 

S-N curve 
S-N Kurve 
courbe de résistance à la 
fatigue 

Relation between the applied stress range on a structural detail 
and the cycle number until failure 

Scenario 
Szenario 
scenario 

Situation characterised by a several circumstances that are pre-
sent at the same time. 

Structural failure 
Tragwerksversagen 
ruine 

Failure of the entire structure, e.g. of a bridge girder. 

Stress range class 
Spannungsdifferenz 
différence de contrainte 

The stress range spectrum is divided in m stress range classes in 
order to obtain a stress range histogram. 

Updating 
Aktualisierung 
actualisation 

Specification of the existing information (hazard scenarios, ac-
tions, dimensions of the structure, material characteristics, load-
carrying capacity, etc.) by collection of new information. 
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Symbols 

Latin upper case symbols 

A area 
C constant that represents the effect of the notch category 
D damage; constant in the Paris-Erdogan crack growth law 
DAF dynamic amplification factor 
E modulus of elasticity 
F force 
G energy 
I moment of inertia  
K stress intensity factor (SIF) 
L length 
M Moment 
N total number 
P mass per axle 
Q axle load 
V shear force 
 

 

Latin lower case symbols 
 

a crack depth; amplitude 
b width 
c damping coefficient 
d single damage, static height 
e crack spacing 
f material resistance; line load; frequency 
h height; number of stress range classes in a histogram 
k coefficient of elastic foundation; suspension stiffness; 
l length 
m slope of the S-N curve 
n cycle number; degree of compliance 
q line load; horizontal force per unit length 
v displacement; velocity 
w crack width; deflection 
x height of the compressive zone 
z displacement 
 

 

Greek symbols 
 

Δ range 
Σ sum 
Ø diameter 
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α angle; stress range reduction factor 
δ reduction 
ε strain 
ζ damping ratio 
η degree of compliance  
λ wavelength 
ξ coordinate  
ρ geometrical reinforcement content  
σ stress 
ϕ dynamic amplification factor 
 

indices 
 

αt index for determinant length for the stress reduction factor 
bo bogie 
br bridge 
c concrete, compression 
cal calculated 
car car 
eq equivalent 
fr fracture 
i counter; limit state 
inf inferior 
k lowest crack growth effective SIF- range class 
LC line class 
m mean 
M moment 
ms measured 
r rail 
s steel 
sim simulated 
sup superior 
t tension 
th threshold 
tr track irregularity 
track railway track  
U UHPFRC 
u ultimate 
v shear force 
y yielding 
D limit 
I stage I 
II stage II 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context and motivation 

In order to follow the efforts of the European traffic policy to increase the traffic volume on 
the rail in the future, the railway authorities plan to use cars with higher axle loads. The 
question arises whether the bridges in the existing net can be operated safely also in the fu-
ture without interventions. The results of this doctoral thesis are introduced in the European 
research project Sustainable Bridges - Assessment for Future Traffic Demands and Longer 
Lives, www.sustainablebridges.net. 

An important part (75%) of reinforced concrete bridges in Europe exhibits an age of more 
than 20 years. Nearly 70% of those bridges have a span of less than 10 m. These bridges are 
fatigue relevant, as they typically are exposed to many load cycles with high action effect 
amplitude.  

Enhanced structural analysis methods and the consideration of the energy dissipation poten-
tial of structural elements at Ultimate Limit State [Ludescher 2003] and [Herwig 2006] allows 
for higher exploitation of bridge elements. This implies that the increased action effects due 
to service loads may cause action effects that become fatigue relevant in the future.  

In Switzerland only after 1989, reinforced concrete bridges have been designed with respect 
to fatigue [SIA 162: 1989], [SIA 262: 2003], [SIA 1997]. These fatigue design provisions of-
ten govern the dimensioning of steel reinforcement. From this follows that many existing 
bridges built prior to 1989, may not meet the requirements of fatigue safety. However, the 
verification methods are based on a rather narrow knowledge about the fatigue behaviour of 
reinforced concrete. 

Research on the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete has mostly been based on tests with 
specimens or isolated elements of bridges. A better knowledge about the fatigue behaviour of 
reinforced concrete has been obtained with these tests [Schläfli 1999 at al]. The behaviour of 
the entire structure played a minor role and therefore the behaviour of an entire structure is 
not well known. 

The structural models for the determination of the action effects under fatigue loading are 
similar to the models used for ultimate limit state and therefore rather conservative, as the 
load assumed carrying behaviour differs strongly. 

1.2 Objectives 

The present work aims to give a toolbox for the fatigue safety examination of structural ele-
ments in reinforced concrete. More precisely, the following points are explored: 

Accurate action effects 

• Investigations on the static load carrying contribution under service conditions of so-
called non-load bearing elements are conducted in order to create a tool to be used in 
combination with the calculation of updated stresses on well-established resistance 
models.  

• A better knowledge of the dynamic behaviour under fatigue relevant traffic loads is nec-
essary in order to answer the following questions: 
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 - Which are the main causes for fatigue relevant dynamic effects? 

- How do increasing car masses influence the dynamic action effects? 

- May the dynamic behaviour also lead to action effects that are lower than the 
quasi-static effect? 

Fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete bridge elements 

• A better knowledge of the fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete bridge elements is 
necessary in order to answer the following questions: 

 - Which is the determinant failure mode? 

- Is the fatigue failure ductile and rich in deformations? 

- Is monitoring feasible and sufficiently reliable to be considered in the fatigue 
safety evaluation? 

Fatigue strengthening with UHPFRC 

• Bridge elements with an insufficient fatigue safety may be strengthened with a layer of 
Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) that is poured on the rein-
forced concrete. The following questions arise: 

 - How do composite elements combining reinforced concrete and UHPFRC behave 
under fatigue loading? 

- What is the effect on the fatigue strength and subsequently on the fatigue safety 
when an UHPFRC-layer is applied on bridge elements? 

- How can an UHPFRC layer be executed? 

1.3 Thesis structure 

The thesis consists of seven chapters as illustrated in Figure 1. Chapter 1 is the introduction. 
In Chapter 2 a framework for the fatigue safety verification of railway bridge elements in re-
inforced concrete. This framework explains how to proceed with a fatigue evaluation of a 
reinforced concrete bridge. The results of the Chapters 3 – 6 enter in the framework.  

The results of the studies in Chapter 3 and 4 allow calculating more accurate fatigue stresses 
considering the load carrying contribution of so-called non-load bearing elements and the 
dynamic effect of fatigue relevant traffic loads. The fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete 
is analysed in Chapter 5. Fatigue tests conducted on composite beams UHPFRC (Ultra-High 
Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete) - reinforced concrete are reported and analysed in 
Chapter 6. The aim of the application of a layer in UHPFRC on reinforced concrete elements is 
to protect and strengthen structural elements exposed to cyclic loading. 

The conclusions are presented in Chapter 7. 
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2 Framework for the fatigue safety examination and safety 
measures 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a framework for the fatigue safety examination of for railway bridges in 
reinforced concrete (Figure 2). It guides the engineer through the different steps of the fa-
tigue examination. A fatigue examination is triggered e.g. by a planned transition to a higher 
railway line class, poor fatigue detailing or poor bridge condition.  

This framework is one part of the doctoral thesis and is supplied by the results of the other 
chapters (see Figure 1).  

The fatigue examination is conducted according to three levels with increasing sophistication. 
If the fatigue safety is not sufficient, the next level is chosen. Level four consists in safety 
measures, when with the detailed examination leads to an insufficient Fatigue safety. 

As the concrete in compression is in general not fatigue relevant (see Chapter 5), the frame-
work focuses on the fatigue safety due to the resistance of the steel reinforcement. 

2.2 General and first detailed fatigue examination 

At this level, the structure is examined in order to find fatigue critical elements. The docu-
ments of the structure are studied and the state of the structure is recorded with visual or 
simple non-destructive condition assessments [SIA 269 2007].  

For that purpose, the action effect of load model UIC 71 [EN 1991-2 2003] is updated (Equa-
tion (2.1)) with the line class factor αLC [Brühwiler 2007], [SIA 269/1 2007] and the factor for 
stress reductions αtrack due to the load bearing contribution of non load bearing elements, see 
Chapter 3. 

The line class factor αLC takes into account the line specific traffic loads. The dynamic amplifi-
cation factor ϕFLS is updated. Formulas for dynamic amplification factors are given in Chap-
ter 4. The stress range in the reinforcement is calculated assuming fully cracked cross section 
or, if measurement results are available, using the corresponding updated structural model. 

The fatigue safety is first verified with respect to the fatigue limit. It is verified if the maxi-
mum stress range of the reinforcement under service conditions is below the nominal fatigue 
limit (Equation (2.2)). If nfat ≥ 1.0, no further investigations have to be conducted and the 
element is considered as fatigue safe.  

Alternatively, when the ultimate resistance is known e.g. through a non-linear structural 
analysis using nominal values of material properties, a verification with respect to the ulti-
mate moment or ultimate shear (Equations (2.3) and (2.4)), respectively may be made [SB 
D4.5 2007, Chapter 8]. Then, the maximum section force should not be higher than half or 
40 % of the corresponding ultimate resistance for predominant bending or predominant 
shear, respectively (nfat ≥ 1.0). 

, 71( )act FLS track LC k UICE E Qϕ α α= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (2.1) 
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Figure 2: Framework for the fatigue safety of reinforced concrete bridge elements 
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/
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n
σ γ

σ
Δ
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Δ

  1.15fatγ =  
(2.2) 

0.5 ult
fat
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Fn
F

⋅
=   for predominant bending 

(2.3) 

:
0.4... ult

fat
fat,max

Fn
F

⋅
=or   for predominant shear 

(2.4) 

If these verifications are not fulfilled for some details, a supplementary condition survey is 
conducted. With that condition survey, the detail is investigated more precisely in order to 
update the resistance model for the calculation of the action effects (first detailed fatigue 
examination). Crack opening and strain measurements are conducted under a known load 
configuration in order to update the resistance model. 

If the stress range is based on the measurements, the reduction factor αtrack has to be set to 
1.0. The partial safety factor γfat may then be set to 1.05 since it is considered that the meas-
urements reduce uncertainty of the resistance model. 

2.3 Second detailed fatigue examination 

If the element does not fulfil the verifications above, a 2nd detailed examination is conducted. 
More detailed information on the structure is needed. The remaining fatigue life is calculated 
with an updated structural model. Either a damage accumulation calculation using the tri lin-
ear S-N curve or a crack growth calculation is conducted (Chapter 5.7), based on an adequate 
traffic model. If the resistance model for the stress range calculation is updated by measure-
ments, the factor for stress reductions αtrack has to be set to 1.0. 

2.4 Fatigue safety concept 

According to Chapter 5.7, the future service life may be divided into three domains: The 
green domain is the service period, which lasts as long as all reinforcing bars (rebars) are 
fatigue safe according to the calculation. The yellow domain begins when the calculated fa-
tigue life (of the weakest rebar, 5% fractile for the fatigue resistance) has ended. From that 
point in time, it must be expected that the first rebar will break. As the calculated fatigue life 
for the weakest rebar is a lower bound, it is likely that the first rebar(s) break later than pre-
dicted.  

Chapter 5 will show that the typically high variation of the fatigue resistance between differ-
ent rebars allows the assumption that the remaining unbroken bars after a rebar fracture do 
not have any fatigue damage or are still in the initiation phase of a fatigue crack and there-
fore able to yield and strain harden as a un-cycled rebar. Therefore, ductile failure behaviour 
may be expected which allows a safe operation until the end of a predefined intervention 
period, where a rehabilitation and reinforcement is executed.   

2.5 Safety measures 

Safety measures are conducted during the entire service life. It consists in routine condition 
survey. The survey is intensified when the fatigue life of the weakest rebar of the structural 
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element has ended according to the calculation. This intensified surveying by monitoring is 
feasible as the fatigue failure is announced in advance and the failure behaviour is ductile 
(Chapter 5). The bridge may be operated with sufficient safety despite of insufficient fatigue 
safety according to the calculations. 
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3 Static railway track-bridge interaction 

3.1 Introduction 

As Chapter 5 will show, shear fatigue failure is unlikely to occur in common bridge elements 
such as decks and main girders. The fatigue life is governed by cross sections with predomi-
nant bending solicitation. 

In cross sections with bending solicitation, the tensile reinforcement is governing the fatigue 
resistance when the concrete is in good condition. The determination of accurate reinforce-
ment stresses due to bending moments is of great interest for fatigue safety verifications and 
reliable fatigue life calculations.  

Measured reinforcement strains under static and dynamic traffic loads on railway bridges are 
smaller than the values obtained through structural analysis, based on a fully cracked con-
crete. Not fully developed cracking, friction at the supports, and so-called “non-load bearing 
elements” contribute to the resistance and decrease the stress range. A methodology for a 
more accurate stress range calculation is not known by the author.  

As compensation for all possible mechanism leading to reduced reinforcement stresses, the 
load carrying contribution of the railway track is investigated. Bending deformations of bridge 
girders lead to stresses in the continuous rails. An analytical model of the system bridge-
ballast-railway track is established. In a parametric study, the most influencing parameters 
are determined. At the end of this chapter, reduction factors are presented which allow re-
ducing the reinforcement stress range under service load conditions. 

3.2 Model assumptions 

3.2.1 Railway track 

Railway lines with heavy traffic generally have continuously welded rails. Longitudinal forces 
due to acceleration, braking or temperature effects are essentially transmitted from the rail 
through the sleepers and the ballast to the subsoil. In addition, relative horizontal displace-
ments, due to translations and cross sectional rotations of bridge deck, lead to a force trans-
fer through the sleepers and ballast which in turn influences the solicitation of the bridge 
structure. The railway track assumed in this study consists of steel rails, concrete sleepers 
every 540 mm and ballast consisting of fractured aggregates. The height hr of the rail axis 
over the upper surface of the bridge deck is varied around the nominal value of 600 mm, 
which corresponds to height of 300 mm between bridge deck and sleeper lower side. 

The cross section area of the rails is not varied, as the influence on the overall behaviour is 
negligible due to the relative small uniaxial stress variations, which are at most Δσs = 4 MPa.  

3.2.2 Axle configurations 

The effect of the passage of two axles, subsequently called “axle configuration 2Q”, and of 
four axles, called “axle configuration 4Q” on stresses in steel reinforcement is investigated. 
“Axle configuration 2Q” represents a bogie of a locomotive or a freight car and the axle spac-
ing is 2200 mm, while “axle configuration 4Q” represents the centre of a short-coupled con-
tainer car with an axle spacing of 2000 /2500 /2000 [mm] (Figure 3). 
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The axle loads Q of the configurations 2Q and 4Q are uniformly distributed in the longitudinal 
direction over the length of b = 4000 mm and b = 8000 mm respectively for the bridge mo-
ment calculation. The length of the uniformly distributed load is an assumption and is kept 
constant for the whole parametric study as the influence of small variations is not of rele-
vance in this case, as it falls out when comparisons are made between stresses without and 
with load carrying contribution of the ballast.  

The load per unit length then is: 

n Qf
b
⋅

=  
(3.1) 

 n : number of axles  

3.2.3 Bridge 

This investigation focuses on fatigue vulnerable simply supported short span bridges, where 
the favourable effect of railway track-bridge composite effect on the reduction of stresses is 
expected to be more pronounced. Later, indications are given how to apply the results on 
continuous and frame bridges.  

At the time being a bridge with a span L = 10 m is considered for the parametric studies. The 
span is varied later. Its structure is a simply supported slab with one track and a width of B = 
5 m; a rectangular cross section with a height hc = 700 mm is considered. Along the length 
LII in the longitudinal direction, the cross section is assumed entirely cracked (where fatigue 
relevant reinforcement stresses may occur). 

The bending reinforcement content (steel B500) is varied between ρ = 0.6 and 1.2 %. The 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete is E = 35 GPa. The effect of the inlayed constructive 
reinforcement in the compressive zone of the cross section is neglected. 

3.2.4 Boundary conditions 

The horizontal stiffness of the bridge bearings is assumed zero. The rail grid is considered 
rigid in the horizontal direction, which is justified by the very small stress increment in the 
section and the boundary condition of the rail (continuous rail). 

3.2.5 Mechanical characteristics of ballasted railway track in horizontal direction 

The ballast follows a non-linear force-displacement relation in the horizontal direction [Frýba 
1996]. A coefficient of elastic foundation k (based on 1 m railway track length) as a function 
of the horizontal force by unit length q. The magnitude of k is also a function of the line load. 
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Figure 3: Axle configuration a) 2Q and b) 4Q, c) Bridge cross section with approximated rectangular cross sec-
tion area B ⋅ hc. 
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In Figure 4 the stiffness relation is given for three values of the line load. 

The figure represents the result of tests with a 1524 mm gauge rail grid with concrete sleep-
ers. That stiffness relation will be applied in the subsequent studies. 

The simplified non-linear ballast relation according to UIC with normal gauge rails (UIC 60 
rails and B 70 sleepers) gives similar values for the stiffness k, but only for the line loads f = 
80 kN /m and f = 0 kN/m [Lichtberger 2004]. 

3.3 Modelling of the railway track – structure interaction 

Under vertical forces, flexural rotations around the transverse axis of the bridge structure 
(bending line) occur. As a result, horizontal displacements r appear between the bridge deck’s 
upper side and the rail grid, which undergoes the same rotations as the deck but is fixed 
horizontally by the continuous rails.  

The rotation points of the concrete element and rail grid are on a vertical line as shown in 
Figure 6. As a response, a horizontal force q is transferred between the rail grid and the 
bridge deck.  

The horizontally rigid and continuous rails with the stiff ballast create partial clamping of the 
bridge structure near the abutments, which in turn reduces the bending solicitation of the 
deck slab at mid span.  

In the following formulation, all values of parameters are increments due to the transient 
situation between the unloaded and loaded bridge. For ease of reading, the Δ in front of each 
parameter is omitted.  

 

Figure 4: Coefficient of elastic foundation in horizontal direction k as a function of horizontal force q and line 
load f, [Frýba 1996] 
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Figure 5: System bridge-ballast-rail 
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The bending line of the deck under the considered load configuration is calculated without the 
railway track – bridge interaction effect. The influence of the composite behaviour on the 
shape of the bending line may be neglected. The axle loads are placed at the location where 
the maximum moment occurs. Then the loads are increased by increments with a constant 
medium value for the ballast stiffness k that depends on the load. The effect of moving axles 
on the stress determination will be discussed later. 

As the curvature of the bent deck slab is not constant, the values of the slope v’(ξ) (3.2) is 
approximated by constant values in n discrete elements, with ξ being the coordinate of the 
element centre. 

( )'( ) Mv d
EI

ξξ ξ−
= ∫  

(3.2) 

Thereby n = 10 elements are chosen to model the structure. Then the relative horizontal dis-
placement r (3.3) between the deck’s upper side and the rail grid is calculated, with x being 
the height of the compressed zone of the concrete section (Figure 6) which has to be esti-
mated first. 

' ( )rr v h x= ⋅ +  (3.3) 

The coefficient of elastic foundation k = kest is estimated and q is calculated: 

estq k r= ⋅  (3.4) 

k is then read off Figure 4 and compared to kest. The procedure is repeated varying the values 
of kest until k equals to kest. 

In order to calculate internal forces, the assumption is made that there is a fictive normal 
force Fr in the rail, which contributes to the bending resistance of the bridge beam. At mid 
span, the force Fr is equal to the sum of the contributions q of each element on one bridge 
half. 

By stating equilibrium of internal forces, the stress range in the steel reinforcement is ob-
tained. In order to determine the reduction of the stress range δ(Δσs) with respect to conven-
tional stress range calculation, the corresponding stress range is calculated for both with and 
without railway track – bridge composite effect. 

 

Figure 6: Centre of the rotated discrete element with rotation points and internal forces; hc: height of the con-
crete section, hr: distance between the rail axis and the bridge deck’s upper face 
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3.4 Parametric study 

3.4.1 Influence of the length of the cracked zone 

For a reinforcement content of ρ= 0.8 %, the influence of the length of the cracked zone LII/L 
on the reduction of the stress range δ(Δσs) in the reinforcement is plotted in Figure 7. It can 
be seen that the influence for all magnitudes of axle loads is rather small. Therefore, LII/L is 
fixed to 0.6 for the subsequent parametric studies. 

3.4.2 Influence of the reinforcement content 

The influence of varying reinforcement content on the reduction of the stress range in the 
reinforcement δ(Δσs) is shown in Figure 8. There is a strong dependency on the reinforce-
ment content. For low, fatigue relevant reinforcement contents, the reduction exceeds 5 %. 
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Figure 7: Influence of LII/L on the reduction of the stress range in the reinforcement for a) axle configuration 
2Q and b) axle configuration 4Q 
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Figure 8:  Influence of the reinforcement content on the reduction of the stress range for a) axle configuration 
2Q and b) axle configuration 4Q 
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3.4.3 Influence of the height of the rail and the axle configuration 

For ρ = 0.8 % the height of the rail axis hr is varied. Figure 9a shows that the reduction for 
the stress range δ(Δσs) as a function of hr.  δ(Δσs) is highly altered by hr. Increasing thick-
ness of the ballast provides a considerable increase in stiffness of the railway track – bridge 
system and therefore leads to lower stress ranges in the reinforcement. 

Figure 9b shows δ(Δσs) for the two different axle configurations. The axle configuration 4Q 
leads to higher moments but also to higher reductions for the stress range. 

3.4.4 Influence of the axle load magnitude 

From the previous diagrams, it can be deduced that higher axle forces lead to slightly smaller 
reductions for the stress range. 

3.4.5 Influence of the span length 

In order to obtain the influence of the span length, three supplementary spans have been 
investigated. Naturally, also the height H of the cross section is varied with the span in order 
to have the right proportions. Figure 10 shows that distinctly higher reductions of the stress 
range δ(Δσs) may be obtained with decreasing bridge span. 
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Figure 9: a) Influence of the height of the rail axis hr on the reduction of the stress range in the reinforcement 
for axle configuration 2Q and axle configuration 4Q. b) Influence of the axle configuration on the re-
duction of the stress range in the steel reinforcement with hr = 600 mm. 
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Figure 10: Influence of the span length on the stress range reduction 
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3.5 The effect of moving axles 

The interrelation between the railway track-bridge interaction model with discrete static load-
ing configurations and the real situation with moving axle loads remains to be established. 
Different load positions are subsequently analysed in terms of the stiffness of the railway 
track-bridge system.   

The parts of the deck slab with the highest rotations contribute the most to the fictious hori-
zontal force Fr in the rails and to the reduction of stresses in the structure. In the case of a 
simply supported deck slab, these parts are located near the deck’s extremities. An axle con-
figuration situated at mid span mobilizes this effect most in the ballast near the abutments 
where the ballast is not under direct influence of load. More advantageous is the load position 
near the abutments where high ballast stiffness (due to the vertical load) and the location 
where maximal rotation occurs coincide. 

In Figure 11, the effect of moving axle is illustrated using the bending line. At first, the beam 
reacts stiffer as high ballast stiffness and maximal rotations coincide near the abutments (a 
and b). Then, deflection and curvature are already reduced at mid span through the partial 
clamping due to the composite effect under the loads. The axle configuration reaches mid-
span of the bridge (c). At mid span, the stiffness of the system is as high as in the previous 
simulations. Finally, when the axle forces reach the second abutment (d and e), the effect of 
the coincidence of high ballast stiffness and maximal rotations on the deflection is not signifi-
cant, because the rotation has essentially already been made before and the beam is moving 
back to its rest position. 

In the present modelling the average stiffness of the system railway track – bridge over time 
is thus higher under moving axle loads than under stationary loads increased by small incre-
ments. In the model, the stiffest ballast (under the load) is situated at a location where small 
rotations occur (at mid span) and therefore its contribution to the reduction of stresses is 
minimal. 

As a consequence, the modelling with stationary axle loads represents well the reality, since 
moving axle loads also create maximal stresses at mid span and the stiffness of the system 
railway track – bridge is the same in both cases. 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

k0 k > k0 

 

Figure 11: Bending lines for axle configuration moving over the bridge from left to right. The dotted lines are the 
bending line without railway track-bridge interaction. 
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3.6 Application 

For the application, it is suggested that calculated bending reinforcement stress ranges Δσs, 
based on a fully cracked concrete section, are multiplied by a stress-range reduction factor 
αtrack, which depends on the bending stiffness EIc of the bridge and the effective height of the 
rail axis over the bridge deck surface: 

 

ϕFLS is the updated dynamic amplification factor (Chapter 4.6) and αLC is the line classification 
factor according to [Brühwiler 2007]. The reduction factor may be applied for fatigue verifica-
tions as well for fatigue life determination.  

The stress-range reduction factor αtrack applies only on the bending reinforcement of slab 
bridges. It should not be applied when other mechanism leading to lower stress ranges in the 
reinforcement, such as the friction of mobile bearings and the concrete in tension are consid-
ered or, when the stress ranges are based on measurements. Figure 12 shows diagrams 
where the stress-range reduction factor αtrack may be read off for bridge girders of fatigue 
relevant spans between 4 and 15 m.  

For the positive and negative bending moments of frame bridges, Ltrack corresponds to the 
distance between the inflection points of the bending line due to uniformly distributed loads. 

For the positive and negative bending moments of continuous bridges, Ltrack corresponds to 
the distance between the inflection points (or the distance between the bearing and the in-
flection point for the edge beam) for the bending line due to uniformly distributed loads. 
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Figure 12: Stress range reduction factor as a function of the bending stiffness height of the rail axis over the 
bridge deck surface 

, ( )s act FLS LC track sσ ϕ α α σΔ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Δ load model U. IC71.  

or: , ( )s act FLS track sσ ϕ α σΔ = ⋅ ⋅Δ charact .eristic train  

(3.5) 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Calculated stresses due to fatigue loading should be multiplied by the stress-range reduction 
factor αtrack to obtain realistic fatigue relevant stress values.  

This study shows that the supplementary stiffness due to the continuously welded railway 
track leads to lower stress ranges in short and medium span railway bridges. In terms of 
stress range magnitude in the steel reinforcement, a reduction of 5 - 15 % may be obtained.  

The parametric study has shown that the reinforcement content is the most important pa-
rameter involved. Especially slender slab bridges with low reinforcement content (provided 
the structural safety is fulfilled) benefit from the railway track – bridge structure composite 
effect, due to their low bending stiffness. In addition, the span is an important parameter; 
the lower the span, the higher the reduction of the stress ranges. Special attention should be 
paid on the determination of the height of the rail axis over the bridge deck surface since also 
this parameter influences strongly the stress-range reduction factor αtrack. 

The stress range in the rails due to the railway track – bridge structure composite effect is 
rather small and varies between 3 and 5 MPa. 
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4 Dynamic behaviour of bridge elements under fatigue 
causing traffic 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 will show that, especially for reinforced concrete bridges, reinforcement stresses 
due to high traffic loads have to be accurately determined for reliable fatigue safety verifica-
tion. Therefore, the dynamic traffic effect due to running trains has to be considered in a 
realistic way. 

The aim of this chapter is to confirm in a first part that the complex elastic dynamic system of 
a bridge with running trains may be modelled with sufficient accuracy using simple models 
according to [Ludescher 2003] when fatigue relevant dynamic effects are studied.  

These simple models allow in a second part the study of the effect of other velocities and 
increased trainloads. 

In such a way, dynamic measurements are conducted on a one-track railway bridge. First, the 
measured behaviour is compared with the dynamic behaviour of a model taking into account 
only the train velocity. The aim is to find out if there is a contribution of railway-track irregu-
larities on the dynamic behaviour and to model the dynamic behaviour due to railway-track 
irregularities than with simple models. 

The chapter is concluded with a short excursion to the characteristics of the dynamic behav-
iour at ultimate limit state, where elastic-plastic structural response is considered.  

4.2 Measurement of the dynamic behaviour of the Venoge Bridge 

4.2.1 Description of bridge, railway-track condition, trains and measuring system 

The straight single-track bridge consists of in total 7 simply supported 25 m span prestressed 
concrete open box girder beams with two intermediate and end diaphragms. As the accessi-
bility was good, the most northern field was chosen for the measurements. 

The measured dimensions of the cross section are given in Figure 13. The widths of the webs 
are larger near the bearings in order to accommodate the post tensioning anchorages.  
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The concrete of the bridge girder is un-cracked due to full post tensioning. The most impor-
tant dynamic property, the fundamental frequency can be found by the interpretation of 
measurements and amounts to 6.0 Hz. With the estimated line mass and the calculated mo-
ment of inertia (see Figure 13), the modulus of elasticity was calculated to be E ≅ 36 GPa.  

All measured passenger trains are of the type ICN (Intercity Neigezug of the Swiss Federal 
Railways). They consist of one or two units of seven cars each. All wagons have identical axle 
configurations. 

The freight trains consist of one six-axle locomotive and tank wagons transporting liquid fu-
els. All wagons have identical axle configurations and weights.  

Figure 14 shows also the geometric axles - bridge relation with the train positions for maximal 
and minimal static deflection. 
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Figure 13:  Measured cross sectional dimensions of the prestressed concrete open box girder beam. 
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Figure 14: Passenger and freight train; geometrical axles - bridge relation with train position A for maximal and 
train position B for minimal static deflection 
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Figure 15 shows the shape and the position of observed vertical railway-track irregularities 
with respect to the bridge beam. Two depressions of about 10 millimetres due to unsupported 
sleepers were observed during the passage of trains by vertical movements of the rail grid.  

Figure 16 shows an elevation of the measured field with the locations of the measurement 
points. The measured items are indicated.  

 

The deflection z(t) of the main girder at mid span (W5) and the rotation at the northern 
abutment (the relative horizontal displacement between main beam and the lateral wall of the 
abutment, (W3)) have been measured. 

4.2.2 Interpretation of the measured bridge response 

A typical measured dynamic deflection history is shown in Figure 17a for a passenger train 
and in Figure 17b for a freight train. By the through examination of the measurement results, 
some oscillations of higher frequency (f~6Hz) may be detected in both curves. 

In Figure 17a the scaled up rotation history (W3) at the northern abutment is mapped sup-
plementary to the deflection history. The shape of these two plots are rather similar. This 
indicates that the main girder must vibrate predominantly in its first mode. 
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Figure 15:  Observed vertical railway-track irregularities in relation to the investigated bridge beam 
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Figure 16:  Elevation of the bridge field with the measuring points. The measured items are indicated 
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For all measured trains the same shape is observed for the effect of each axle group - the 
effect of an axle group seems to have little influence on the effect of the succeeding axle 
group.  

The oscillation amplitude varies for other speeds. The oscillation amplitude is not a linear 
function of the speed; it may be lower for the lower speed and be lower for the next higher 
speed, too. 

As the dynamic effect of freight trains seems to be more pronounced, the response of freight 
trains is subsequently discussed more in detail. In Figure 18, the deflection is mapped as a 
function of the position of the axle group for the two trains F3 and F4. Additionally, the calcu-
lated quasi-static effect is drawn. 
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Figure 17: Typical measured mid-span deflection (W5) history of the main girder under a) an ICN passenger 
train heading north (train P2) and b) a freight train heading north (F4). Supplementary, the rotation 
at the abutment (W3) is plotted in a). 
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The following phenomena are observed:  

For passenger trains: 

1. The intensity of the dynamic response (the vibration amplitude of fundamental mode 
oscillations) varies with the velocity. The highest effect is observed for the velocity 
v = 23.2 m/s, which is situated in the middle of the range of the measured velocities 
(v = 22.4...25.5 m/s). 

For freight trains: 

2. Two deflection peaks (maxima) can be assigned to each axle group passage of the 
same location on the bridge. A first peak occurs when the 1st axle reaches mid span 
and a second peak when the 4th axle leaves mid span. 

3. A minimum value can be observed when the axle group moves through mid span - 
which is in contradiction to the calculated quasi-static effect (Figure 18, in the mid-
dle). 

4. For the highest speed (within the measured range), the highest deflection variation is 
observed.  

The observed phenomena of points 1 and 4 are due to varying excitation frequency, which 
excite the bridge girder with varying intensity, depending on the frequency ratio excita-
tion/bridge. The excitation frequency is a function of the frequency with which the axles enter 
respectively leave the bridge, and the frequency of imposed forces due to cars driving over 
railway-track irregularities. 

As the observed phenomena in points 2 and 3 always occurred at the same location, a geo-
metrical phenomenon has to be accounted for it. The most probable reason is the observed 
railway-track irregularity (see Figure 15), which leads to a contact force variation, which in 
turn leads to the observed peaks in the bridge response. 

The observed phenomenon of point 4 may be explained by the more detailed examination of 
the curve in Figure 18. For the case of train F4, running at 25 m/s (90 km/h), the maximum 
and minimum deflection (due to located wheel force amplification as hypothesized above) 
coincides with the vibration maxima and minima respectively of the fundamental mode vibra-
tions. In other words, the time between two wheel force amplifications is a multiple (in this 
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Figure 18: Relation position of axle group – measured deflection for the two trains F3 and F4. Additionally, the 
quasi-static effect is drawn 
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case 3) of the bridge vibration period and each wheel force peak coincides with one of the 
vibration peaks (there is no phase shift). This kind of resonance effect explains the stronger 
reaction. 

4.3 Simulation of the dynamic behaviour of the Venoge Bridge 

4.3.1 Bridge response due to passenger trains considering moving loads 

a) Modelling 

The first approach for the study of the dynamic bridge reaction is to model the bridge analyti-
cally by a linear elastic simply supported beam with constant cross section, subjected to mov-
ing forces [Frýba 1996]. Thus, the effect of railway-track irregularities is not yet considered 
here. 

The beam displacement can be expressed in the form [Frýba 1999 and Pimentel 2006]:  
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 Yn(t) is the time-dependent amplitude of the nth mode shape  

 φn(x)  is the nth mode shape 

Under moving loads, the nth mode shape amplitude can be expressed as: 
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Figure 19:  Beam under a moving load with a constant speed 
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In the case of a simply supported beam with constant cross section [Clough and Penzien 
1993], the nth mode shape is described by: 
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and the corresponding circular frequency is: 
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In the case, where only the first mode is considered, the deflection at mid span (4.1) be-
comes for t ≤ L/v: 
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(4.5)

If more than one load is considered, the effects of the single loads may be superposed. 

b) Simulation results 

The simulations were conducted on a Visual Basic computer program, established by [Pimen-
tel 2006]. Figure 20 right shows the simulation result for the passenger train running at the 
same velocity as in the measurement result of Figure 17. 
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Figure 20: Measured mid-span deflection history (left) and on a beam-model with moving loads simulated mid-
span deflection history (right) of passenger train P2, v= 23.2 m/s. Damping ratio ζbr = 1%. 
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Figure 21 right shows an interval of the simulation result together with the measured result 
for freight train F3. 

The following observations are made for moving load simulations: 

1. The dynamic reaction of the bridge model is weaker in terms of oscillation amplitude 
and maximum dynamic deflection than the real bridge reaction for both passenger and 
freight trains. 

2. The curve of the simulation for the freight train does not contain the minimum when 
the axle group moves through mid span (e.g. at t = 38 s). 

3. The axle group effect varies between different axle groups of the passenger train. In 
the case of the chosen velocity, the oscillation amplitude decreases with each follow-
ing axle group. 

4. The dynamic passenger train simulation with the velocity v = 23.2 m/s leads to the 
highest dynamic reaction of the bridge (DAFML = 1.04). The same tendency was ob-
served also in the in the measurement results. 

Not considering the railway-track irregularities must be the reason for the smaller reaction of 
the moving load simulation. The effect of the railway-track irregularities is studied in subse-
quent simulations with passenger and freight cars. 

4.3.2 Influence of unsprung wheel set vibrations on the bridge vibrations 

a) Introduction 

In order to enable a targeted dynamic simulation of the effect of railway-track irregularities, 
the influence of unsprung wheel set vibrations on the bridge vibrations is investigated first. 

A supplementary study shows that the dynamic behaviour of unsprung wheel set mass may 
have an important influence on the wheel force amplifications (Chapter 4.4.2). The dynamic 
behaviour of unsprung wheel set mass may consist in vibrations due to running instabilities, 
rail corrugation etc. The frequencies of those vibrations are typically far above 50 Hz at usual 
train velocities.  

In order to investigate the effect of the wheel set vibrations on the bridge vibrations, the 
bridge and its dynamic excitation are modelled.  
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Figure 21: Measured mid-span deflection history (left) and on a beam-model with moving loads simulated mid-
span deflection history (right) of freight train F3, v=20.8 m/s. Damping ratio ζbr = 1%. 
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b) Modelling 

Different natural modes of bridge vibrations can be covered by equivalent one-mass oscilla-
tors. Figure 22 schematically shows how to get through modal analysis to the different natu-
ral modes with corresponding modal masses. Each natural mode can be modelled as a one-
mass oscillator of equal dynamic properties. 

The bridge is modelled for the first natural mode only as it is the only mode of interest. The 
model consists in a one-mass oscillator of equivalent bridge mass mbr = 144 t and natural 
frequency fbr = 6 Hz. The one-mass oscillator is excited by a harmonic force. 

0 sin( )br br brm z c z k z m g F tω⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ +&& &  (4.6)

In order to assess the effect of wheel set vibrations on bridge girder vibrations the transfer 
function of the one-mass oscillator is analysed. Figure 23 shows a transfer function represent-
ing the first mode of the bridge vibrations.  

The first natural frequency of the bridge is 6.0 Hz. Wheel set vibrations up to 2000 Hz may 
occur, but for the study, fexc = 50 Hz is considered as lower bound. The wheel set vibration 
acts as a sinusoidal varying force at mid span on the bridge beam.  

The dynamic amplification of the bridge displacements is almost zero according to the trans-
fer function for the respective frequency ratio fexc/fbr = 8.3. This means that the bridge girder 
is not excited to vibrations in the first mode of any considerable amplitude. Thus, the effect 
of wheel set vibrations is neglected. 

Naturally, bridge girder vibrations of higher modes are excited. However, higher modes typi-
cally have lower amplitudes that do not lead fatigue relevant action effects [Ludescher 2003].  
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Figure 22: Modal analysis of the bridge girder (adapted from [Ludescher 2003]) 
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4.3.3 Influence of dynamic bridge behaviour on the car 

a) Introduction 

In order to simplify farther the model for the investigation of the railway-track irregularities, 
the question is raised if it is valid to model the dynamic behaviour of car and bridge inde-
pendently and couple them later for this case of a rather stiff bridge. For that purpose, the 
influence of the observed bridge behaviour on the car is examined. 

The bridge was observed to oscillate with double amplitude of about 0.1 mm and a frequency 
of 6.0 Hz. That effect was superposed to the effect of wheel force variations due to railway-
track irregularities. The influence of that observed oscillation on the car is investigated and 
quantified by subsequent simulation.  

b) Modelling of the car 

A one-mass oscillator is established according to Figure 24. The one mass oscillator repre-
sents modal mass and stiffness of the car for vibrations in vertical direction. The modal mass 
corresponds approximately to ½ of the total car mass and the stiffness corresponds to the 
total bogie suspension stiffness. In such a way, the typical vertical vibration modes are repre-
sented. The natural frequency for the “car body” is assumed 1.0 Hz in the case of a passen-
ger car and 2.25 Hz in the case of a loaded freight car.  

The equation of movement is: 

car bogie car track bogie trackm z c z k z m g c z k z⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅&& & &  (4.7)

with the excitation function: 

( ) 2( ) cos ___ 0_ _2track track track exc
exc

z t a a f t for t
f

π= − + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < <  
(4.8)

and 

___________________________ 2_( ) 0track
exc

z t for t
f

>=  
(4.9)

All simulations are conducted on a program written in Maple, established by [Ludescher 
2003]. 

c) Simulation and interpretation 

Figure 25 shows the response of the one-mass oscillator (fcar = 2.25 Hz), which is excited by 
a sinusoidal forced displacement at its base, corresponding to the observed bridge oscillation 
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Figure 24: Simplified car model for obtaining of dynamic bogie forces (adapted from [Ludescher 2003]) 
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of 6 Hz. The unsprung wheel set mass is assumed part of the bridge mass. The duration of 
the excitation is 1s, corresponding to the travel time of a bogie over the bridge beam for the 
velocity v = 25 m/s. The simulation is conservative as the (constant) amplitude of the excita-
tion by forced displacement is in reality only present for the vehicle position at mid-span and 
is smaller for vehicle positions closer to the abutments.  

The bogie force varies with maximum amplitude of 1.5 kN, which is very small with respect to 
the bogie force variation due to railway-track irregularities which will be investigated later. 
Therefore, that effect is neglected. 

The effect of bridge vibrations on the dynamic car behaviour is also negligible for fatigue 
relevant bridges with shorter and stiffer girders than the investigated bridge.  

Based on that conclusion, the car and the bridge are modelled as independent one-mass os-
cillators. 

4.3.4 Bridge response considering railway-track irregularities 

a) Introduction 

As the effect of moving loads is not considered in this model, the result of this simulation may 
be seen as complement to the above simulation with moving loads. The superposition of the 
two results may be made, with care. Subsequently, first the dynamic response of the axle 
group in terms of car body displacements and bogie force amplifications is investigated (simu-
lation for the car), then the forces of the axle group is introduced as excitation for the bridge 
(simulation for the bridge). 

b) Simulation for the car 

It was concluded that the dynamic bridge behaviour is not altered by unsprung wheel set 
vibrations (4.3.2) and the bridge behaviour has a negligible influence on the behaviour of the 
car (4.3.3). Therefore, the model of Figure 24 is applied for the simulations for the car. The 
car model is excited dynamically by imposed displacements representing the passage over 
railway-track irregularities. The car response in terms of bogie force variations will be intro-
duced later as excitation function for the bridge. 

The wavelength of the observed railway-track irregularities is long enough that the entire 
bogie may follow the shape. In the following, the alleviative effect of the bogie is neglected 
and the foot of the one-mass oscillator follows the vertical railway-track position.  
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Figure 25: Displacement and force history of a one-mass oscillator as car half, which moves over the oscillating 
bridge. The one-mass oscillator is excited by a sinusoidal forced displacement at its base, fexc = 6 Hz, 
aexc = 0.1 mm, fcar = 2.25 Hz, ζcar = 5%. 
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The train velocity for the simulation determines, together with the railway-track, the excita-
tion function. Table 1 shows the input data for the simulations. 

 

Given that the span of the bridge is 25 m, the girder is loaded by two car halves at the same 
time (Figure 14). Therefore, the simulation is made for two one-mass oscillators that are dis-
tant from each other by the same interval as the bogies of the real train. 

The displacement and force histories are represented in Figure 26 for the passenger train and 
in Figure 27 for the freight train. 

During the passage of two railway-track depressions, the car body of the passenger car 
moves steadily downwards whilst the bogie force response follows in time with the shape of 
vertical railway-track position. The main origin of bogie force variations is the imposed sus-
pension length variation by the railway track. Maximum bogie force occurs at the end of the 
second depression when the lowest car body position coincides with the high railway-track 
elevation. In order to represent the total action on the bridge, the two bogie force evolutions 
are added up. The maximum force is 570 kN, leading to an amplification factor DAFΣbo = 1.03.  

In contrast to the passenger car, the freight car reacts faster. The car body moves down-
wards with the railway-track depression in a way that it reaches its lowest point when the 
track is again up after the first depression. Therefore, the contact force varies considerably. 
The sum of two bogie force evolutions leads to an amplification factor DAFΣbo = 1.14, which is 
lower than the dynamic amplification factor for the single bogie force evolution DAFbo = 1.25. 
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Figure 26: Car body displacement and bogie force history of two adjacent passenger car halves riding over rail-
way-track depressions with a 25 m/s speed, bogie distance = 7.1 m, ζ = 5%. 

Table 1:  Most important input data for the simulations of train passage over track depressions 

 mcar = 2.P kbogie fexc=v/λtrack f car f exc/f car

[m/s] [km/h] [t] [kN/m] [Hz] [Hz] [-] 
λ track

[m]

6

Train v atrack

[mm]

ICN 22.4...25.5 81...92 28 1200 3.7...4.3 1.0 3.7...4.35

Freight 20.8...25.5 75...92 45 9000 3.5...4.3 2.25 1.6...1.956
 

with: 
 v : train velocity  λtrack : track depression wave length 

 mcar : mass per bogie fexc : excitation frequency for a single bogie 

 kbogie : stiffness per bogie fcar : uncoupled fundamental car frequency 

 atrack : track depression amplitude P : mass per axle 
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This is because the phase-shift between the force evolutions of the two bogies is such that 
maximum bogie forces do not occur at the same time. 

The chosen damping ratio ζ = 5% is rather low in the case of a passenger car. However, as 
the ratio between the excitation frequency and the fundamental frequency is rather high 
(fexc/fcar = 4.2), there is no significant influence of the height of the damping ratio on the re-
sponse [Ludescher 2003]. 

The result of above simulations corresponds to a velocity of 25 m/s. The result is virtually the 
same for the whole ranges of measured velocities (v= 22.4...25.5m/s for passenger trains 
and 20.8...25.5m/s for freight trains).  

The effect of other velocities is investigated in Section 4.3.5. 

c) Simulation for the bridge 

Subsequent figures show the result of a simulation of the bridge subjected to a harmonic 
force. The excitation results from the global bogie force variation (ΣFbogie (t)) of previous car 
simulation. It is described by the harmonic force Fexc (t) = Fstat + F0·sin (fexc·2π·t) with the 
excitation frequencies fexc = 4 Hz and 3 Hz respectively, corresponding approximately to the 
frequency of the bogie force variation of previous car simulation. Effective mass and stiffness 
for the first mode of the bridge are not considerably altered when the force is acting not ex-
actly at mid-span [Ludescher 2003]. But the reaction of the model is exaggerated, when the 
distance of the force application point to mid-span is not considered.  
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Figure 27: Car body displacement and bogie force history of two adjacent freight car halves riding over railway-
track depressions with a 25 m/s speed, bogie distance = 5.7 m, ζ = 5%. 
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Figure 28: a) displacement and b) force history of by harmonic force excited bridge model due to the passenger 
train, fexc = 4 Hz, aexc = 12 kN, fbr = 6Hz, ζbr = 1% 
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It is clearly visible that the bridge reproduces with a small delay the excitation by harmonic 
force in terms of displacements and forces.  

The amplification factor for the bridge response is DAFtr = 1.05 for passenger cars (Figure 
28b) and DAFtr = 1.17 for freight cars (Figure 29b). In both cases, the amplification factor for 
the bridge response (DAFtr) is higher than for the bogie forces (DAFbo). This is because the 
“bridge” accumulates dynamic energy under the excitation by a harmonic force. 

The absolute values for the DAFtr are higher for freight cars. But, in this case, the ratio be-
tween the DAFbo and the DAFtr is higher for passenger cars than for freight cars, which 
means, that the bridge accumulates more energy with respect to the energy under the static 
car load with passenger cars. This is due to a ratio between the excitation frequency fexc and 
the frequency of the bridge fbr closer to 1.0 (fexc/fbr = 0.67) for passenger cars. The frequency 
ratio for freight cars is fexc/fbr= 0.5 and differs more from 1.0.  

That phenomenon may be also explained using the transfer function of Figure 23. The ampli-
fication factors of the transfer function refer to vibration amplitudes and not to forces, but it 
gives information on the strength of the dynamic response as well. The dynamic response is 
weaker for decreasing frequency ratios (in the case of frequency ratios below 1.0). 

d) Comparison of the simulation result with the measured bridge behaviour 

In Figure 30, a compilation of the measurement result of an arbitrarily chosen axle group with 
the simulation result for the same interval is made.  

The effect of the train velocity with moving loads is not considered in the simulation result; 
however, it is rather small for the given velocity domain (see Section 4.3.1).  

It can be seen that the model reacts qualitatively similar to the real bridge, and the maximum 
and minimum deflections coincide well. 
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Figure 29: a) displacement and b) force history of by harmonic force excited bridge model due to the freight 
train, fexc = 3.0 Hz, aexc = 100 kN, fbr = 6Hz, ζbr = 1% 
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The simulation result shows how the displacement increases and decreases due to the effect 
of the railway-track irregularities as it was observed for the bridge response. 

The effect of other velocities is investigated in Section 4.3.5. 

4.3.5 Dynamic effect of other velocities and masses per axle 

a) Introduction 

The good qualitative agreement between measurement and simulation result allows supple-
mentary investigations using the same model. Two different loading degrees are investigated 
for freight cars. The masses per axle are P = 22.5 t and P = 30 t. The dynamic amplification 
factors are compared for different velocities. 

b) Simulation for the car 

As it was stated for the last simulations, the car may be modelled separately, as the behav-
iour of the bridge alters only marginally the car behaviour, due to the small oscillation ampli-
tude. The input data for subsequent car simulations are listed in Table 2. 

 

 

 

All simulations are conducted on computer programs, established by [Ludescher 2003]. 
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Figure 30: Compilation of the measurement result for the effect of one axle group of freight train F4 with the 
one-mass oscillator simulation result. (The effect of moving loads is not contained in the simulation 
result) 

 

Table 2:  Input data for the simulations 

 kbogief exc =v/λtrack
π

bogie

car

k1
2 m

 f exc/f car

[m/s] [km/h] [kN/m][Hz]
[Hz]

[-] 
λ track

[m]

Train v/V atrack

[mm]

Freight 5...33 20...120 90000.9...5.6 2.25 0.4...2.556

mcar= 2.P

[t]

45

60 1.95 0.5...3

fcar=

 

with: 
 v 

mcar 

kbogie 

atrack 

: train velocity  

: mass per bogie 

: stiffness per bogie 

: railway-track depression amplitude 

λtrack 

fexc 

fcar 

P 

: railway-track depression wave length (Figure 15) 

: excitation frequency for a single bogie 

: uncoupled fundamental car frequency 

: mass per axle 
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c) Simulation for the bridge 

The bridge is modelled as described in Chapter 4.3.2. 

d) Influence of the velocity and the axle mass on the bogie-force amplification fac-
tors 

In Figure 31a, the dynamic amplification factor for the bogie forces is mapped for different 
velocities and two different masses per axle. A peak value can be observed at the velocity 
V = 42.1 and 48.6 km/h, respectively. The DAF is distinctly lower for the higher mass per axle 
above those two velocities. The peak value for the 22.5 t and 30 t mass per axle amounts to 
DAF = 1.22 and 1.17, respectively. 

The DAF with higher loading degree is smaller because the car frequency is lower, whilst the 
excitation frequency (fexc = v/λtrack) and the railway-track irregularity amplitude atrack are 
equal for both loading degrees. The frequency ratio fexc/fcar is higher than 1.0 for velocities 
above V = 42.1 and 48.6 km/h, respectively. 

However, the sum of the bogie forces is determinant for the bridge response, as the maxi-
mum effect is caused by two bogies. Figure 31b shows the DAF for the sum of the bogie 
forces for different velocities.  

The DAFs for the sum of the bogie forces are smaller than the values for the single bogies. 
This is because the two car halves vibrate with a phase difference and the contact forces par-
tially annul each other. 

e) Influence of the velocity and the axle mass on the action-effect amplification 
factors 

Figure 32 shows the DAF for the bridge response due to 22.5 t per axle and 30 t per axle. For 
the chosen velocities, there is a maximum value for the velocity V = 48.6 and 42.1 km/h, 
respectively. The velocities V = 48.6 and 42.1 km/h are the speeds for maximum dynamic car 
excitation. The bridge then reacts strongly due to the high bogie force amplitude. The DAF 
increases again for velocities above 80 km/h since the frequency of the excitation that results 
from the bogie force variation due to railway-track irregularities gets closer to the fundamen-
tal frequency of the bridge beam. 
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Figure 31: a) Bogie-force amplification factor due to track irregularities for freight trains for different velocities 
and two different masses per axle. b) Amplification factor for the resulting force of the two bogies. 
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There is also a minimum for the velocity V = 75 km/h. There, the bogie forces partially annul 
each other due to phase difference between two car halves corresponding to nearly one-half 
period of the car vibration. 

For speeds above V = 45 km/h, the dynamic amplification factor for the bridge response is 
distinctly smaller for the higher car mass. With increasing velocity above the critical speed for 
maximum car excitation, the car body moves lesser. As the suspension characteristics are 
assumed the same for the two loading degrees, the force increase is virtually the same in 
both cases. As the DAF refers to the static effect, which increases linearly with the car mass, 
the DAF is lower for the higher car mass. 

This study does not consider the effect of several succeeding axle groups moving over the 
bridge. In reality, the bridge may already vibrate due to a previous axle group. However, 
when the measurement results are consulted, it can be seen that with each axle group the 
similar effect occurred (see Figure 18). Furthermore, the fundamental mode vibrations that 
accompanied the bridge response had a minor effect on the dynamic car response. The mayor 
effects have the bogie force variations leading to nearly instantaneous variations of the de-
flection.  

Supplementary to the simulation results, the measured DAFs for the three velocities are 
mapped in Figure 32. The measured DAF are lower than the DAF of the simulation of the sa-
me velocity. Overestimated railway-track irregularity amplitude may be the reason, since the 
DAF is a linear function of the track irregularity amplitude. But the DAFs show the same ten-
dency for the range of measured velocities. 

The effect of the train velocity (moving loads) only is not contained in this result. It is how-
ever rather weak, compared to the effect of railway-track irregularities and varies between 
DAFML = 1.01 and 1.05 for the chosen range of velocities.   

4.3.6 Conclusions for the dynamic modelling of the Venoge Bridge 

Due to the good accordance between model reaction and measured structural response, the 
use of simple models is confirmed to be a valuable tool for the investigation of the effect of 
track irregularities.  

The action effect of interest (the maximum moment) is caused by more than one bogie. It 
must not be expected that the bogies increase their contact force all at the same time. The 
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Figure 32: Action effect amplification factor for the Venoge Bridge due to track irregularities for freight trains for 
different velocities and two different masses per axle 
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sum of the contact forces leads to equal or lower amplification factors than those for single 
bogies. 

The investigated bridge itself is not fatigue relevant due to its long span and a fully 
prestressed concrete cross section. As the investigated bridge was rather stiff, the assump-
tions on the modelling are increasingly applicable on bridges of shorter spans. The following 
is valid for the investigated bridge as well for fatigue relevant shorter bridges: 

- the bridge vibrations do not influence the car behaviour, the bridge may be attributed 
to a rigid base for the car 

- thus, car and bridge may be modelled separately 

- the wheel force variation due to railway track depressions leads to an almost immedi-
ate bridge response 

- maximum wheel forces do not necessarily occur always at the location for maximum 
action effect 

- the influence of wheel set vibrations on the response of main girders or slabs in longi-
tudinal direction is negligible. 

As observed in the measurements, the dynamic amplification factor varies also in the model 
with varying velocity. A first maximum occurs at the resonance speed for maximum car exci-
tation due to track irregularities. The high contact force amplitude leads to high action effect 
amplitudes. With increasing speed, the dynamic reaction of the bridge decreases in magni-
tude and increases again. The excitation frequency resulting from the contact force variation 
gets closer to the fundamental frequency of the bridge girder for higher velocities. 

The dynamic amplification factor is smaller for higher car loading degrees when the train 
moves faster than the critical speed for maximum car excitation. 

4.4 Dynamic effect of increased train loads 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The parameters velocity, natural frequency and bridge span are currently used to define the 
dynamic amplification factor for bridge action effects due to traffic loads (UIC 1994). The 
effects due to railway-track irregularities are considered by a separate formula. However, the 
magnitude of the axle load is not considered.  

In Chapter 4.3, it has been confirmed that the dynamic behaviour of a railway bridge may be 
reproduced by simple models when fatigue relevant dynamic effects are studied. The effect of 
increased car mass was already investigated at the end of that chapter. It has been observed 
that the dynamic amplification factor for the bridge-girder action effect due to the two rail-
way-track depressions is lower for the higher car mass for velocities above V = 50 km/h. This 
is, however, linked to a special case with a given bridge and railway track irregularity. In this 
chapter, a more generally valid study that is adapted from [Ludescher 2003] for railway traf-
fic is made. 
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4.4.2 Influence of the car weight on wheel force amplifications 

a) Introduction 

Chapter 4.2 shows that wheel force (or bogie force) variations are an important cause for the 
excitation of bridge vibrations. Depending on the dynamic properties of the system, a singular 
internal force increase occurs or considerable vibrations are initiated. 

The most important scenario leading to wheel force amplifications are railway-track irregulari-
ties, which, depending on their geometric properties lead to a singular contact force increase 
and considerable vibrations of cars. 

Subsequently, studies with simple models show that wheel force amplification factors de-
crease with higher car mass. 

b) Modelling of cars 

Most freight wagons have no secondary suspension (secondary suspensions are arranged 
between bogie and car body and used in passenger cars to ensure adequate riding comfort). 
Subsequently, a two-mass oscillator with excitation at its base is used as dynamic model. 
Figure 33 shows the model, which is used to describe the dynamic behaviour of the car. In 
order to investigate the wheel force amplifications for the time being the model is more so-
phisticated than the previous model that was used to investigate the behaviour of the girder 
of the Venoge Bridge. 

The new model includes the “un sprung” wheel sets and the ballast. The wheel force behav-
iour of one wheel can be represented by the equivalent car body mass (1/2 car body mass). 
The model, in the following called “car” covers 4 components: the car body mass, its suspen-
sion, the “un sprung” wheel set mass and the ballast layer. The railway-track superstructure 
(rail, sleepers and ballast) is considered as a spring moving with the axle where the mass is 
neglected (the mass of railway-track superstructure will be added to the bridge mass). The 
railway-track superstructure has a non-linear behaviour; for higher forces, a higher stiffness 
has to be considered.  

The excitation of vibrations due to railway-track irregularities is placed below the spring. 

c) Modelling of railway-track irregularities 

Irregularities in vertical direction with equal shape for both rails are assumed as it can be 
encountered mostly anywhere on the railway track. Railway-track irregularities with high dif-
ference in elevation (degradation of ballast, settlements) typically have also long wave-
lengths. As lower bound for the size of railway-track irregularities may be seen periodic ir-
regularities at the running surface of the rail, called rail corrugation.  
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Figure 33:  simplified model for the acquisition of dynamic wheel forces (adapted from [Ludescher 2003]) 
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The wavelength of the railway-track irregularities together with the running speed determine 
the excitation frequencies for the car that according to the transfer behaviour lead to car 
body displacements and wheel force amplifications of different amplitude. Figure 34a shows a 
typical shape for vertical railway-track irregularities of a long wavelength. The dominant 
wavelength is about 35 m. With a velocity of f. ex. v = 35 m/s (130 km/h) the excitation fre-
quency would be fexc = 1Hz with an excitation amplitude of about 5 mm. Figure 34b shows a 
photograph of a rail with corrugation. The wavelength is about 6 cm. With the same velocity 
as above, the excitation frequency would be fexc = 600Hz 

Railway-track irregularities are not always of periodic nature; there are also isolated track 
irregularities such as track depressions at the abutments of bridges due to settlements, track 
depressions due to locally unsupported sleepers (as in the case of the railway bridge in Chap-
ter 4.2) or solitary supported sleepers. 

d) Influence of the car weight on the wheel force amplification 

In order to investigate the behaviour of the car that is dynamically excited by railway-track 
irregularities, the transfer function of the two-mass oscillator in Figure 33 is established. This 
transfer function describes the response in the stationary state of the system under harmonic 
excitation by forced displacement of 5 mm amplitude.  

In Figure 35 (left) the result of a linear suspended and on the right side, a leaf suspended 
“car” is mapped. Clearly visible in both cases are the marked amplifications in the domain of 
the car body natural frequency (left hump) and in the domain of the axle natural oscillation 
(right hump). The curve for the higher car body mass in both cases is situated clearly below 
the curve of the lower car body mass.  
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Figure 34: Typical shape of vertical railway-track position a) with high wavelength, b) with short wavelength (rail 
corrugation, [Esveld 2001]) 
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Figure 35: Influence of the car body mass over the whole frequency spectra; left: car with linear suspension, (fcar 

body,40t = 1.5 Hz, ζsusp = 15%), right with leaf spring; common parameters: excitation amplitude aexc = 
5 mm, mcar body = 40 t, mwheel set = 4 t, ktyres = 2·2 MN/m, ζ tyres = 3%) 
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It should be mentioned that these curves are obtained with a model representing the dynamic 
properties of vehicles, where the stiffness of the wheel set is given through a rather soft sus-
pension-and-“tyre” system. In the case of a railway vehicle, the “tyre” includes also the rail-
way-track superstructure, which has the function of absorbing wheel set vibrations. 

Due to the high stiffness of the railway-track superstructure, the natural frequency of wheel 
set vibrations is thus expected to be higher, which means that the curves in the domain of 
wheel set oscillations (right hump of the curve of Figure 35) should be displaced to the right 
relative to the mapped one. 

Besides, the excitation amplitude is too high and not typical for the excitation of those high 
frequencies.  

However, the curves are useful to highlight the influence of car body mass. Attention should 
be paid to the fact that, in addition, the superstructure has non-linear force-displacement 
behaviour, which is only important for the high frequencies (second hump). 

Figure 35 can also be seen as an information of the devolution of the amplification factor as a 
function of the excitation frequency caused by the railway-track irregularities (fexc= running 
speed divided by the dominant wavelength of railway-track irregularity). In the case of linear, 
as well of leaf springs, the frequency ranges with maximum excitation are limited on the do-
mains 1-2 and 10-15 Hz. Especially high are the amplification factors for the leaf springs, but 
this is due to the small excitation amplitude, where the internal static friction between the 
leaves is not exceeded.  

Assuming in every case the biggest amplification would thus lead to very conservative ampli-
fication factors. On the other hand, the railway-track profile at a specific bridge can exhibit 
the biggest unevenness at exactly the same wavelength, which together with the running 
speed of a heavily loaded train gives the most adverse excitation frequency.  

The running speed varies between different trains, and the vertical track position varies over 
time due to periodic maintenance works. Above-mentioned scenario may be seen as occa-
sional event. 

For fatigue examinations, frequent rather than occasional scenarios have to be considered, as 
several millions of cycles during several years are necessary to cause any fatigue damage. An 
occasional extreme solicitation in general do not accelerate the fatigue damaging respectively 
shorten the fatigue life. Such scenarios leading to peak values for the dynamic traffic effect 
do not have to be considered for fatigue verifications with respect to the fatigue limit or for 
fatigue life calculations. 
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Particularly demonstrative, the influence of the car body mass can be identified by using a 
one-mass oscillator as car model which can be seen as a car body and its suspension (Figure 
36). As action, an excitation by a located railway-track irregularity is simulated by introducing 
an impulse in the system by the release of an imposed deflection.  In Figure 36 the “wheel 
force” amplification factor as a function of the car weight and rigidity of its suspension is 
mapped. The decrease of the amplification factor with increased car body mass is clearly rec-
ognizable for 3 different values for the suspension stiffness.  

This decrease for the amplification factor can be explained by the increasing significance of 
the static part of the maximum force to which the amplification factor refers. The static force 
is increasing proportionally with increasing mass whilst the initial displacement remains the 
same.  

4.4.3 Influence of the car weight on the amplification of bridge action effects 

a) Model and excitation 

Figure 37 shows a two-mass oscillator representing car and bridge. The two-mass oscillator is 
excited by an initial displacement of the upper mass, representing the body of the car. Such a 
forced displacement may occur when the car moves over a difference in elevation of the rail-
way track due to a rail joint (misalignment) or a differential settlement in the transition zone 
between the embankment and the bridge. 
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Figure 36: Wheel force amplification factor as a function of the car weight and stiffness (adapted from 
[Ludescher 2003]) 
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As an example, the response is mapped in Figure 38 using numerical values for the dynamic 
properties. mbr is the effective bridge mass and, as the first natural mode is considered, cor-
responds to one-half of the total bridge mass including ballast. The displacement devolution 
(Figure 38 left) mapped for vehicle and bridge shows very small displacements for the bridge 
compared to the car displacements. Already the initial displacement of the car led to a very 
small bridge displacement due to its high stiffness.  

However, the force devolution (Figure 38, right) shows that the bridge reacts even slightly 
stronger than the car. The stronger reaction of the bridge is due to the dynamic interaction 
between car and bridge. This effect is increasingly pronounced for ratios between car and 
bridge frequency closer to 1.0. In this example, this would be the case with decreasing load-
ing degree (higher car frequency) and unchanged bridge properties. 

The bridge reacts in terms of displacements and forces nearly without delay to the vehicle 
force evolution. 
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Figure 37: Model for the analyse of the reaction of the system „car“+ „bridge“ due to an impulse like excitation 
by the release of the by 8 mm elevated upper mass (adapted from [Ludescher 2003]) 
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b) Dynamic amplification factor as a function of the car mass 

Figure 39 shows left the evolution of the wheel force amplification and right the amplification 
factor for the bridge action effect. Figure 39 was obtained for a bridge with an effective (mo-
dal) mass mbr = 80t, corresponding to bridge in reinforced concrete of a span between 10 
and 14 m length.  

In Figure 40, the wheel force amplification factor and the action effect amplification factor is 
mapped for an effective bridge mass of mbr = 20t, corresponding to a bridge in reinforced 
concrete of a span between 4 and 6m length. 
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Figure 38: Displacement and force devolution of an example with numerical values 
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Figure 39: Amplification factor for wheel forces (left) and bridge displacements (right) as a function of car mass 
and bridge stiffness for a bridge mass of 80t 
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The result for the wheel-force amplification factor (left) shows a clear decrease with increas-
ing “car” weight. This confirms the finding in Figure 36. 

Additionally, the figures show for mcar above 50 t (Figure 39) and 30 t (Figure 40) that the 
bridge frequency fbr has no significant influence on the dynamic amplification factors. Fur-
thermore, the dynamic amplification factor for the action effect (right) is similar to the wheel 
force amplification factor. This is because the (uncoupled) car frequency is lower for higher 
loading degrees, which increases the difference between car and bridge frequency. Then the 
bridge may be increasingly attributed to a rigid base for the car and the curves for the wheel-
force amplification factors are similar to those of Figure 36. 

The dynamic amplification factor is virtually the same for the two different bridges chosen, 
especially for high car masses. Also here, this is due to the relative high gap between car and 
bridge frequency. 

The DAFaction effect is higher than the DAFwheel for cars with lower loading degrees (below 
mcar = 50 t) in Figure 39. This is due to the higher car frequency leading to a frequency ratio 
fcar/fbr closer to 1.0. Then a stronger interaction between car and bridge leads to higher dy-
namic amplification factors. 

The decrease of dynamic amplification factor with increased traffic load is confirmed by the 
interpretation of measurements [Hirt 1976], [ORE 1990]. 

4.4.4 Dominant second natural mode of the vehicle 

a) Wheel force amplifications 

The scenario where the dynamic behaviour of the “car” is dominated by its 2nd natural mode 
(when the un sprung wheel set is moving against the car body but also when running insta-
bilities of the wheel set occur) may lead to high wheel force amplifications. High vertical 
forces are caused by bad welds of the rails. Typically, the contact force passes a sharp peak 
of some milliseconds. 

Extreme vertical wheel force amplifications are caused by wheel flats. These forces can in-
crease to six times the static value [Esveld 2001]. Vibrations are excited between the wheel 
set and track superstructure. The frequency of such vibrations is typically above 50 Hz. In the 
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Figure 40: Amplification factor for wheel forces (left) and bridge displacements (right) as a function of car mass 
and bridge stiffness for a bridge mass of 20 t 
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domain of excitation where important axle vibrations occur, the car body nearly does not 
move due to its low eigenfrequency with respect to the excitation. The significance of wheel 
force amplification decreases with increased car body mass as the dynamic amplification fac-
tor has the static effect as reference. However, the occurrence of wheel flats is considered as 
occasional case and therefore not fatigue relevant.  

b) Action effect amplifications 

In Chapter 4.3 it was concluded that for the Venoge Bridge, that excitations of high frequen-
cies do not lead to significant bridge oscillations. The frequencies of wheel set vibrations are 
expected to be much higher than the first fundamental frequency of the bridge. Fatigue rele-
vant, shorter bridges have higher fundamental frequencies than the Venoge Bridge. Also 
there, the excitation due to wheel set vibrations is of a much higher frequency than the fre-
quency of the bridge. Therefore, it is unlikely that this kind of dynamic effect leads to bridge 
vibrations of any considerable amplitude. This may be depicted again by the transfer function 
for a one-mass oscillator of Figure 23, Page 27. As the frequency of such excitations is far 
above 50 Hz and the fatigue relevant fundamental frequencies of slab bridges or bridge gird-
ers are below 30 Hz, a frequency ratios higher than 1.7 occur. For these frequency ratios, the 
bridge reaction in terms of deflection and action effect amplification is negligible. 

4.4.5 Conclusions on dynamic effects of increased train loads 

The following conclusions are valid for dynamic effects due to railway-track irregularities 
when considering a bridge stock: 

1. The wheel force-amplification factor decreases with increased car weight. 

2. In the bridge element, the dynamic amplification factor decreases with increased 
trainload. 

3. Maximum excitation for a heavily loaded car is possible but this is not a fatigue rele-
vant scenario as it is not likely to occur often enough. 

Supplementary conclusions for increased trainloads: 

4. Where the dynamic behaviour of the car is dominated by its 2nd natural mode (the un 
sprung wheel set is moving against the car body, or if there are other running insta-
bilities of the wheel set), a decrease of wheel force amplification factor with increased 
car weight can be expected. 

5. Heavy freight trains of equal axle spacing most likely run beyond the critical speed for 
resonance as the critical speeds are situated in narrow domains. 

4.5 Dynamic effects of located railway track settlements in the transition 
zone embankment-bridge 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Railway track settlements in the transition zone between embankment and bridge have been 
the object of several research works [Holm 2006 et al.]. Even if the track is maintained regu-
larly, this kind of vertical railway-track irregularity may be observed in the vicinity of several 
bridge abutments. This track irregularity is observed best during the passage of a train, 
where the rail with the unsupported sleepers moves downwards. 
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Settlements may occur in the subsoil and/or in the bridge backfill material. [Li and Davis 
2005] identified three major causes of settlement within the transition zones: 

1. A large difference in stiffness between the portion of the track on the bridge and the 
portion in the transition zone can lead to uneven deflections; 

2. Unlike the bridge, which is supported on stiff foundations, the transition zone is sup-
ported on the subsoil and inherently settles more than the bridge; 

3. Settlements develop due to poor embankment materials, inadequate compaction, and 
poor drainage conditions. 

Typical situations of track settlements in the transition zone are illustrated in Figure 41. 

Using the car model described in 4.3.3, the passage over a railway track settlement near the 
bridge is investigated for a freight car. The input data for the simulation is given in Table 3. 
The track depression wavelength is 6 m, respectively 12 m. 

 

4.5.2 Passage over the track depression-bridge system, car behaviour 

Figure 42 shows the response of the car passing over a railway track settlement of 6 m length 
in front of a bridge. The bridge beam is schematically mapped in order to be able to read off 
the car body displacement and the bogie force at different positions in relation to the bridge. 
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Figure 41: Illustration of the situation where railway track settlements occur 

 

Table 3:  Input data for the simulations 

 kbogief exc =v/λtrack
π

bogie

car

k1
2 m

 f exc/f car

[m/s] [km/h] [kN/m][Hz]
[Hz]

[-] 
λ track

[m]

Train v/V atrack

[mm]

Freight 11...39 40...140 90001.8...6.5 2.25 0.8...556

mcar= 2.P

[t]

45

0.4...1.5

fcar=

120.9...3.3
 

with: 
 v 

mcar 

kbogie 

atrack 

: train velocity  

: mass per bogie 

: stiffness per bogie 

: railway-track depression amplitude 

λtrack 

fexc 

fcar 

P 

: railway-track depression wave length (Figure 15) 

: excitation frequency for a single bogie 

: uncoupled fundamental car frequency 

: mass per axle 
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The bridge beam may be simply supported, part of a frame structure or one end field of a 
continuous girder. 

The force evolution of Figure 42b shows that the bogie forces are not always higher than 
their static value at the action effect relevant position on the bridge, e.g. at mid span.  

The bogie force is lower than the static value (DAFbo < 1.0) for the span L = 10 m for the 
velocities V = 75...90 km/h at the location of maximum bending. An increase of the static 
bogie force occurs only for the (small) velocities around V = 50...60 km/h (DAFbo > 1.0). The 
high velocities V = 120 and 140 km/h do not lead to a considerable bogie force increase at 
mid span (DAFbo ≅ 1.0). 

 

Figure 43 shows the study for the longer railway depression. The wavelength is set to λtrack = 
12 m. As in the last study with λtrack = 6 m, the bogie force at the location of maximum action 
effect (e.g. at mid-span) is lower or higher than the static value, depending on the velocity. 
The bogie force is minimal for the highest velocities for the span L = 10 m. 
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Figure 42: Passage of a freight car over a track irregularity due to a settlement in the transition zone. λtrack = 
6 m, 2.atrack = 10 mm. a) car body displacement, b) bogie forces. 
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Figure 43: Passage of a freight car over a track irregularity due to a settlement in the transition zone. λtrack = 
12 m, 2.atrack = 10 mm. a) car body displacement, b) bogie forces. 
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4.5.3 Dynamic bridge response 

It may be assumed that the dynamic amplification factor for the bridge response, which refers 
to the static effect of the car, resembles the dynamic amplification factor of the bogie force at 
the location of the maximum action effect (e.g. at mid span). For instance when DAFbo is 
lower than 1.0 then DAFaction effect is lower than 1.0 as well. 

The bridge is in addition dynamically excited by the train velocity (moving loads) which over-
lays the above studied effect. This effect is not studied more in detail here, as it is (1) due to 
the good force distribution not very pronounced, (2) the velocities are not always equal to the 
critical speed and (3) not each train contains equal axle spacing. Therefore, the effect of 
moving loads is not fatigue relevant. By contrast, the effect studied above with located rail-
way track depressions in the transition zone occurs independently from the axle spacing 
within large velocity domains and is therefore relevant for fatigue. 

4.5.4 Higher car loading degree 

In order to complete the above study, the effect of a higher axle loads is discussed. The mass 
per axle is increased from 22.5 t to 30 t. The car frequency then changes from fcar = 2.25 to 
1.95 Hz. 

As in the study of Section 4.3.5, where the higher loading degree is investigated for the 
Venoge Bridge, also here, the dynamic effect is weaker for the higher car mass for velocities 
above the critical speed Vcrit = λtrack 

. fcar. This signifies that the DAFs are closer to 1.0. Fur-
thermore the velocities for maximum, respective minimum action effect (e.g. at mid span) are 
shifted, due to the altered car frequency. 

4.5.5 Conclusion for railway track settlements in the transition zone 

Fatigue relevant short span bridge girders and elements typically have high fundamental fre-
quencies. Then the dynamic amplification of the action effects is for the most part a function 
of the dynamic bogie-force evolution during the passage over the bridge. This is also the case 
of this study. 

Settlements in the embankment-bridge transition zone may be observed next to several 
bridge structures. The dynamic effect of fatigue relevant short span bridges then may also be 
smaller than the quasi-static effect. 

4.6 Updated dynamic amplification factors for the Fatigue Limit State 

4.6.1 Introduction 

The basic approach of updating traffic action effects consists in a separate consideration of 
(static) loads Q and q (axle and line loads respectively), and forces due to dynamic traffic 
effects. The updated action effect updated is obtained according to Equation (4.10).  

 ,( )updated i k updatedE E Qϕ= ⋅  (4.10) 

The (static) traffic loads are updated considering the allowable traffic loads for a given traffic 
line. Often the characteristic traffic load is multiplied by some “line class” factor to account 
for the specific line class valid for the considered bridge. This updated static action Qk,updated 
is the same irrespective of the limit state to be verified.  
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Forces occurring in the bridge structure due to dynamic traffic action are expressed by the 
dynamic amplification factor ϕi (amplifying the static load effect). This dynamic amplification 
factor depends on the limit state considered, e.g. ULS, SLS or FLS, and the corresponding 
characteristic structural behaviour. 

Dynamic amplification factors for elastic structural behaviour at Fatigue Limit State (FLS) are 
given in EN 1991-2 Appendix D; the corresponding formula considers the superposition of the 
effect of two main parameters involved, i.e. (1) train velocity and (2) track irregularity which 
are both described by one formula for ϕ’ (train velocity) and for ϕ” (track irregularity). These 
formulas have been derived in the past as “envelope curves” from dynamic bridge measure-
ments and dynamic analyses considering trains including average or lightweight carriages, 
which often provide the highest dynamic amplification effects. However, in the present case, 
the effect of high carriage weight on dynamic amplification is of interest only since the dy-
namic amplification factor is multiplied with the highest (static) load. From this follows, that 
the formulas in EN 1991-2 yield unrealistically high dynamic amplification factors. 

4.6.2 Amplification factors for the FLS 

Amplification factors for high traffic loads are distinctly lower than for trains with lighter car-
riages as has been shown in Chapter 4 and by many other investigations. In particular, wheel 
force amplification and corresponding action effects (forces) in the bridge element due to 
track irregularities decrease with increasing weight of carriage [Herwig 2006], [Ludescher 
2003]: 

- In the case of dynamic amplification due to excitation from train movement (train ve-
locity), maximum dynamic effects occur only with regular axle spacing in narrow ve-
locity domains. Other velocities lead to moderate dynamic effects. Here the effect of 
carriage weight is less pronounced. 

- In the case of dynamic effects due to track irregularities, one needs to consider that 
the track quality varies over time, and since the overloaded carriage (as leading ac-
tion) is an occasional event, it is reasonable to consider track irregularities as a quasi-
permanent state. 

- In the case of short bridge structures (Ltot ≤ 10 m), the effect of railway track settle-
ments in the transition zone between embankment and bridge may lead to DAF higher 
and lower than 1.0 with every the same likeliness. 

As a consequence and since the static load considered in the FLS verifications is extreme 
(high), the dynamic amplification factors according to [EN 1991-2] are reduced accordingly as 
follows: 

- At FLS, frequent values of dynamic action effects for high traffic loads are considered 
to represent service load conditions. Based on the foregoing considerations, the fol-
lowing dynamic amplification factor ϕFLS are suggested: 

 1 0.5( ' 0.3 '')FLSϕ ϕ ϕ= + +  (4.11) 

 with ϕ’ and ϕ’’ according to [EN 1991-2, appendix D]  

This amplification factor is thus valid for the dynamic effects due to high traffic loads. Lighter 
vehicles, such as partially loaded or empty freight cars may lead to higher dynamic effects. 
Then the total action effect then is however still lower. The parametric study of Chapter 5.6 
shows that only the highest traffic loads significantly influence the fatigue life. Thus, for the 
practical use, this DAF may be applied for smaller vehicle loads, too.  
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Resonance excitations are excluded. They occur but exceptional and they are detected. 

Figure 44 shows the values for ϕFLS depending on the determinant length Lϕ. 

Finally, it should be noted that dynamic amplifications due to both train velocity and track 
irregularities should actually not just be added to obtain the total dynamic amplification fac-
tor, since it is rather unlikely that the maximum dynamic effect of both effects occurs at the 
same time for the occasional case of a carriage with maximum load. Equation (4.11) is thus 
rather conservative. 

4.6.3 Summary 

Updated rail traffic loads and dynamic amplification factors are derived for the deterministic 
verification of the fatigue safety of existing railway bridges considering formulas given in [EN 
1991-2] and following findings:  

- higher loading degrees lead to lower DAF 

- frequent rather than occasional values are relevant for fatigue deterioration 

- the track quality is maintained over time and is considered as a quasi permanent state 

The present rational approach is simple and reasonably conservative. 

4.7 Dynamic structural behaviour at Service and Ultimate Limit State 

4.7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a short excursion to the dynamic structural behaviour at Service Limit State 
(SLS) and ultimate Limit State (ULS) is made. 

Latest research [Ludescher 2003] shows that the dynamic amplification factor may be set to 
ϕ  = 1.0 at ultimate limit state for road bridge elements with energy dissipation potential. 
This allows for higher service load exploitation for existing bridges that typically are designed 
considering elastic dynamic behaviour with a dynamic amplification factor higher than 1.0. 
Amplification factors are proposed for SLS and ULS. 
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Figure 44: ϕFLS depending on the determinant length Lϕ 
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4.7.2 Amplification factors for the Service Limit State 

Since the static load considered in the SLS (as for FLS) verifications is extreme (high), the 
dynamic amplification factors according to EN 1991-2 are reduced accordingly as follows: 

- At serviceability limit state SLS, it must be taken into account that occasional values 
of dynamic action effects need to be considered since insufficient serviceability could 
lead to train derailment and thus to a safety problem. Based on the foregoing consid-
erations, the following dynamic amplification factor ϕSLS is suggested: 

 1 ' 0.3 ''SLSϕ ϕ ϕ= + +  (4.12) 

 with ϕ’ and ϕ’’ according to [EN 1991-2, appendix D]  

4.7.3 Ultimate Limit State 

a) Introduction 

At ultimate limit state (ULS), structural elements in reinforced and prestressed concrete pro-
vide significant plastic deformation due to yielding of the reinforcement steel. In statically 
undetermined systems, the plastic deformation capacity of the structural elements is usually 
not fully consumed by internal redistribution of cross sectional forces. In this case, energy 
induced by dynamic action effects may also be dissipated by the structural element.  

b) Dissipation of dynamic effects at ULS – the “gravity effect” 

The so-called “gravity effect” consumes a considerable part of the total dissipation capacity of 
the structure: Both the traffic loads and permanent loads act in the same direction due to 
gravity, both leading to (external) work (energy) stored in the structural system (Figure 45). 
This means that a considerable part of the total dissipation capacity of the structure is “con-
sumed” by the static load effects. Only one part, i.e. roughly the non-linear domain, is avail-
able for dissipation of energy due to dynamic effects.  

This is in contrast to the case of seismic loading where most dynamic action acts in the hori-
zontal direction and thus perpendicular to the direction of acceleration of gravity meaning 
that the whole area under the force – displacement curve is available for energy dissipation 
due to earthquake loading.  

Strain-hardening behaviour in the structural response is advantageous for cases where the 
static action effect is close to the yielding point of the force-deformation curve for the deter-
minant failure mode. 
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(Ludescher 2003) showed by means of simple dynamic models how the external work (en-
ergy) due to dynamic action effects (i.e. impact-like events, excitation by road and track ir-
regularities) is dissipated in the structural element before the element fully fails (fractures). 
In addition, theses studies show that:  

- Bridge elements will most probably fail in bending after significant plastic deformation 
if subjected to excessive dynamic traffic action. More brittle failure mechanisms like 
predominant shear failures are unlikely to occur.  

- The most unfavourable scenario for bridge elements is the impact-like excitation of 
passing vehicles by singular irregularities. 

- Marked strain hardening in the structural response increases significantly the dissipa-
tion potential. 

- Resonance oscillation energy may also be dissipated by plastic deformations of the 
structural element. 

The calculations indicate that only a small partition of the remaining dissipation capacity (af-
ter taking into account energy dissipation due to the gravity effect and internal redistribution) 
is needed to dissipate the energy due to dynamic action effects. This will be demonstrated in 
the following by a numerical example. In reality, even less dissipation energy is necessary as 
the bridge structure changes its dynamic properties in terms of fundamental frequency after 
yielding and early plastic deformation that leads to high damping before the virtual elastic 
stationary state is reached [Broquet 1999]. 

c) Dissipation of dynamic effects at ULS – simple consideration of energy balance 

The subsequent study shows how the kinetic energy due to dynamic action effects may be 
dissipated without complete failure of the structural element. 

The present example shows a case where the static load effect (including the load factors 
valid for ULS) reaches the end of the elastic domain. Two halves of overloaded cars with a 
total mass mcar = 120t and a very small probability of occurrence passes over a simply sup-
ported bridge girder (Figure 46). For a given scenario, there is a dynamic energy introduced 
into the structural system due to the truck that hits an obstacle leading to impact-like dy-
namic action. It is assumed that the amount of the dynamic energy corresponds to a dynamic 
amplification factor of ϕULS,el = 1.8 for elastic bridge behaviour (which is a rather high, pes-
simistic assumption on the dynamic effect). 

 

Figure 45: “Gravity effect” and dissipation of energy in the structural response (adapted from [Ludescher 2003]) 
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Figure 47 schematically shows the structural response in terms of the moment – rotation dia-
gram valid for the plastic hinge forming at mid span of the bridge girder. After an elastic do-
main up to My = 10.5 MNm, the bridge girder yields. With increasing deformation, the mo-
ment resistance still increases due to the strain hardening behaviour up to Mu = 12 MNm. 

When the moment due to the total load reaches the yielding point, energy dissipation is only 
due to plastic deformations with strain hardening. If the ratio Mu/My is distinctly above 1.0, 
the question arises if the reserve may be exploited or not. Whilst the response in general is 
“no” for the dimensioning of new structures and reinforcing measures, a “yes” may be justi-
fied for existing structures where the load carrying is determined more accurately e.g. with 
non-linear analysis. 

The dynamic energy for pure elastic behaviour is calculated with a dynamic amplification fac-
tor ϕULS,el = 1.8, leading to: 

 2
, , ,( 1)el ULS el el stat carE Eϕ= − ⋅  (4.13) 

The resulting maximum (elastic) moment is clearly above the bending capacity Mu (Figure 
47). The structural safety would not be fulfilled according to a conventional verification of 
structural safety (and the bridge would be strengthened or replaced). The consideration of 
the energy dissipation capacity due to “ductile” structural behaviour in the post-elastic do-
main, however, allows proving that the structural safety is sufficiently high. In the following, 
it is shown how much of the total energy dissipation potential is used for the dissipation of 
the energy due to dynamic traffic effects. 

Mcar = 120 t 

 

Figure 46: Loading and failure mechanism (plastic hinge at mid-span)   
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 In Figure 47, the surface Wtot is the energy dissipation potential of the plastic hinge at mid-
span of the bridge girder for the given total load level consisting of the permanent load and 
the vehicle load. This energy dissipation potential is drastically reduced by the “gravity ef-
fect”.  

The consumed dissipation capacity is set equal to the dynamic energy that would be in the 
system if the system behaved in a liner elastic manner only. According to Equation (4.13) the 
consumed dissipation potential amounts to 

 6.2 kN. mdyn elW E= =  (4.14) 

This internal work corresponds to only 7 % of the total dissipation capacity of the bridge 
girder that amounts to 

 
MNm

1( ) ( ) ( ) 90
2

.tot u y p y u pW M M α α α α⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ − + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 

(4.15) 

The remaining rotation may be calculated with this consumed dissipation potential using the 
work diagram of Figure 47. It amounts to αx,en-bal = 0.018. (Remark: Some resistance coeffi-
cient (of about 1.2) as partial safety factor should be in addition considered for the dissipa-
tion capacity.) 

In reality, the dynamic properties of the structural system change during the transition from 
pure elastic to elastic–plastic behaviour. This (virtual) elastic dynamic energy cannot entirely 
be built up. High damping due to early plastic deformations avoids the come up of large vi-
bration energy in the case of resonance like excitation. Moreover, in the case of an impact, 
the flexibility due to the plastic reaction of the bridge structure constricts in an early stage 
the increase of kinetic energy. Therefore, equating the internal work with the energy that 
would accumulate for pure elastic behaviour leads to a result on the safe side.  

A higher amount of plastic dissipation capacity however may be consumed when the dynamic 
excitation consists in several impacts on the bridge. In this case, the consumed dissipation 
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Figure 47: Structural response (work diagram) of the plastic hinge at mid-span of the bridge girder 
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capacity may be higher. However, the scenario considered is “occasional” with a very small 
probability of occurrence, i.e., several overloaded vehicles crossing the bridge one after the 
other is very unlikely to occur and may be neglected as an irrelevant Ultimate Limit State 
scenario.  

Additionally, it must be noted that an accumulation of conservative assumptions have been 
made. Remaining deformations in the bridge girder are accepted in this (virtual) case at Ulti-
mate Limit State, just like in the case of redistribution of internal forces in statically indeter-
minate systems. 

d) Dissipation of dynamic effects at ULS – dynamic simulation using a simple ana-
lytical model 

The following dynamic simulation obtains a more accurate result for the internal work. Figure 
48 shows the simplified dynamic model. The two-mass oscillator represents the effective 
bridge mass for the first mode with the corresponding non-linear force-displacement behav-
iour. The vehicle is represented by a one-mass oscillator. 

The effect of the static loads sufficiently high such that the yielding level is reached (like in 
previous study (Figure 47)). The excitation consists in the application of a kinetic energy that 
corresponding to the maximum dynamic “bridge” reaction for pure elastic behaviour due to a 
dynamic amplification factor of again ϕULS,el = 1.8. (The vehicle is considered by its mass 
only, the suspension is neglected.)  

The initial velocity v0 for the two masses is calculated by equalising this kinetic energy with 
the maximum potential energy that corresponds to ϕULS,el = 1.8. The initial velocity v0 is ap-
plied on the two masses of the model in Figure 48. 

Figure 49 shows the response of the system in terms of displacements and forces. The dis-
placement increases during the first 0.3s. Then, an oscillation occurs and remains around a 
constant value. This oscillation represents actually the remaining kinetic energy after partial 
dissipation due to plastic deformations. This is enabled due to the strain hardening behaviour; 
the elastic limit is now higher after the plastic deformation (My,1, Figure 50) which enables 
the storage of a part of the initially introduced kinetic energy. 
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Figure 48: Dynamic model for the vehicle-bridge interaction at ultimate limit state 
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 The used dissipation capacity Wdyn as obtained from the simulation is indicated in the mo-
ment – rotation diagram of plastic hinge at mid-span of the bridge girder (Figure 50). The 
remaining rotation amounts to αx,sim = 0.012. 

From the dynamic simulation results that only  

 2.7.kNmdynW =  (4.16) 

is consumed to dissipate the energy due to dynamic action effects. This corresponds to only 
44 % of the value obtained by the simple energy consideration.  

One reason for this lower energy dissipation is the fact that the flexibility of the vehicle is 
considered in the dynamic simulation. Vehicle vibrations then store a certain amount of the 
dynamic energy, which reduces the amount of energy that must be dissipated by plastic de-
formations of the bridge structure. Furthermore, the bridge structure changes its dynamic 
properties in terms of fundamental frequency after yielding and early plastic deformations 
lead to rather high damping of the structural system (before the virtual elastic stationary 
state is reached), and kinetic energy is no longer entirely built up. 
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Figure 49: Displacements and forces as a function of time 
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Figure 50: Work diagram of the plastic hinge with the result of the dynamic simulation 
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4.7.4 Amplification factors for the Ultimate Limit State 

a) Plastic structural behaviour with significant deformation capacity 

From these investigations follows that in the case of plastic structural behaviour at ULS the 
maximum static action effect due to train loads does not need to be amplified by a factor for 
considering dynamic rail traffic action effects, or: 

 1.0ULSϕ =  (4.17) 

This is valid for most structural elements showing significant plastic deformation with harden-
ing behaviour at ultimate limit state, i.e. structural elements in reinforced and prestressed 
concrete as well as in steel. Reliable numerical models are today available to conduct nonlin-
ear analyses of structures (Plos et al. 2007) with the objective to determine the structural 
response necessary to evaluate the deformation capacity. 

b) Structural behaviour at ULS with small deformation capacity 

For failure modes with small deformation, i.e. punching of slabs or other shear-type failure 
modes, it is prudent to assume some amplification factor that implies relevant characteristics 
of elastic dynamic structural behaviour (see also 3.3) as well as the following items: 

- Only extremely high single carriage loads cause ULS relevant scenarios. This means 
that the amplification factor depends on the determinant length Lϕ, i.e. the longer Lϕ 
the smaller the amplification factor ϕULS, as with increasing length the effect of one 
extremely loaded carriage becomes less important on the total structural response. 

- In addition, many investigations show (f.ex. also in [Ludescher 2003] and [Herwig 
2006]) that dynamic amplification is smaller with higher carriage loading degree. 

- The main cause of dynamic effects is due to track irregularities. Assuming that the 
track is maintained periodically, the amplification factor should consider track irregu-
larities typical for the quasi-permanent state, as the extremely loaded carriage (which 
is the base for the ULS verification) is an occasional case. 

As a consequence, the amplification factor for failure modes with small deformation at ULS as 
shown in Figure 51 is suggested based on the forgoing considerations. 
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Figure 51: Dynamic amplification factor at ULS for failure modes with small deformation. 
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4.8 Conclusions 

The dynamic behaviour of a real bridge can be represented by simple models. It is sufficient 
to represent the first vibration mode of the bridge girder. The technical considerations of this 
chapter were focussed on fatigue relevant scenarios. Frequent rather than occasional scenar-
ios are considered. The dynamic effect of high traffic loads rather than medium or lightweight 
cars is of interest. 

Track irregularities are the most important cause for fatigue relevant dynamic amplifications 
of action effects. This effect occurs at each train passage for each car.  

For fatigue relevant bridge elements, the dynamic bridge behaviour does not influence the 
dynamic behaviour of the car because of the high stiffness of the bridge structure.  

In general, the dynamic amplification factor is closer to 1.0 for higher loading degrees when 
the frequency of the excitation is higher than the dominant modal vehicle frequency. This is 
the case e.g. for railway track depressions of less than 6 m wavelength and velocities above 
50 km/h. Typical causes for short excitations are railway track depressions due to located 
settlements or a difference in elevation of the railway track, due to a rail joint (misalignment) 
or bad welding. 

4.9 Discussion 

Dynamic amplifications for the action effects are also caused by the movement of axle loads 
(load repetitions). Due to good load distribution of fatigue relevant freight train bogies with 
unequal spacing and relatively low velocities, high effects due to the train velocity (moving 
loads) are less pronounced with respect to those caused by track irregularities. Supplemen-
tary simulations show that the DAF due to moving loads only amounts to 1.05 in average. 
Only for few resonance speeds and long trains, dynamic amplification factors may be higher 
in an extreme case a factor of 2.0 may be obtained in simulations. This is not a fatigue rele-
vant scenario as it is rare that a heavily loaded train with equal axle spacing runs at the most 
unfavourable critical speed. 
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5 Fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete bridge ele-
ments 

5.1 Introduction 

In the context of steel bridges, fatigue failure is often considered as brittle, as the fracture of 
one element is not accompanied by large deformations, and may lead to a collapse of the 
entire bridge.  

Just as that, the fracture of an isolated rebar may be considered as brittle. However, in rein-
forced concrete cross sections with distributed reinforcement, the potential for ductile fatigue 
behaviour is rather high, which will be shown in this chapter. 

In Chapter 5.2, the fatigue relevant failure modes for reinforced concrete bridges are iso-
lated, based on the interpretation and evaluation of fatigue test results from the literature. In 
Chapter 5.3, the failure behaviour of slab-like beams under constant cyclic loading is investi-
gated. 

With a parametric study and LEFM as damage model, the most important input data for a 
reliable result for the remaining fatigue life of reinforced concrete bridges are identified in 
Chapter 5.5. 

Based on the findings of the investigations of this chapter, a safety concept is established in 
Chapter 5.7, based on monitoring by inspections or by continuous measurement, which en-
ables increasing the fatigue safety on the required level for unsafe bridges as obtained from 
calculation of fatigue safety.   

5.2 Shear fatigue 

5.2.1 Overview 

Existing shear fatigue tests are analysed in order to find the determinant fatigue failure mode 
for reinforced concrete bridges under real traffic load configurations. 

Shear fatigue test without failure (run outs) are investigated in order to find the determinant 
failure mode. The section forces of these fatigue tests are considered as lower bound for the 
shear fatigue resistance.  

In order to find the relevant failure mode of bridge elements based on test failures, the test 
specimens that do not have the same geometrical properties as real bridge elements, are 
altered in order to obtain a body whose proportions conform to real bridge elements. 

Now, the determinant failure mode may be found with realistic load - bridge element configu-
rations.  

5.2.2 Simply supported slabs without stirrups 

The fatigue tests of [Schläfli 1999] are analysed regarding the determinant failure mode. In 
those fatigue tests, slab like beams without vertical reinforcement were loaded by predomi-
nant shear through eccentric cyclic three point bending (Figure 52 left). After one quasi-static 
test to determine the reference static ultimate load (Pu =307 kN), eight specimens were sub-
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jected to fatigue loading. Fatigue failure was only obtained for specimens with a superior load 
level higher than 40% of the ultimate load. Specimen failure was caused by fatigue fracture 
of longitudinal rebars near the diagonal crack. 

The main criterion for the choice of the specimen geometry and the loading arrangement are 
the generation of the desired sectional force. Therefore, the test specimens do not necessar-
ily correspond to the real proportions of a bridge element. 

In the following, a comparison is made in order to translate the situation of the test to the 
situation of a real bridge. The aim is to find out, if a simply supported bridge slab beam with-
out stirrups under (railway) traffic loading would fail in shear due to fatigue. Therefore, the 
dimensions of the relative short test beam have to be altered in order get a slenderness that 
is typical for slab bridges. Figure 52 shows on the left hand the test beam with its loading 
arrangement. On the right hand, a simply supported beam with identical cross section, but 
with a slenderness corresponding to a slab bridge is mapped and called “bridge beam”.  

Now, the cycling loading is applied in thought at the same distance from the right support 
(0.45 m). The forces P are altered with respect to the fatigue test in order to obtain the same 
shear force and bending moment as in the test. 

Now it is checked, if that beam will resist to the same amount of cycles under predominant 
bending (the force is at mid span) than the beam under predominant shear loading. For that 
purpose, the stresses in the reinforcement are calculated. Theoretically, the stress range, 
which amounts to Δσs = 200 MPa leads, according to a 5% fractile, to a fatigue life of 1.0·106 
cycles. 

As it can be seen Figure 52, the cycle number to failure for the predominant bending solicita-
tion (right) is lower than the cycle number that the specimens resisted to in the shear fatigue 
test without failure (left). From this follows that bending failure is the determinant failure 
mode.  
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Figure 52: Comparison between the fatigue life of the test with the stationary load position and the bridge with 
variable load position in order to find the determinant failure mode 
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5.2.3 Girders with shear reinforcement  

a) Introduction 

The specimens of the fatigue tests described in [Frey and Thürlimann 1983] were exposed to 
shear (and bending) fatigue loading. The purpose of these tests was developing a mechanical 
- mathematical model to describe the load carrying behaviour under fatigue loading. Based on 
that model a methodology had to be developed for the fatigue design of elements in rein-
forced concrete and prestressed concrete, which was intended to be implemented in the code 
SIA 162 (1989) for the design of new concrete structures. 

The tests are subsequently analysed with the aim to find a less conservative approach for the 
verification of the fatigue safety of existing structural elements. 

b) Cracking 

Figure 53 shows the cross section with the reinforcement (left) and the photograph with the 
elevation of the left half of beam BI/1 with the fully developed crack pattern.  

 

In the lower flange, there are regularly spaced vertical cracks. Each second crack is situated 
at the location of a stirrup. About each third crack in average continues as inclined crack in 
the web. The inclination of that skew crack is situated between the angle of the mean tensile 
stresses at un-cracked stage (stage I) and the mean tensile stresses that result when the 
stirrups begin to carry the load due to progressive cracking. The skew cracks continue hori-
zontally just below the compressive flange and stop before the next skew crack reaches the 
flange. The load carrying behaviour is subsequently investigated based on this typical crack 
pattern. 

c) Locations of stirrup fatigue fractures 

Since several decades, it is observed that fatigue fractures occur only in straight part of the 
stirrups. However, fatigue evaluations for stirrups are still made with the detail category for 
bends, which is lower than for straight bars. As typically, only few stress ranges of the spec-
trum are above the nominal fatigue limit, a very high sensitivity on the fatigue resistance is 
obtained from service life calculations. 

Subsequently the cinematic behaviour of a beam with a typical shear crack pattern is ana-
lysed, in order to find the scientific base for the observation that stirrups brake in the straight 
part. 

 

Figure 53: Cross section and photograph of the elevation of beam BI/1 (taken from [Frey and Thürlimann 1983]) 
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Figure 54 shows a detail of the elevation in Figure 53. At each “shear crack”, rotations be-
tween the two reinforced concrete parts adjacent to the crack occur under cyclic loading. The 
rotation centre and the rotated parts are mapped in the figure. The rotations are a result of 
formation of bending and shear cracks. The rotations are limited by the stirrups crossing the 
crack and the longitudinal reinforcement of the lower flange through tensile forces and dowel 
effect. The aggregate interlock is also contributing, mainly in the tensile flange, where the 
crack typically is vertical (due to the initial bending mechanism), which is incompatible with 
the rotations around the rotation point. 

 

It is clearly visible that the stresses in the stirrups must be higher with increasing distance 
from the rotation point, due to larger elongations. Bending cracks in the lower flange typically 
are at the location of stirrups, due to the cross section reduction by the rebar. In the figure, 
Stirrup 1 is mapped at the location of an observed bending crack. Only the lowest part of the 
stirrup (with the bends) is located in the bending crack. It is obvious, that only a small verti-
cal force can be transmitted to the stirrup due to its loss of bond. Some vertical forces are 
still transferred through the aggregate interlock and the dowel effect of the longitudinal rein-
forcement of the lower flange.  

Where the shear crack becomes horizontal below the compressive flange, the stirrups 4 and 5 
are crossed by the crack closest to the upper bends. Contrary to stirrup 1, the bond is rather 
good. However, due to the short distance to the rotation point, the strains are small com-
pared to those of stirrup 2. 

In [SIA 262:2003] and [EN1992-1-1 2004], the fatigue resistance Δσs,fat for bends of stirrups 
is 7% lower than for straight bars. The difference between the stress ranges in the straight 
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Figure 54: Cinematic of the load carrying behaviour in shear with stirrups. 
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domain and the domain of the bends is however much more pronounced. As a conclusion, the 
stirrups must brake in their straight domain. 

For existing bridges, the stresses should be calculated based on the observed crack pattern 
rather than with the lattice model. 

d) Influence of the web width 

Distinctly higher fatigue lives for the same fatigue loading have been obtained by larger web 
widths. When the crack pattern is studied, it can be seen that the cracks are more spaced in 
the web with the larger width. The “compressive struts” that may be inserted between two 
cracks are less steep and smaller in number. This leads to lower tensile stresses in the stir-
rups. Fewer cracks crossing a stirrup and lower stresses reduce the probability of a weak part 
and increase the fatigue life.  

This again shows that the stresses should be calculated based on the observed crack pattern. 

5.2.4 Conclusions for the shear failure mode 

The models for the determination of the reinforcement stresses for bending moments repre-
sent the real load carrying behaviour much more accurately than those for shear forces. 
Therefore, the calculated fatigue stresses with models for bending are closer to the real 
stresses. It may be assumed that bending failure always is the determinant failure mode un-
der fatigue loading if the bridge element is designed correctly and has slenderness typical for 
bridge elements such as longitudinal girders, slab bridges, frame bridges and transverse 
slabs. 

The results of the investigations of this chapter give an explanation why the stirrups always 
brake in their straight domain under shear fatigue loading. There is an important influence of 
the web with on the fatigue life. Increasing web widths lead to longer fatigue lives. A closer 
analysis of the crack pattern leads to the result that the load carrying behaviour with higher 
shear crack spacing leads to lower stresses in the stirrups. 

5.3 Bending failure behaviour of beams with distributed reinforcement 

5.3.1 Introduction 

As in the last chapter, the conclusion was made that bending governs the fatigue life, this 
chapter treats the failure behaviour of elements under bending fatigue solicitation.  

Two series of bending fatigue tests conducted on slab-like beams in concrete with distributed 
reinforcement are analysed regarding the failure behaviour. The aim is to show that the high 
variation of the fatigue resistance between different rebars leads to successive rebar frac-
tures whilst there is always a significant ductility potential for the weakened cross section as 
most of the remaining rebars are capable to yield.  

5.3.2 Analysed test series 

Test series 1 was conducted by [Schläfli 1999] and test series 2 by [Johansson 2004]. In both 
test series, the beams were simply supported with a bearing spacing L. The two loads were 
applied between the bearings in the quarter points so that the constant moment zone length 
was equal to L/2. The geometrical properties of the beam are listed in Table 4. A constant 
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applied range was applied. Failure was considered when the superior force level could not be 
applied any more by the hydraulic jack. 

5.3.3 Analysis of the fatigue behaviour  

a) Overview 

An overview of all analysed fatigue tests is given in Table 5. The superior load level was 
above the cracking load and therefore cracking was mostly developed after the first loading in 
all tests. The test results are analysed with calculated reinforcement stresses based on linear-
elastic material behaviour and cracked cross sections. 

The evolution of the fatigue fractures of single rebars and the global load carrying behaviour 
between the first loading cycle and failure are investigated. Failure was considered when the 
superior load could not be beard.  

 

Table 4:  Geometrical properties of the reinforced concrete test beams 

Table 5: Overview over all analysed beam tests 

Test reinforcement geometry Cross section Mcrack

fsy fsu Δσs,D LMconst Lbetween bearings h b
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [m] [m] [mm] [mm] [kNm]

1...15 490 585 135 1.25 2.5 150 400 5
2.0A...2.5B 541 633  1.25/1.0  2.5/2.0 200 800 C= [(N/mm2)4]

Test ρ Intact beam - 1st rebar fracture
σs,sup0 σs,sup1 σs,sup2 σs,sup3

fsy fsy fsy fsy 

[%] [-] [-] [MPa] [x103] [x103] [-] [-] [MPa] [x103] [-] [-] [-] [MPa] [x103] [x103] [-] [-] [MPa] [x103] [x103] [-]

1 0.68 3 Ø12 0.80 350 147 111 1...2
7 0.68 3 Ø12 0.88 400 1'236 66 1...2

8b 0.68 3 Ø12 0.73 305 845 193 1...2
3 1.37 6 Ø12 0.61 271 445 310 5 0.74 325 79 150 3...4

4b 1.37 6 Ø12 0.61 271 671 310 5 0.74 325 54 150 4 0.92 406 43 61 3 1.23 542 5 − 2...3
5 1.37 6 Ø12 0.55 241 783 496 5 0.66 289 261 239 4 0.82 361 296 98 2...3
6 1.37 6 Ø12 0.51 226 17'643 641 5 0.61 271 284 309 4 0.77 339 121 127 2...2

14 1.37 6 Ø12 0.68 234 598 555 5 0.82 281 22 268 3...4
15 1.37 6 Ø12 0.61 211 1'188 849 5 0.74 253 110 409 4 0.92 316 10 168 2...3
9 1.6 7 Ø12 0.67 231 641 583 6 0.79 270 82 315 5 0.94 324 20 152 4 1.18 405 0.2 C 2...3

10 1.6 7 Ø12 0.59 202 2'236 999 6 0.69 236 246 539 5 0.83 283 79 260 4 1.03 354 54 107 2...3
11 1.6 7 Ø12 0.55 188 3'000 1'338 6 0.64 219 728 722 5 0.77 263 175 348 4 0.96 329 63 143 2...3
12 1.6 7 Ø12 0.51 174 16'790 1'843 6 0.59 202 ? 995 5 0.71 243 ? 480 4 0.89 304 292 196 2...3

2.5A 0.52 6 Ø12 0.85 402 95 64 5 1.02 483 4.5 31 2
2.0A 0.52 6 Ø12 0.85 402 91 64 5 1.02 483 4.9 31 3
2.0C 1.55 10 Ø16 0.55 263 500 349 8 0.69 329 13 143 7 0.79 376 4.0 84 6 0.92 438 9 45 5
2.5B 1.03 12 Ø12 0.83 394 70 69 11 0.91 430 5.0 49 10 1.00 473 4.6 33 8
2.0B 1.03 12 Ø12 0.63 298 205 213 10 0.75 357 85 103 8 0.94 446 2.8 42 4

nre,yielded

Ncal = C.Δσs
-4

N3-4

 3rd - 4th rebar fracture

N3-4,cal

1.67E+15

 1st - 2nd rebar fracture  2nd - 3rd rebar fracture

ninit Δσs0 N0-1 N0-1,cal N2-3,calΔσs1 Δσs2 N1-2,cal N2-3nre N1-2 Δσs3 nrenre

 

ninit: number of rebars of the cross section, nre: number of remaining (unbroken)  rebars, σs,sup: superior stress 
level, Δσs1...3: stress range on nre remaining rebars, N: number of load cycles, Ncal: Number of load cycles for the 
stress range of remaining rebars according to the S-N curve. 
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b) Stress ranges and cycle number until the first rebar fracture 

The first fractured rebar obviously is the rebar with the lowest fatigue resistance of the re-
spective cross section. 

All first fractured rebars resist equal or more cycles than predicted by the S-N curve of detail 
category 170 MPa (5% fractile) according to [SIA 262: 2003].  

In by only three rebars equipped specimens the first rebar fracture leads to failure by yielding 
of the remaining rebars (Figure 55) due to the relative high superior stress in the remaining 
two rebars.  

Furthermore, in by only three rebars equipped beams and beams with low stress range (Tests 
6, 10, 12 and 15), a high scatter of the results can be observed and the test cycle number is 
distinctly higher than predicted by the S-N curve. It exceeds the predicted cycle number be-
tween 30% and 800% - in Beam 6, the cycle number is even 27 times higher. 

Fatigue failure never occurred in by higher rebar number (n ≥ 6) equipped specimens after 
the first rebar fracture under the relative high cyclic loading, compared to real bridge girders. 

c) Stress ranges and cycle number N1-2 between first and second rebar fracture 

As illustration, Figure 56 shows how the rebar fractures and the stress range on remaining 
unseparated rebars evolves from the beginning until failure for specimens with 7 rebars. 

In order to assess the ductility potential of the specimen, the fatigue condition of the remain-
ing rebars is checked after the loss of one bar through fatigue fracture. The fatigue condition 
of the second weakest rebar at the time when the first rebar broke is checked.  For that pur-
pose, the cycle number between the first and the second rebar fracture is compared to the 
cycle number Ncal calculated by S-N curve approach, which is intended to represent the fa-
tigue resistance of a 5% fractile of “un-cycled” rebars. The following is observed: 

- In beams of Δσs0 below 200 MPa, that supplementary cycle number N1-2 is similar to 
the cycle number predicted by the S-N curves for the stress range in the remaining 
rebars.   

- In beams of Δσs0 between 210-270 MPa, N1-2 varies between 1/4 and 4/4 of Ncal, with 
exception of the beam with the highest superior load level σsup0 = 0.7 fsy, which 
reached only about 10% of Ncal. 

- In beams of Δσs0 between 300-400 MPa, the S-N curves are not applicable as the su-
perior stress level σsup0 is already rather close to the nominal yielding stress after the 
first rebar fracture (σs,sup = 0.75...1.0fsy). Despite of that, the beams resisted to more 
than 4’500 supplementary load cycles. 

failure due to first rebar fracture and 
yielding of rem. rebars 

N=0 

M 

N>Ncal 

Bending cracks  

Figure 55: Example of a specimen with 3 steel rebars Ø 12 of the four point bending test with constant external 
cyclic bending loading. The first rebar fracture leads to failure by yielding of the remaining rebars. 
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d) Stress ranges and cycle number N2-3 between second and third rebar fracture 

Between second and third rebar fracture the superior stress on remaining rebars varies be-
tween 71-97% of the nominal yield stress and does never lead to sudden rebar fracture after 
the fracture of the second rebar.  

Even beams of the high stress range Δσs2=320-470MPa with σs,sup above 0.94 fsy resisted to 
several thousands of cycles until failure and beams with σs,sup below 0.9 fsy did not fail after 
the third rebar fracture and resisted again several thousands of cycles until failure.  

In beams 5 and 6, which whose fatigue tests were conducted with the lowest superior rein-
forcement stress level, the remaining 4 rebars (out of a total of 6 rebars) resisted to the 
same amount of supplementary cycles as predicted by the S-N curve for that stress range.  

e) Graphical illustration of the entire rebar fracture evolution 

Figure 57 shows the number of unseparated rebars nre as a function of the cycle number for 
beams with 6 and 7 rebars in order to illustrate the nature of the successive rebar fractures. 

Figure 58 shows for three specimens with 7 rebars each how the supplementary cycle number 
after the first rebar fracture until failure increases with decreasing initial stress range:  

- beam 9 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 231 MPa by 18%,  

- beam 10 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 202 MPa by 20% and 

- beam 11 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 188 MPa by 35%. 

The prediction of the fatigue fracture of the first rebar was the most accurate for the highest 
stress range. 

 

M 

2nd 
3rd 4th 

1st 
y 

y y 

until 1st: N0-1 = 110...220% Ncal,  Δσs = Δσs0

1st - 2nd: N1-2 = 26 ...100% Ncal,  Δσs1 = 117% Δσs0

2nd - 3rd: N2-3 = 13 ... 50%  Ncal,   Δσs2 = 140% Δσs0, Δσs,sup = 71...97% fy 
3rd - 4th: N3-4 = 44 ...150%  Ncal,  Δσs3 = 175% Δσs0,  Δσs,sup = 89...103% fy ! 
y  : yielded bars (remain bent but unseparated after the test)

m
cal sN C σ −= ⋅Δ

15 2 41.67 10 [( / ) ]C N mm= ⋅
..........4 [ ]..m= −

 

Figure 56:  Left: Example of a specimen with seven rebars Ø 12 of the four point bending test with order of rebar 
fractures. Right: The occurrence of rebar fractures and the stress range on remaining unseparated 
rebars from the beginning until failure is summarised for tests on specimens with 7 rebars. 

14     234

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

0 106 2·106 3·106 4·106

nre

11     188
10     202
15     211
 9      231
 5      241

Test    Δσs0  

N [-]

 

Figure 57: Number of intact rebars nre as a function of the cycle number of bending tests with 6 and 7 rebars. 
Δσs0: Reinforcement stress range during the period where all rebars are intact.  
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The cycle number until the first rebar fracture exceeded the prediction: 

- in beam 9 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 231 MPa by 12% 

- in beam 10 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 202 MPa by 123% 

- in beam 11 with a stress range of Δσs0 = 188 MPa by 120% 

 

f) Unseparated rebars after failure 

Between one third and one-half of rebars yielded and remained unseparated after all tests 
with specimens reinforced with more than 3 rebars. It may be assumed that the cross section 
of these rebars did not suffer any cross section reduction due to crack growth.  

As an example, Figure 59 shows the beam 2,0B after failure. In the photograph of the bottom 
face (Figure 59a), the position of the 4 unseparated rebars is traced by continuous lines. The 
final failure crack is curved and a large crack opening is visible indicating the amount of re-
maining deformation introduced by the hydraulic jack. Figure 59b shows a photograph of the 
uncovered rebars. The 4 unseparated rebars are deformed (bent).  

g) Position of rebar fractures 

Figure 60 shows the rebar fractures of beam 2.0B. It is remarkable that the rebar number 2 
broke at two locations that are very close to each other. Each, the fracture of rebar 1 and 3, 

 

0 106 2·106 3·106 4·106 N [-]

nre  

Beam 10:
Δσs0= 202 MPa

Beam 9: 
Δσ s0= 231 MPa 

Beam 11:
Δσs0= 188 MPa

+20%+18% +35%

3

4 

5 

6 

7 predicted fatigue life for  
beam 11: 0.90 N0-1 
beam 10: 0.44 N0-1 
beam 9:   0.45 N0-1 

failure by yielding of the 3 
remaining bars 

 

Figure 58: There is a rather high supplementary cycle number after first rebar fracture until failure. That sup-
plementary cycle number increases with decreasing stress range. 

 a) b) 

 

Figure 59: Beam 2,0B. a) Bottom face after bending failure with curved failure crack, following the rebar fracture 
locations. b) Uncovered rebars. 8 rebars are separated and 4 rebars yielded and remain curved due to 
rotation at failure due to rebar fractures, yielding of remaining rebars and spalling of the concrete in 
the compression zone (adapted from [Johansson 2004]).  
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may have initiated the crack growth of bar 2 due to force concentrations after preliminary 
rebar fractures. 

The crack surfaces vary between 30 and 80% of the total cross-sectional rebar surface. The 
large difference for the magnitude of the crack surfaces indicates that the fractures occurred 
at very different stresses. The magnitude of crack surfaces allows determining the sequence 
of rebar fracture. The four unseparated rebars are randomly distributed over the width. 

5.3.4 Conclusions for the bending failure behaviour 

- Rebars break one after the other during fatigue solicitation. Variation in the fatigue 
resistance means that the fatigue crack growth does not occur in every rebar.  

- As a consequence, unseparated rebars are able to yield at beam failure. Therefore, 
the cross section of the beam has always a significant ductility potential.  

- Fracture of several bars at the same time has to be increasingly expected for beams 
with increasing number of rebars in the cross section. 

- The deflection increases little after the first rebar fracture and increases significantly 
only during the stage before the last rebar fails.  

- The ratio supplementary cycle number – cycle number until first rebar fracture is dis-
tinctly bigger for low stress ranges.  

- S-N curves, which are based on 5% fractile values, are well suited to predict the first 
rebar fracture for stress ranges far above the fatigue limit. The predicted first rebar 
fracture is rather conservative for typical stress spectra occurring in bridge girders 
where the nominal fatigue limit is exceeded only little.  

5.4 From test specimen to bridge failure behaviour 

5.4.1 Differences between test specimens and bridge elements  

What is common in bridges and laboratory size test beams? 

- variation of rebar fatigue resistance 

- Rebar fractures may be detected by the measurement of the relation action effect - 
crack opening.  

What is different in bridge structures? 

- if the number of rebars is higher, the scatter for the fatigue life of the weakest rebar 
is lower, its fatigue life is shorter and closer to the predicted fatigue life of the S-N 
curve, 

 

Final failure crack 

unseparated 
rebars 

 

Figure 60: Beam 2.0B: Position of rebar fractures with final failure crack (the dark rectangles indicate the posi-
tion of strain sensors) (adapted from [Johansson 2004]). 
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- higher rebar lengths, one rebar may brake at several longitudinal locations (in the 
domain where fatigue relevant moments occur), 

- larger static height: Lower crack edge rotations/crack opening angle,  

- the stress ranges are not constant and only few cycles exceed the nominal fatigue 
limit, which leads to a amplification of the effects due to the variation of fatigue resis-
tance within the rebars, e.g. damage is not accumulated in each rebar. 

- the stress increase of adjacent rebars due to rebar crack growth and fracture is lower 
therefore the rebar fracture locations in longitudinal direction are distributed more 
uniformly, 

- the action effect (due to service “loads”) is far below test stress range, which in-
creases the inaccuracy of fatigue life calculations as the sensitivity due to variations of 
input parameters is considerably higher, 

- the difference between the action effect for service loads and the maximum action ef-
fect leading to failure is much larger. In contrast to tests under constant force range, 
fracture occurs under higher action effects at smaller crack depth, which facilitates 
ductile behaviour. 

- However, Chapter 5.6 will show that the fatigue life is only marginally altered with in-
creased height for the maximum action effect. 

5.5 Fatigue life 

5.5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the presented approach for the fatigue life calculation is focussed on the pa-
rametric studies in Chapter 5.6. A more practical method, which is applied for fatigue life cal-
culations of bridge elements, is presented in Chapter 5.7. 

The remaining service life of reinforced concrete bridges or bridge elements is affected by the 
reinforcement when inspection shows that concrete is in good condition. 

A deterministic procedure for a reliable prediction of the remaining fatigue life of the steel 
rebar that corresponds to a 5% fractile value using LEFM (Paris law for stable crack propaga-
tion) is elaborated. 

5.5.2 Approach for the fatigue life calculation of the steel reinforcement 

Fracture mechanics parameters of rebars are not well known. In order to be able to conduct 
crack propagation calculations, the presence of a (fictive) initial flaw on a cylindrical steel bar 
is assumed in form of a semi circular crack of the depth a = ao at the surface and is perpen-
dicular to the steel bar axis. That semi circular crack lies in a plane perpendicular to the axis 
of the cylinder. From that initial crack, stable crack growth is assumed. Crack growth calcula-
tions are conducted using the Paris Law, Equation (5.7). 

This is a simplification, as in reality, rebars are ribbed and cracks are initiated due to stress 
concentrations at the root of those ribs. Furthermore, an initiation phase precedes the stable 
crack growth, which is not considered here. After all, as rebars of lower resistance are con-
sidered (5% fractile values), the initiation phase has a smaller share than for rebars of a good 
fatigue resistance. 
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Fracture mechanics parameters are chosen in order to obtain under the same loading condi-
tions the same number of load cycles until fracture as the S-N curve (Figure 61) for rebars 
suggests for stress ranges above the fatigue limit Δσs,D. Fracture is assumed when the crack 
reaches a previously determined fracture crack depth.  

5.5.3 Fracture crack depth calculation for rebars 

Fracture of rebars occurs when the depth of one crack reaches a dimension a = afr where the 
applied stress σ0 is equal to the strength of the remaining cross section. In a fatigue test with 
a constant stress range that stress corresponds to the superior stress level, thus σ0 = σsup. 
Two different fracture modes exist; brittle fracture and fracture by yielding. 

Determination of the crack depth acr for brittle fracture:  

Equation (5.2) gives the depth of critical crack, leading to brittle fracture for rebar: 

2

sup

1 C
cr

cr

Ka
Yπ σ

⎛ ⎞
= ⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠

 
(5.2) 

This is deduced from the definition of the stress intensity factor: 

0K Y aσ π= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (5.3) 

putting Y = Ycr, K = KC, and solving for a. 

Ycr is the correction factor for the crack depth acr. Given that the correction factor depends on 
the depth of the crack, the determination of the critical crack depth acr is made through itera-
tions varying acr. The formula for Ycr for semi circular surface flaws in round bars (see Figure 
62) under pure membrane stress conditions is given by Equation (5.9). 

KC is the critical value for the stress intensity factor. It is a material constant and its deter-
mination is experimentally made on pre-cracked specimens. There also exist empirical rela-
tions between the impact strength of the Charpy test and the value of KC. However, as later 
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  mN C σ −= ⋅Δ  for ,s Dσ σΔ > Δ  (5.1) 

Figure 61: Fatigue strength curve for reinforcing steel (and prestressing steel) (adapted from [SIA 262 2003]). 
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parametric studies will show (Chapter 5.6), there is only a very small influence of variations 
of this value on the fatigue life. Therefore the round lot KC = 3000 [Nmm- 3/2] is taken. 

Determination of the crack depth for failure by yielding:  

The crack depth a = ay where the remaining cross section yields is determined by calculating 
the necessary area-reduction A(ay) leading to a stress σ = fy in the remaining cross section. 

sup
0( ) (1 )y

y

A a A
f

σ
= −  

(5.4) 

A0: rebar cross sectional area of undamaged rebar. 

The lower value of both, acr and ay determines the fracture crack depth: 

min( , )fr cr ya a a=  (5.5) 

5.5.4 Calculation of the initial flaw depth for rebars 

a) Crack growth calculation 

From fatigue test results or S-N curves, following parameters are known:  

- the number of stress cycles leading to fracture N and 

- the magnitude of constant stress range Δσ 

The simplifying assumption is made that the initial flaw leads directly to stable crack propaga-
tion.   

According to research by [Paris P., Erdogan F. 1963] the stress intensity factor range ΔK 
characterises sub-critical crack growth under fatigue loading. As the crack growth rate against 
range of stress intensity factor give straight lines on log-log scales, the following relation was 
established: 

log log( ) logda m K D
dN

⎛ ⎞ = Δ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 
(5.6) 

By transformation, the so-called Paris Law is obtained: 

nda D K
dN

= ⋅Δ  
(5.7) 

   D, n: depend on the material 

K Y aσ πΔ = ⋅Δ ⋅  (5.8) 

Y: Correction factor  

The correction factor Y depends on the radius r of the rebar and the depth a of the crack 
(see Figure 62). BS 7910 (1999) gives formulas for Y, Equation (5.9): 

0.5

3
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4
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a r r
r

π π
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π

⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
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⎝ ⎠

 
(5.9) 

 r  : radius of the rebar                                                               
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 a : crack depth          

Only membrane stress is considered as rebar solicitation. The Equation (5.9) is valid for crack 
depth lower than 0.6 times the rebar diameter, which covers already the domain of rebar 
crack growth calculations. 

Through replacement of ΔK with Y aσ π⋅ Δ ⋅  (5.10) and integration (5.11), the number of 

cycles taken place for the growth of crack from the depth a = ai to aj can be obtained ana-
lytically. The assumption is made that Y is constant between ai and aj: 

/ 2 / 2

1 1j j j

i i i

a a a

ij n n n n n
a a a

N dN da da
D K D Y aσ π

= = =
⋅Δ ⋅ ⋅Δ ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ ∫  

(5.10) 

 Nij 

 a   
: number of cycles which increased the crack depth from ai to aj 

: crack depth, with aj > ai                                                 

The integration of Equation (5.10) leads to: 

/ 2

1 1 1 i
ij n n n

i j

aN
D Y a a

α

αα π σ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
⎢ ⎥= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Δ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 
(5.11) 

α : integration constant α = n/2-1  

The subscript i is chosen for the smaller crack depth (ai) of the crack increment and the 
lower number of cycles (Ni).  

b) Calculation of the initial flaw depth 

In order to calculate the initial crack depth (flaw depth) a0, a crack growth calculation is con-
ducted in the opposite way, beginning with the crack depth at fracture afr. As Y varies as a 
function of the crack depth (that varies with the cycle number), this “backward crack growth 
calculation” is conducted by increments for the cycle number Nij. 

Equation (5.11) solved for ai leads to: 

/ 2 1/( ) ( ___) , / 2 1n n n
i ij j ija N a D Y N nα αα π σ α− −= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ ⋅ = −  (5.12) 

 ai   
 aj 

: smallest crack depth of the cycle number increment Nij            
: largest crack depth of the cycle number increment Nij 

 

Average values for Y are taken between aj and ai. The increments of Nij are chosen small 
enough. The calculation by increments ends as soon as the sum of the increments ΣNij equals 
the cycles leading to fracture N. The value of ai then equals the initial flaw a0. 

5.5.5 Crack growth calculation under variable stresses for rebars 

According to this approach, the service life under variable stresses until the rupture of the 
first rebar of a distributed reinforcement is determined. Figure 62 shows a rebar cross section 
with the initial flaw of the depth a = a0 and crack depth at fracture a = afr. 
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The crack propagation calculation is based on Equation (5.7). A numerical integration is diffi-
cult as the correction factor Y depends on the crack depth a. However, the calculation may 
be conducted by crack increments. Constant correction factors Y and therefore constant 
stress intensity factor (SIF)-ranges ΔKi are assumed for each stress range class Δσi. In a 
first step, a reasonable (small enough) increment size Δa is chosen. Starting from the initial 
flaw depth a0, the flaw (crack) depth is increased by increments Δa until the fracture crack 
depth afr is reached. A constant equivalent SIF-range, ΔKeq,i, is calculated for each stress 
range class Δσi for each increment: 

1/

, 2

nn n
inf sup

eq i

K K
K

⎡ ⎤Δ + Δ
Δ = ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 

(5.13) 

where  
inf, inf inf

sup, sup sup

i i

i i

K Y a

K Y a

σ π

σ π

⎧ ⎫Δ = ⋅Δ ⋅⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬

Δ = ⋅Δ ⋅⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 

 

The crack propagates only if the equivalent SIF-range ΔKeq,i exceeds the threshold value ΔKth 
(5.14). With increasing crack depth, the same stress range leads to an increased SIF-range. 

,eq i thK KΔ > Δ  (5.14) 

Figure 63 shows the propagation rate of a crack as a function of the SIF-range ΔK. No crack 
growth occurs below a threshold value ΔKth. 

a=afr

r

initial flaw, a=ao

fracture crack front

 

Figure 62: rebar cross section with initial flaw and crack at fracture 
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The number of crack growth effective cycles Nprop and non-crack growth effective cycles Nnon-

prop is counted for each increment. The sum of all increment’s cycle number (all increments 
until fracture) corresponds to the fracture cycle number Nfr. The number of crack growth ef-
fective cycles per crack increment is calculated as follows: 

,( )

h

i
i k

prop h
n

eq i i
i k

a R
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D K R

=

=

Δ ⋅
=

⋅ Δ ⋅

∑

∑
 

(5.15) 

Then the non-crack growth effective cycles are calculated: 
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(5.16) 

 

 i  
 k 
 h 
 Ri 
 Δa   

: index of stress range (SIF-range) class  (i=1: smallest stress range class1) 
: index of lowest crack growth effective stress range (SIF-range) class  
: index of highest stress range class 
: partition of the cycle number of the stress range class Δσi                           
: crack increment size  

A flow chart for the procedure of the crack growth calculation is given in Figure 64. (A 
method, which is applied for fatigue life calculations of bridge elements is presented in Chap-
ter 5.7) 

                                                
1 The smallest stress range has been chosen here for the first cycle only for practical reasons, as the stress range 
histogram is arranged with the lowest stress range class at the beginning. The order of the stress range classes 
has no significant influence on the result. 

 

Figure 63: Propagation rate of a crack as a function of the SIF-range ΔK (from [TGC 10 1994]) 
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Figure 64: Flow chart for the calculation of the number of future trains for the parametric study in Chapter 5.6, 
based on the Paris Law for stable crack propagation.  
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A typical crack growth curve (crack depth a as a function of cycle number N) for variable am-
plitude loading condition is shown in Figure 65. 

5.6 Parametric studies for the fatigue life 

5.6.1 Introduction 

Only with a good comprehension of the nature of the fatigue damaging of the reinforcement 
under variable loading, a reasonable way can be found on how to guarantee sufficient fatigue 
safety. The results of this chapter show a high sensitivity for the fatigue life when input pa-
rameters are varied within domains typical for reinforced concrete railway bridges.   

Based on the in Chapter 5.5 developed method for the calculation of the fatigue life of one 
rebar under variable amplitude loading with LEFM, parametric studies are conducted varying 
parameters within domains which are relevant for reinforced concrete bridges elements under 
service loads. 

5.6.2 Approach 

All parametric studies are conducted on one rebar of a diameter Ø = 34 mm which is part of 
an L = 10 m span slab bridge. The bridge consists of a simple beam with one ballasted rail-
way-track. Figure 3, Page 10, schematically shows the geometry. The static height for the 
bending reinforcement is d = 0.65 m (hc = 0.7 m) and the reinforcement content is ρ = 0.8 
%. Under cycling loading an initial flaw a0, which was determined according to Chapter 5.5 
for a rebar whose fatigue strength corresponds to a 5 % fractile value, grows until a prede-
fined depth afr = 17 mm, where fracture is assumed. The chosen material parameters of the 
rebar for the Paris Law are D = 2.10-13 [(mm/cycle).(Nmm-3/2)n] and n = 4. The variable ac-
tion effect is described by stress range histograms.  

5.6.3 Action effect 

a) Typical spectres for measured axle masses 

In order to acquire a service traffic effect that is typical for railway bridges, first some spectra 
of measured axle masses are shortly discussed. As the action effect of fatigue relevant bridge 
elements (short or medium span bridges, transverse elements) is closely linked to the axle 
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Figure 65: Typical crack growth curve for variable amplitude loading conditions with few cycles of the stress 
range spectrum exceeding the SIF-range threshold at the beginning. 
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masses, the axle mass spectra may be seen as qualitatively representative for the action ef-
fects for a bridge element. The moments are a function of the axle loads and the axle con-
figuration. In medium and short span bridges, the axle configuration leading to maximum 
moments is almost the same, as one single bogie or two bogies of adjacent cars create the 
maximum moment. The geometry of bogies and their spacing over two car ends are rather 
similar between different types of cars. The length of the car as the most variable parameter 
is not relevant as the bridge is too short to be loaded by entire cars when the maximum ef-
fect occurs. 

The two Figures below show typical spectres of measured axle masses [SBB 2000]. The 
measurements were conducted between 1993 and 1999. The first spectrum is for the traffic 
on the Gotthard line heading south and the second spectrum corresponds to the traffic on the 
line between Lausanne and Biel.  

Both spectra show two main peaks, the peak on the right hand represents the axle masses of 
loaded freight cars and locomotives, and the peak on the left hand side corresponds to empty 
or partially loaded freight cars and passenger cars. The spectrum of the Gotthard line (Figure 
66) has a higher peak value at right with respect to the peak at left indicating the relative 
high part of freight traffic. The high and narrow peak of the line Lausanne-Biel (Figure 67) 
indicates the relative high part of passenger traffic with small axle loads. 

 

Figure 66: Measured quasi-static axle masses on the Gotthard line during 17 weeks in total 
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b) Traffic model SBB for the future 

The action effect for the 10 m span bridge due to the traffic model SBB 1984-2040 [SBB 
2002] is represented by 6 stress range classes in Figure 68. In order to simplify the studies 
and concentrate on the investigated problem, a constant dynamic amplification factor of 
1+ϕ = 1.2 is considered. The total cycle number (2537 cycles) corresponds to 120 trains per 
day, which enables the service life calculation in years.  

The shape of the histogram is rather similar to the shape of the spectrum of Figure 67 for the 
line Lausanne-Biel. Low stress ranges occur with a relative high amount of cycles, repre-
sented by the stress-range class Δσ1 with 20 MPa and a 1536 cycle per day. A second but 
lower peak is represented by the stress-range class Δσ5 with 404 cycles per day.  The highest 
stress-range class Δσ6 contains only 11 cycles per day.  

The comparison between the histogram for the traffic model SBB 1984-2040 and the meas-
ured axle mass spectra show that the effect of the traffic model represents well the action 
effect of real traffic on lines with mixed traffic. 

 

Figure 67: Quasi-static axle masses measured between Lausanne and Biel during 22 weeks in total 
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Figure 68: Simplified stress range spectrum of the reinforcement of the traffic model for the future 
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The stress range histogram is modified in order to study the influence of its shape whereas 
the daily gross tonnage is kept unchanged. 

c) Histograms for the parametric study 

As the theoretical study of Chapter 1 shows, a reduction of 5-10% is possible due to the rail 
track-bridge composite effect. Therefore, a supplementary stress range histogram, stress 
range histogram (2) is introduced, representing by 5% reduced stresses. 

Table 6 shows the numerical representation of the stress range histogram of Figure 68 that is 
called stress range histogram (1). Aside the by 5% reduced stress range histogram is listed, 
stress range histogram (2). 

As the real traffic may differ from the traffic model, two supplementary stress range histo-
grams were established. As the parametric studies will show, only variations of the highest 
stress ranges have a considerable influence on the fatigue life. Therefore, the two highest 
stress range classes of (1) are altered. The stress range histogram (3) corresponds to an in-
creased magnitude of axle loads in the domain of the highest axle loads. In order to repre-
sent always the same daily gross tonnage, the cycle number of lower stress ranges had to be 
decreased. The stress range histogram (4) considers an increased part of freight traffic 
through an increased cycle number of high stress range classes. Also here, the cycle number 
of lower stress ranges was decreased in order to have the same daily gross tonnage. 

 

In place of representing graphically the stress range histograms of Table 6 (only the stress 
range histogram (1) is represented, in Figure 68), directly the SIF-range histograms for the 
initial flaw a0 are represented in the subsequent Figures. The SIF-range has been obtained by 
Equation (5.8) from the stress range histogram. The introduction of the SIF-range histograms 
instead of stress range histograms facilitates the later interpretation of the parametric study 
results. 

In all four SIF-range histograms, the domain of the in subsequent parametric study applied 
SIF-range threshold values ΔKth is highlighted in grey.  

Figure 69a shows the SIF-range histogram for the initial flaw a0 for the SBB traffic model for 
the future. The highest SIF-range class ΔK0,6 has only a low number of cycles n6 = 11 (out of 
a total of 2537 cycles per day). The next lower SIF-range class ΔK0,5 has a considerable 
higher cycle number n5 = 404. It falls in the range of the applied SIF-range thresholds. The 
highest cycle number has the SIF-range class ΔK0,1 which is due to the lowest stress ranges. 

Table 6: Stress range histograms representing all the same total annual gross tonnage 

 

traffic model SBB                traffic model SBB               increased allowable             increased number 
                                  by 5% reduced stresses                axle loads                     of high axle loads 

Δσi  [MPa] ni Δσi ni Δσi ni Δσi ni

20 1536 1536 700 
55 171 171 90 
60 228 228 140 
80 187 134 120 

120 404 404 410 
130 11 11 250 

2537 2483 1710 

19 
52 
57 
76 

114 
124 

1536
171
228
187
404
11

2537

20
55
60
80

130
152

20 
55 
60 
80 

120 
130 

     s-r histogram (1):      s-r histogram (2):      s-r histogram (3):      s-r histogram (4): 

ntot  

The cycle numbers ni correspond to 120 trains. 
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The SIF-range histogram (2) of Figure 69b is similar SIF-range histogram (1); only the values 
ΔK0,i correspond to 95% of those in previous histogram. It can be seen that even the highest 
SIF-range class falls in the domain of the applied SIF-range thresholds. 

In Figure 70a the increase of the allowable axle loads is visible by the shift of the two highest 
SIF-range classes ΔK0,5 and  ΔK0,6 with respect to the histogram (1) in Figure 69a. Both SIF-
range classes are above the applied SIF-range thresholds. 

In Figure 70b the increase of the number of high axle loads is visible by the higher cycle 
number ni for the SIF-range class   ΔK0,6 with respect to the histogram (1) in Figure 69a. The 
cycle number for lower stress range classes was reduced in order to obtain the same daily 
gross tonnage. Like in (1), the second highest SIF-range class falls in the range of the applied 
SIF-range thresholds. 

5.6.4 Influence of SIF range threshold value and the type of histogram 

In Figure 71, the influence of the threshold value ΔKth on the fracture cycle number is 
mapped. Depending on the chosen histogram, either a small or a very strong influence on the 
fracture cycle number of the threshold value can be observed. The sharp corners of the lines 
in the figures are due to the representation of the SIF-range spectra by SIF-range classes and 
are therefore not natural. 
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Figure 69: SIF-range histograms for the initial flaw a0 a) due to SBB traffic model for the future (1) (120 trains) 
and b) due to by 5% reduced stresses of the SBB traffic model for the future (2). The grey domain 
highlights the range of the applied SIF-range threshold values of the later parametric studies. 
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Figure 70: SIF-range histograms for the initial flaw a0 due to a) increased highest axle loads and b) increased 
number of highest axle loads. The grey domain highlights the range of the applied SIF-range thresh-
old values of the later parametric studies. 
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For some of the chosen range of threshold values ΔKth (e.g. between ΔKth = 100 and 105 
nmm-3/2), a high increase of the fatigue life occurs between stress range histogram (1) and 
stress range histogram (2).  

With Figure 72, the shape of the curve for the histogram (1) is explained. For SIF-range 
thresholds below 106 [Nmm-3/2] a relative fast crack growth occurs leading to a short fatigue 
life as the second highest SIF-range class with its high cycle number is crack growth effective 
already at the beginning. An abrupt increase of the fatigue life occurs for SIF-range threshold 
values chosen above 106 [Nmm-3/2], as then only the highest SIF-range class with its low 
cycle number is damage effective.  

Figure 73 shows that for by 5% decreased stress ranges, the fatigue life increases abruptly 
already above SIF-range thresholds of 100 [Nmm-3/2] instead of 106 [Nmm-3/2] in Figure 72. 
The increase is pronounced because the second highest SIF range class has a high cycle 
number and is situated by the majority closely above the threshold. When the SIF-ranges 
decrease by 5%, they more probably will fall below the threshold, which increases the fatigue 
life considerably. 
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Figure 71: Influence of the SIF range threshold value ΔKth on the fracture cycle number Nfr 
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Figure 72: Influence of the SIF range threshold value ΔKth on the fracture cycle number Nfr for SIF-range class 
(1) 
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No influence of the SIF-range threshold value on the fracture cycle number may be observed 
for histogram (3) (Figure 74) as the increase of the axle loads is such that the SIF-range 
threshold value is exceeded by two highest SIF-range classes also for high SIF-range thresh-
old values.  

 

For the increased number of high axle loads (Figure 75, histogram (4)), there is only a small 
influence of the level of the SIF-range threshold. This is because the highest SIF-range class 
has a high cycle number, leading to fast crack growth, also when the highest SIF-range class 
is the only crack growth effective. 
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Figure 73: Influence of the SIF-range threshold value ΔKth on the fracture cycle number Nfr for SIF-range class 
(2) 
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Figure 74: Influence of the SIF range threshold value ΔKth on the fracture cycle number Nfr for SIF-range class 
(3) 
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After this study, it can be concluded that the height of the effective threshold value has a 
strong effect on the cycle number until fracture. As well, the type of stress range spectrum, 
especially the domain of high stress ranges alters strongly the cycle number until fracture. 

5.6.5 Influence of the fracture crack depth 

The crack growth curve of Figure 65 shows that the crack grows distinctly faster after the 
crack surface has reached half of the fracture crack depth and already 97-98% of total frac-
ture cycle number has occurred when half of the fracture crack depth is reached.  

From this follows that the rebar fatigue life is only marginally affected by an imprecise frac-
ture crack depth. This is only valuable for structural elements in case few stress range classes 
exceed the nominal fatigue limit, as it is the case of ballasted reinforced concrete bridges in 
longitudinal direction. 

5.6.6 Results of the parametric study 

The findings of the parametric study are compiled in Table 7. They are increasingly valuable 
for bridges where only few stress ranges exceed the nominal fatigue limit. 
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Figure 75: Influence of the depth of SIF range threshold ΔKth on the fracture cycle number Nfr 

Table 7: Overview over the parametric study results for the fatigue life of a rebar whose fatigue strength 
corresponds to a 5% fractile value. 

variable influence on 
Nfr 

remarks  

SIF range threshold, 
ΔKth 

as only few stress range classes exceed the SIF range threshold at the 
beginning 

type of spectrum when the magnitudes of Δσs of the highest stress range classes are 
varied 

when the cycle number of the highest stress range classes are varied  

(for unchanged annual gross tonnage) 

accuracy of stress 
range calculation 
(histogram) 

 

 

 

   significant 

especially for highest stress ranges in a spectrum. 
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5.6.7 Conclusions for the parametric studies 

a) Most important information for the fatigue life calculation for the weakest rebar 

The fatigue life may be increased by two, even by three times through the reduction by al-
ready 5% of the stress range values (this is valid for reinforced concrete bridge elements 
where typically the stress ranges are only few above the nominal fatigue limit). 

For high stress range classes of a spectrum applies: already small variations of stress range 
values have a relative high effect on the fracture cycle number. Also the width of the stress 
range classes in a histogram has a high effect on the fatigue life. 

Information should be accurate: 

- for the calculation of the action effects for the bridge element (structural model) 

- for the magnitude and frequency of higher axle loads (traffic model) 

- for the dynamic effect of high traffic loads. 

Particularly important are accurate stresses for the beginning of the period with stress ranges 
above the nominal fatigue limit, e.g. immediately after an increase of allowable axle loads on 
a railway line.  

In addition, the fatigue life of rebars is affected by input values on the resistance side (mate-
rial parameters).  

As a consequence, emphasis should be given on the accurate modelling and determination of 
the effect of the heaviest cars rather than the effect of numerous light cars. 

b) Modelling for the fatigue life for the weakest rebar 

The traffic model and the structural model have each a significant degree of uncertainty. The 
model for the traffic action is based on a stochastic approach or even a predefined traffic 
model is taken. The structural models are mandatory considerable simplifications of the real-
ity as the complex load carrying behaviour of reinforced concrete structures under service 
loading cannot be represented accurately with a reasonable time and effort. Then the damage 
model, with which the fatigue life under variable stress ranges is calculated, is itself a rather 
crude simplification of the reality, and even if the damage model represents qualitatively well 
the real behaviour. 

Furthermore, the result of the damage model is sensitive on small variations of material char-
acteristics as input data, which results in a very slow evolution of the probability of failure (or 
of the reliability) over the time, which makes it difficult determining the point in time for 
safety measures such as reinforcement or replacement. 

Lower bound and upper bound considerations and the consideration of monitoring, if the 
lower bound is exceeded, seem to be appropriate to assure sufficient fatigue safety in the 
case where typically only few stress ranges occur above the fatigue limit. 
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5.7 Remaining fatigue life and fatigue safety concept for railway bridge 
elements 

5.7.1 Principles 

The fatigue safety concept is based on the finding that the reinforcement is governing the 
fatigue resistance if the concrete is in good condition. 

The fatigue safety concept takes into account the significant uncertainty of fatigue life predic-
tions. As the fatigue failure is announced in advance, the application of monitoring is clearly 
feasible. Monitoring stands for reinforced surveying of chosen physical quantities that give 
information on the state of the bridge. 

The following fatigue safety concept consists of fatigue analysis and condition survey. Due to 
the relative small part of live load partition of ballasted reinforced concrete bridges and their 
young age, no signs of fatigue damage can be observed in many bridges yet. However, the 
increase of maximum allowable axle loads may induce and accelerate fatigue damage. 

The fatigue safety concept is applied as soon as the fatigue safety verification with respect to 
fatigue limit of the reinforcement is not fulfilled (according to the general and 1st detailed 
fatigue examination of the Framework in Chapter 2). 

5.7.2 Fatigue safety concept 

Figure 76 schematically shows the fatigue safety concept. It is roughly described here, then, 
in subsequent sections, the described steps are explained more in detail. 

It begins with the examination condition survey that is intended to update the input values 
for the fatigue life calculation with variable stress ranges. At the examination condition sur-
vey, the bridge is checked for its state at the locations that are critical for fatigue. The crack 
pattern of the concrete is also recorded. If there is a well-established crack pattern, some 
measurements of crack opening displacements may be conducted to update the action effect 
model for the reinforcement stress ranges. Section 5.7.4 describes how the action effect may 
be updated by crack width measurements.  

Then, with carefully chosen material parameters, a lower bound for the number of years until 
first rebar fracture is calculated (according to the 2nd detailed fatigue examination of the 
Framework in Chapter 2). During this calculated period, only routine condition survey is per-
formed (Framework in Chapter 2: Normal surveying measures). In Section 5.7.5 a damage 
model is described with which the fatigue life of weak rebars may be calculated. 

At the end of this period, a next condition survey allows an updating of the fatigue life that 
was calculated as a lower bound. 

In order to increase the safety to an acceptable level, the bridge element is monitored from 
the point in time where the lower bound of the re-updated calculated fatigue life of the 
weakest rebars ends (Framework in Chapter 2: Supplementary safety measures). During a 
limited period, a loss of one or eventually a higher, limited number of rebars may be accepted 
as, due to the variation of fatigue resistance within a distributed reinforcement; there are 
intact rebars present within the respective cross section (see Chapter 5.3). 
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When a rebar loss is detected, a predefined intervention period starts during which the reha-
bilitation or reinforcement should be undertaken (Framework in Chapter 2: Rehabilita-
tion/reinforcement). The length of the intervention period is chosen as a function of the ex-
pected evolution of the fatigue damage of remaining rebars. During the intervention period, 
the required structural performance may be reduced. To keep the structural safety on the 
same level, a lower probability of occurrence of extreme axle loads may be considered or a 
temporary reinforced axle load control performed. 

5.7.3 Importance of inspection and updating for the fatigue examination 

[Nussbaumer et al. 2007] showed by means of a monitoring pilot project on a steel bridge 
that the stresses and stress ranges are considerably reduced with respect to the calculated 
stresses on the structural model and reinforcement measures could be avoided. 

The fatigue behaviour of fatigue tests is shortly described here first, and then it is carried 
over to bridge elements with their typical action effects.  

Fatigue behaviour of specimens with constant amplitude loading: 

In the bending fatigue tests of [Schläfli 1999], it was observed that the deflection increase 
after the first loading during cyclic loading was small for high superior load levels (more than 
60% of the ultimate resistance). The deflection increase was the most pronounced during the 
first thousands of load cycles. The deflection increase relative to the deflection increase dur-
ing the first loading was much more pronounced for specimens with lower superior load lev-
els.  

The increase of deflection after the first thousands of cycles was explained with the increase 
of remaining strain of the concrete of the compression zone. The measurements of the con-
crete showed an increase even at high cycle numbers of several millions. The increase of the 
reinforcement stresses was less pronounced. The increase of the stress range in the rein-
forcement however was almost zero after the first thousands of cycles. This is due to the 
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Figure 76: Fatigue safety concept for reinforced concrete bridge elements 
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appearance of residual stress behaviour, increasing the lower stress level of the reinforce-
ment. 

Fatigue behaviour of bridge elements with variable loading: 

Much more than in the fatigue tests, the fatigue behaviour of the reinforced concrete bridges 
is influenced by the concrete in tension. The cycling loading has a much lower frequency and 
the stress ranges are lower than the stress ranges of the test specimens. Due to the lower 
loading frequency, the fatigue damaging is not as fast as in tests and the bridge element may 
be still in the preliminary state where the concrete in tension is undamaged. Additionally, the 
concrete, also the concrete in tension, may creep under permanent loads, which may prevent 
partially the formation of cracks. 

From above made statements it may be expected for reinforced concrete bridge elements, 
where the live load has a smaller part than in the fatigue tests (except deck slabs without 
ballasted railway track), that the concrete is involved longer in the fatigue behaviour under 
service load conditions. The bridge element may be in a state corresponding to the first thou-
sands of cycles of the described fatigue test specimens with constant amplitude loading. In 
such a case, the stresses in the reinforcement are lower than calculated with conventional 
method assuming a fully cracked concrete cross section and are then most probably below 
the nominal fatigue limit. 

From this follows that it is of utmost importance to update the action effect through inspec-
tions before costly strengthening measures are planned and executed due to insufficient fa-
tigue safety with calculated reinforcement stress ranges based on a conventional structural 
model only. 

5.7.4 Updating of the action effect model through crack width measurements 

a) Stability of the crack pattern 

First, it is recommended to check if the cracking is already stabilised. The stable cracking 
state is above all observable in the laboratory under increased levels of solicitation. However, 
in the real structure, the stable cracking state may not be attained yet. It may be still in the 
phase of the formation of cracks and only some isolated cracks may be seen. The degree of 
cracking is a function of the average observed crack distance. An upper bound for the crack 
distance sr for a stable crack pattern may be assessed according to [Oehlhafen 1984] as fol-
lows: 

2r rs l=  (5.17) 

 
 ___60 [ ]rl s mmλ κ= + ⋅ ⋅  is the transition length for the force transfer between rebar and concrete 

 λ = 0.25(1+2c/ Ø) is a factor depending on the ratio between the reinforcement cover and the diame-
ter 

 κ  is a coefficient which depends on the nature of the solicitation (it is equal to 1.0 for 
pure traction and 0.5 for pure bending) 

 s is the spacing between the rebars 

Are the distances between the cracks larger or even a multiple of the upper bound value 
given above, the cracking may not be stabilised yet. When the cracking is not stabilised, it 
may be assumed that no fatigue effective stress ranges may have occurred yet in the rein-
forcement and will not occur as long as the crack pattern does not change. In the fatigue 
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tests of [Schläfli 1999] on slab like beams it was observed that only beams with a stable 
crack pattern failed due to cyclic loading. 

b) Stress range 

The reinforcement stress range, or better, the reinforcement strain range cannot be meas-
ured directly in a non-destructive way, as the rebars are not accessible due to the concrete 
cover.  

For stresses in the reinforcement being enough high to be fatigue relevant, it is necessary 
that the concrete is cracked. It must be possible to assess the reinforcement stress by the 
measurement of the crack width as the elongation of the reinforcement is accompanied by a 
crack width variation. Variations of the crack opening rather than absolute crack openings are 
of interest, as the variation of the stress in the reinforcement is fatigue relevant only. Varia-
tions of the crack width are easy to measure width sensors, such as Ω-gauges or inductive 
displacement sensors by the recording of the relative displacements between the two con-
crete surfaces adjacent to the crack.  

The main difficulty is the calculation of the reinforcement stress range from a known crack 
width variation. It depends strongly on the bond behaviour between the rebars and the sur-
rounding concrete near the cracks. 

An upper bound value for the stress range may be obtained by (5.18) for good bond behav-
iour. With good bond behaviour, the crack width variation is distributed on a relative short 
length of the rebar and therefore the strain is higher. The theory initially was developed for 
the estimation of crack widths at stable cracking as a function of the strain in the reinforce-
ment at the crack location [Oehlhafen 1984]. 

2 0.7 (1 )s
r n

w
l k

ε Δ
Δ =

⋅ ⋅ +
 

(5.18) 

0.107(1 ) 1nk n= + −   

 

Figure 77: Model for the calculation of the cracking [TGC 10 1990] 
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c) Relation section force - crack opening 

The variation of the crack width under a loading with known axle loads and geometry is 
measured, e.g. with a locomotive. In parallel, the section force that corresponds to the loca-
tion of the crack is calculated using an adequate structural model for the bridge and the same 
loads and load configurations.  

By the assemblage of the measured crack width and the calculated section force, the relation 
section force - crack width is obtained. Width that relation, the crack width variation for other 
load configurations may be calculated using the same structural model. 

5.7.5 Calculation of the fatigue life of the weakest rebar 

The fatigue life calculation of bridge elements consists in the calculation of the weakest re-
bar. 

The procedure that was presented in Chapter 5.5.5 is based on the theory of Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). LEFM was applied in order to represent the evolution of the fa-
tigue damage of a rebar in an as much as possible physically correct way (even though stable 
crack growth was assumed from the beginning on). With the LEFM approach, the relevant 
parameters could be found through the parametric study of Chapter 5.6. However, the input 
values, such as the (fictive) initial crack depth and the SIF-range threshold had to be calcu-
lated first based on the S-N curve. 

A more practical method based on LEFM was developed by [Kunz 1992]. It has the advantage 
that the well-known parameters of the S-N curves such as the nominal fatigue limit, the 
nominal fatigue strength and the slope are used as input. The damage of a single stress 
range is calculated by the following equation: 

6

(1 ) 1 , 0
(1 ) 2 10

_
n n n
i D

i in n n
c D
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D

σ σ
σ σ

Δ − Δ ⋅ −
= ⋅ ≥

Δ − Δ ⋅ − ⋅
 

(5.19) 

 di     
 Δσ i   
 ΔσD   
 Δσc   
 D  

: damage due to a single stress range of the stress range class Δσ i                                
: stress range class i                                                                                               
: nominal fatigue limit                                                                                             
: nominal fatigue strength                                                                                        
: accumulated damage 

The whole procedure for the fatigue life calculation is shown in Figure 78. Above right, the 
input values (resistance side) for the fatigue life calculation are given. The stress range his-
tograms for each period of the traffic model are mapped schematically (action effect). An 
example of such a stress range histogram is given in Table 6. 

The damage d1 of the first stress range (the smallest2) is calculated with Equation (5.19). If 
the stress range is below the nominal fatigue limit ΔσD, a value for d1 < 0 results and the 
damage d1 is set to zero.  

Then the damage d1 is weighted by multiplication with the part of the cycle number in the 
histogram R1, (Equation (5.20)) in order to calculate later an “average damage” that eases 
the calculation of the fatigue life. 

                                                
2 The smallest stress range has been chosen here for the first cycle only for practical reasons, as the stress range 
histogram is arranged with the lowest stress range class at the beginning (at left). The order of the stress range 
classes has no significant influence on the result. 
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1, 1 1wd R d= ⋅  (5.20) 

where: 1
1

tot

NR
N

=  
(5.21) 

 N1     
 Ntot     

: cycle number of the stress range class 1                                                               
: total cycle number of the stress range histogram 

The weighted damage di,w  is calculated also for the other stress range classes (Δσi+1 to 
Δσh). 

The “average damage” per cycle, dcycle, is calculated by Equation (5.22). dcycle is the sum of 
the weighted damage di,w for each stress range class Δσi. 

,
1 1 1 1

h h

cycle i w i id d R d
= =

= = ⋅∑ ∑  
(5.22) 

The damage dcycle is added to the previous total damage D (initially D is zero). If the damage 
is still lower than D = 1.0, the cycle number now amounts to N = N+1 (N is 0 at the begin-
ning). 

cycleD d D= +  (5.23) 

Alternatively, in order to safe computation time, good results may also be obtained when the 
calculation is done by increments for the cycle number (e.g. Nincr = 10’000). Then the dam-
age amounts to: 

incr cycleD N d D= ⋅ +  (5.24) 

The calculation continues if the damage D is below 1.0. The cycle number N will be equal to  

1N N= + , or, alternatively: incrN N N= +  (5.25) 
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If the total cycle number that corresponds to a period of the traffic model is reached before 
D = 1, the next period of the traffic model is chosen. The trains are counted.  

The damage accumulation is conducted until D = 1. The total cycle number N then corre-
sponds to the fracture cycle number Nfract. The number of future trains is calculated as fol-
lows:  

fut trains todayN N N= −  (5.26) 

Ntrains is the total number of trains until fracture (calculated with the traffic model for the 
past and the future), Ntoday is the number of trains until today (with the traffic model for the 
past). 

Alternatively, the fatigue life may be calculated with the linear damage accumulation theory 
using the tri linear S-N curve. The results are virtually the same, even if that theory does 
represent the real physical conditions less properly than the LEFM theory. 

5.7.6 How to detect a broken rebar through continuous measurements 

In fatigue tests, reinforcement fractures could be detected through periodic measurement on 
the concrete surface. A reinforcement fracture was detected by comparing two consecutive 
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Figure 78: Procedure for the fatigue life calculation of the weakest rebar 
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measurements over a crack under a given section force. The failure of one or two rebars lead 
to an abrupt increase of the measured value.  

In real bridges, the fracture of the first rebars will not occur as fast as in a fatigue test, 
where the first fracture occurred due to the relative strong fatigue loading with constant 
stress range already after some hours or days. In real bridges, the point in time where the 
fatigue is initiated may last over several years. The time lag between different rebar fractures 
may consist in several years. 

It is therefore not easy to compare two measurements that are spaced in time for several 
years. Many changes may occur, the climatic condition between two measurements may 
change, the load carrying behaviour may be altered, deterioration may occur etc. Therefore, 
it is important to measure continuously. The fracture of a rebar induces suddenly an abrupt 
change. In order to exclude other mechanism leading to changes in crack width variations, it 
is imperative to choose the measurement intervals carefully and interpret the measurements 
well. Well, for now, there is not yet much experience in long term monitoring. In order to 
introduce successfully the fatigue safety concept, it is indispensable that reliable rebar loss 
detection is possible. 

5.8 Conclusions 

As the safety margin is higher for the shear resistance than for the bending resistance, where 
the load carrying behaviour is more accurately represented by the resistance models, fatigue 
is in general governed by bending. If although a bridge element has to be verified to fatigue 
in shear, the fatigue resistance of straight bars should be applied for the stirrups. The resis-
tance model for the verification should be based on the crack pattern rather than on lattice 
models, used for the Ultimate Limit State verifications.  

The investigation of bending tests shows that the fracture of rebars governs the bending re-
sistance. The rebars break always one after the other, due to the variation for the fatigue 
resistance between different reinforcing bars. Remained un-separated rebars are able to 
yield, as they suffer fatigue crack growth only at higher stress ranges.  

As typically, only few stress ranges are above the nominal fatigue limit if the reinforcement is 
not welded, there is a high uncertainty in the predicted fatigue life, and the fatigue life that 
results from the calculation is rather conservative. A small reduction of 5% due to a more 
accurate action effect calculation may increase the fatigue life by two, or even three times.  

To increase the reliability of the fatigue life calculation, emphasis on the exact modelling of 
the effect of the highest axle masses should be made. 

Due to the ductile failure behaviour that is announced in advance, monitoring by inspections 
and continuous measurements is a viable tool to compensate the uncertainty for bridge ele-
ments. 
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6 Fatigue strengthening with UHPFRC  

6.1 Introduction 

It may be interesting to apply a protection layer in Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced 
Concrete (UHPFRC) as water proofing on ballasted bridge decks in order to replace the con-
ventional, more vulnerable system with polymer bitumen and a mortar protection layer. 
UHPFRC have high mechanical strengths (fU,c > 150 MPa, fU,t > 10 MPa) and exhibits quasi-
strain hardening in tension. Its low permeability prevents the ingress of detrimental sub-
stances.  Recent research [Habel 2004] shows that the use of UHPFRC in composite “UHPFRC 
– concrete” elements is well suited for the increase of stiffness and strength. That UHPFRC 
layer promises provide long term waterproofing and to resist without damage to severe me-
chanical solicitation during the bridge service life, especially to track superstructure mainte-
nance works.  

 

The protection layer in UHPFRC is poured directly on the roughened reinforced concrete sur-
face and thus is monolithically connected to it. Due to its capability to take significant tensile 
forces without cracking and its pronounced deformability, it leads to a considerable reduction 
of stresses in the tensile reinforcement in zones of negative moments.   

Recent research at the institute of Maintenance and Safety of Structures (MCS) at EPFL and 
pilot projects show that UHPFRC may be successfully applied on bridge decks [Denarié 2006, 
Brühwiler 2007]. 

Fatigue tests conducted on composite elements reinforced concrete-UHPFRC are described in 
this chapter, the fatigue behaviour is analysed and recommendations for the design are 
given. The effect of the protection layer on the fatigue safety for different applications is then 
analysed. 

6.2 Fatigue behaviour of composite beams combining UHPFRC-reinforced 
concrete 

6.2.1 Test specimen and test set-up 

Slab-like beams of a length of 5400 mm, a width of 300 mm and a height that varies between 
180 and 200 mm are examined (Figure 80).  

UHPFRC layer 

 

Figure 79: Water proofing and fatigue strengthening of ballasted bridge decks with an UHPFRC layer 
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The beams are supported in the vertical direction at the outside two quarterly points. Forces 
are applied at the two ends by hydraulic jacks in order to produce a constant negative bend-
ing moment in the 2400 mm long central zone, such that the UHPFRC layer is under tension. 
The deflection at mid span and the strains along the UHPFRC layer are measured. 

 

On the top side of the reference beams of conventional reinforced concrete, a layer of con-
crete is cleared away by high-pressure water treatment. Then a layer of UHPFRC type CM22 
(the recipe is given in Appendix A) is applied. The UHPFRC CM22 has been developed to resist 
a small slope of 2.5% after application.  

The test program covers three groups of test specimens. The same type of reinforced con-
crete support beam was always used. The layer of UHPFRC amounts to 15 mm (group NR15), 
30 mm (group NR30) and, with inserted reinforcement, 50 mm (group R50).  

Figure 81a shows the reference reinforced concrete beam with a tensile reinforcement con-
tent of 0.83 %. The compressive reinforcement has been arranged to minimise effects due to 
concrete creep. In Figure 81b, the beam with the thinnest layer of UHPFRC (group NR15) is 
mapped. Only a very thin layer of the original beam was cleared away to attain a roughness 
of about 5 mm (double amplitude). Figure 81c shows the beam with the 30 mm UHPFRC-layer 
(group NR30). Here the UHPFRC-layer replaces the upper cover of cleared away conventional 
concrete. The roughness of the contact surface is of 15 mm depth. Finally, Figure 81d shows 
the beam with the 50 mm thick UHPFRC-layer (group R50) with five inlayed ribbed steel re-
bars of 10 mm diameter. 

6.2.2 Experimental program 

In a first step, a static fracture test was carried out on reference test specimens. Then two 
test specimens of every group were exposed to fatigue solicitation. The fatigue force applied 
was sinusoidal with frequencies between 4 and 5 Hz. If the beam showed a constant load 
carrying behaviour (constant deflections and stiffness) during a minimal number of cycles of 
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Figure 80:  Elevation of the test set up 
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Figure 81:  Cross sections of a) reference reinforced concrete beam, b) beam of the group NR15, c) beam of the 
group NR30, d) beam of the group R50 
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1 million, the upper force was increased. The tests ended, either when the beam did not re-
sist to the superior force level and thus the deflection increased excessively, or after a mini-
mum load cycle number of N = 10 millions.  

6.2.3 Fracture tests 

Prior to the fatigue tests, two specimens were tested under static loading in order to obtain a 
force-deflection diagram, one of group NR30, and another of the group R50. There was no 
fracture test carried out for the beam of group NR15. 

Figure 82 shows the force-deflection response of a) beam of the group NR30 and b) beam of 
the group R50.  

The response of the beam NR30 can be divided into three domains: First, the beam behaved 
"linear-elastically" and rigidly up to a force of approximately 12 kN. The further increase of 
the deflection was accompanied, by the transition to a weaker relative force increase, caused 
by the change from elastic to strain hardening behaviour of the UHPFRC layer. After reaching 
the maximum force of 23 kN, the beam reaction remained constant during further increasing 
deflections. It can be observed from the unloading and reloading curves that the beam stiff-
ness decreased. 

In the response of the beam R50, a very pronounced deflection increase, accompanied by a 
weaker relative force increase occurs after the limit of the linear elastic domain at about 25 
kN. The limit of the linear elastic domain is at the same deflection as with beam NR30 (at 
w ≅ 4 mm). The deflection at the maximum force is however three times as high. After reach-
ing the maximum force of 80 kN a rapid decrease of the force with further increasing deflec-
tion occurred. 

force F [kN] 

deflection w [mm] 

 

a) 

b) 

NR30 

R50 

       w  

end of test 

end of test 

 

Figure 82: Force – deflection diagram of the static fracture test: a) beam of group NR30 and b) beam of group 
R50 
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The pronounced deflection increase beyond the linear elastic domain of the beam R50 is due 
to a dense micro and macro crack distribution along the UHPFRC layer. The beam R50 alters 
its stiffness much more than NR30 during increasing deflection beyond the elastic domain. 
This is again due to densely distributed micro cracking in the UHPFRC-layer.  

However, after the maximum force was reached (considered subsequently as failure), a rapid 
decrease of the reaction of the beam occurs. Failure is caused by yielding of the reinforce-
ment. The very stiff bond between the ribbed rebars and the UHPFRC layer localised the 
strains in the reinforcement at the crack location. 

6.2.4 Fatigue stresses and number of load cycles 

In Tables 8 to 10, overviews of the tests of each group carried out are given. The indicated 
calculated stress ranges of each load level apply to the state where the deflection and stiff-
ness are stable, or, in case failure occurred, to the last measurement. The evolution of the 
stresses before the stable behaviour is reached is discussed later in 6.2.6. 

The beam is divided into virtual beam segments of a length of 100 or 300 mm, corresponding 
to the domain delimited by the length of the Ω-gages, placed on top or laterally on the 
UHPFRC-layer (the position of the gages is indicated in Appendix B).  The name of each beam 
segment corresponds to the name of the Ω-gage. If a macro crack appeared during fatigue 
loading, its measured width at superior force Fsup is given. The stress range in the reinforce-
ment was computed based on the measured strains by the Ω-gages and assumptions on the 
composite behaviour of the rebars in the concrete. Then the stress range in the UHPFRC-layer 
was computed by consideration of the equilibrium of internal and external moment and the 
assumption that the cross sections remain planar. The obtained value for the stress in the 
UHPFRC-layer was then compared with results of uniaxial tensile tests of the same elongation 
to check its order of magnitude. 

An additional 3-point bending test was conducted on beam P9 after it had failed under 4-
point bending solicitation. 

Table 8 shows the overview for NR15 beams. The superior force for the beam NR15 (load 
level a) was specified at Fsup = 8 kN (Msup = 9.6 kNm) in order to remain in the "linear-
elastic" domain. This force corresponds to 30 % of the (calculated) maximum force.  

Beam P9 failed at N = 2’394’000, whilst for beam P10, not even a change in the fatigue be-
haviour occurred during N = 1’666’000 cycles, where the superior force level was increased. 

Even at load level b, beam P10 reached N = 13’003’000 load cycles without any fatigue fail-
ure. 

On load level a, the calculated stress range in segments with no visible crack is about 
ΔσUHP = 2.5-3 MPa in the UHPFRC-layer and Δσs = 9-10 MPa in the reinforcement. At this 
stress level, the concrete in tension participates with a part of 70 % to the bending resistance 
(assuming a modulus of elasticity E = 32’000 MPa). Once a visible crack appears in the 
UHPFRC-layer on beam P10 at load level b (and beam P9 already at load level a), the contri-
bution of the concrete disappears and the stress range increases in the UHPFRC-layer 
(ΔσUHP = 6.5 MPa) and, particularly, in the reinforcement (Δσs =100 MPa). With this stresses 
no failure occurred for beam P10.  
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At the supplementary 3-point bending test of beam P9, a stress range   ΔσUHP = 10 MPa was 
supported by UHPFRC-layer without failure during more than 10 million load cycles which is 
explained by an ideal fibre orientation in the principal stress direction. 

Table 9 shows the overview of the results for NR30 beams. The superior force of the fatigue 
tests (load level a) was specified on Fsup = 10 kN (Msup = 12 kNm), in order to remain in the 
"linear-elastic" domain, this corresponds to 45 % of the maximum force, obtained by the frac-
ture test. The fatigue solicitation was increased (load level b) after N = 7’428’000 and N = 
10’846’000 for beam P5 and P6 respectively. At load level b, beam P5 failed at N = 5’000, 
beam P6 at N = 575’000. 

Table 10 shows the overview of the results for R50 beams. The superior force of the fatigue 
tests was specified on Fsup = 30 kN (Msup = 36 kNm), this corresponds to 50 % of the maxi-
mum force, obtained by the fracture test. The fatigue solicitation was increased stepwise 

Table 8: Beam NR15: History of cyclic loading, cycle number, calculated internal stresses and part of the bend-
ing resistance of the different components involved in the load carrying behaviour.  

beam crack opening

segment M Msup N at the UHPFRC-

  -gage [kNm] [kNm] [x103] surface
[MPa] [MPa] [mm]

2)

O1 7.2 9.6 3) 2’394 1  1) 10% 150 1) 80% 10% 0.41) U

O6 7.2 9.6 3) 2’394 3.7 35% 10 5% 60% 0.05, (l<70 mm) ro

W5 7.2 9.6 3) 2’394 2.5 20% 10 5% 75% no visible crack ro

O1' 6 8 2’394 3 35% 9 5% 60% no visible crack ro
a O1-O6 7.2 9.6 3) 1’666 3 25% 9 5% 70% no visible crack ro

O2 8.5 10.9 13'003 4 30% 10.5 5% 65% no visible crack ro

 O3 8.5 10.9 13'003 6 50% 100 45% 5% 0.1 ro

O5 8.5 10.9 13'003 6.5 55% 90 40% 5% 0.1 ro

O7 8.5 10.9 13'003 6.5 60% 85 40% 0% 0.1 ro
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1): from last measurement before failure, 2): average value for the whole layer, 
3): corresponds to 30% of the calculated maximum force, U: UHPFRC-failure, ro: run out 

Table 9: Beam NR30: History of cyclic loading, cycle number, calculated internal stresses and part of the bend-
ing resistance of the different components involved in the load carrying behaviour.  

beam crack opening

segment M Msup N at the UHPFRC-

  -gage [kNm] [kNm] [x103]      surface

[MPa]  [MPa] [mm]
2)

O7 a 9 12 3) 7’428 4 60% 85 35% 5% 0.1 ro

b 15 18 5 3 1) 25% 280 1) 75% 0% 0.3 1) U

O3 a 9 12 3) 7’428 3 40% 25 10% 50% no visible crack ro

b 15 18 5 3.5 25% 55 15% 60% no visible crack ro

O7 a 9 12 3) 10’846 4 60% 85 35% 5% 0.1 ro

b 12 13.2 575 0.01 1) 0% 300 1) 100% 0% 0.6 1) U

O2 a 9 12 3) 10’846 4 50% 20 10% 40% no visible crack ro

b 12 13.2 575 4.6 45% 45 15% 40% no visible crack ro
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1): from last measurement before failure, 2): average value for the whole layer, 
3): corresponds to 45% of the calculated maximum force, U: UHPFRC-failure, ro: run out 
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(load levels a to e) with beam P8 contrary to P7, where Fsup = 30 kN was applied immediately 
(load level e). After N = 190’000 the first rebar of the UHPFRC-layer of P7 failed and the test 
could be continued for supplementary N = 8’000 cycles, where the other rebars failed and the 
UHPFRC-layer delaminated in the plan of the rebars of the reinforced concrete.  

On beam P8, a series of minimum 1 million load cycles is applied on subsequent load steps. 
At load level c, N = 7’056’000 cycles were applied. Also on load level d, a constant load carry-
ing behaviour was observed and the force was increased to load level e, where the same fail-
ure mode as with beam P7 occurred. 

Figure 83 graphically shows the contribution to the bending resistance Msup of the different 
components involved in the load carrying behaviour of the corresponding segment under cy-
clic loading at the highest force level that was considered as a run out. 

 

The UHPFRC-layer contributes with a part of 50% or more to the bending resistance in beams 
NR15 and NR30 (Diagram a and b). At the crack location (Diagram c), the UHPFRC-layer in 
beam R50 contributes with just about 5 % to the bending resistance. Between the cracks, to 
which the diagram does not refer, the UHPFRC takes more tensile force (tension stiffening). 
The very stiff bond between ribbed rebar and UHPFRC leading to a high stiffness of the rebar 

Table 10: Beam R50: History of cyclic loading, cycle number, calculated internal stresses and part of the bend-
ing resistance of the different components involved in the load carrying behaviour. 

beam crack opening

segment    M Msup N UHPFRC-

  -gage [kNm] [kNm] [x103] surface

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [mm]
2) [-]

190 362 1) 80% 1.5 10% 65 1) 10% 0% 0.3 1) R1

8 479 1) 83% 0.5 5% 80 1) 12% 0% >>0.3 R2

   O5 198 150 1) 25% 5.5 25% 80 10% 40% no visible crack ro

   O2 a 18 24 1’181 55 20% 4.5 30% 30 5% 45% no visible crack ro

   O2 b 20 27 1’723 80 20% 2.0 15% 45 10% 55% 0.05 4) ro

   O2+O7 c 22 30 7’056 160 40% 0.5 5% 90 10% 45% 0.05 4) ro

   O2+O7 d 25 33 1’257 170 40% 0.5 5% 100 15% 40% 0.05 4) ro

   O2+O7 e 27 36 3) 635 500 1) 65% 0.4 2% 200 1) 25% 8% 0.31) R
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1): from last measurement before failure, 2): average value for the whole layer, 3): 45% of the maxi-
mum force, 4): the crack length at the upper beam surface is shorter than beam width, U: UHPFRC-
failure, ro: run out, R1: first rebar fracture, R2: second rebar fracture 
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Figure 83: Calculated contribution of the different components to the bending resistance at the highest force 
level for stable load carrying behaviour. a) Beam NR15, b) beam NR30 and c) beam R50 
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at the location of the macro crack in the UHPFRC-layer. Due to this high stiffness, the rebar 
activates the internal tensile forces whilst the UHPFRC is unloaded. 

6.2.5 Evolution of stiffness and deflection 

The three subsequent figures show the evolution of the stiffness and the deflection at the 
highest force level for stable load carrying behaviour during more than 10 millions of load 
cycles. 

The stiffness decreases during the first 500’000 cycles and remains stable during the subse-
quent load cycles. The deflection increases during the same period and remains also stable 
during the subsequent load cycles.  

The loss of stiffness and the increase of deflection have different significations and can be 
seen as two different phenomena. The loss of stiffness is less pronounced than the increase 
of deflection under the superior force level. For the beams NR30 (Figure 85a), the stiffness 
decreases by only 23 and 15 % for the beams P5 and P6 respectively, whilst the deflection 
increases by 80 and 40 % (Figure 85b). This is due to the significant deformation capacity 
leading to increasing remaining deformations of the UHPFRC under cyclic loading. 
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Figure 84: Evolution of stiffness and deflections of beam NR15 at load level b 
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Figure 85: Evolution of stiffness and deflections of beams NR30 at load level a 
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Figure 86 shows the results of the fatigue test with the beams R50. Beam P7 failed at the 
chosen force level. No stable load carrying behaviour could be obtained and the beam failed 
after 198’000 cycles. For the second beam (P8) the fatigue loading was increased stepwise. 
At each force level, a stable load carrying behaviour was obtained after 500’000 cycles. The 
higher the force level, the sooner the load carrying behaviour was stable, the less pronounced 
the change in stiffness and deflection was. At load level d, no significant change in the load 
carrying behaviour can be observed. At this load level, the reinforcement in the UHPFRC-layer 
took much more tensile forces than the UHPFRC-layer which explains the stable load carrying 
behaviour from the beginning of the test. 

6.2.6 Influence of the UHPFRC strain on the reinforcement stress range 

Figure 87 qualitatively shows the evolution of the tensile stresses and stress ranges of the 
cross section of beam NR30 under the force level a.  

At the beginning of the cyclic loading, the stresses may be calculated with the modulus of 
elasticity, the cross section and the lever arm of each component. The stresses are estimated 
based on measurements after 500’000 cycles, where the load carrying behaviour was stable. 

The stress in the rebar increases with increasing cycle number whilst the stress in the 
UHPFRC - layer decreases. The increase of the stress range Δσs of the reinforcement is less 
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Figure 86: Evolution of stiffness and deflections under superior force (Fsup) of beams R50 at load level a 

 

Figure 87: Evolution of the stresses and the stress ranges in the reinforcement and the UHPFRC-layer of the 
beams NR30 during the first 5.105 cycles (schematic diagram) 
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pronounced than the increase of the superior stress σs,sup. This is because the increasing de-
formation of the UHPFRC – layer is not accompanied by a loss of stiffness of the same scale. 
Micro cracks are formed in the UHPFRC matrix and the forces are still transferred – through 
the micro cracked matrix and the steel fibres. The UHPFRC and the tensile reinforcement are 
sharing the bending tensile forces according to their stiffness and lever arm. The reinforce-
ment, which is linear elastic, takes more force with increasing remaining strain of the UHPFRC 
– layer. The stress range however is not affected by the remaining strain, but by the 
(slighter) loss of stiffness of the UHPFRC layer. Therefore, the stress range remains relatively 
small. 

Table 11 shows the beneficial effect of the deformability and strength of the UHPFRC layer on 
the reinforcement stress range by comparing the reference RC beam with the reinforced 
beam of the same cross section geometry. The stress range in the rebars of the original RC 
cross section and the composite cross section are compared. 

Under the same range of moment (ΔM = 9 kNm), the reinforcement stress range amounts to 
200 MPa for the original RC- beam and only to 80 MPa for the composite cross section. 

As stress ranges (rather than stresses) contribute to the fatigue damage of the rebars, the 
deformability of the UHPFRC layer is beneficial for the fatigue resistance of the element. In 
this case, the stress range drops below the nominal fatigue limit Δσs,D, which is 112 MPa for 
rebars of a diameter below 20 mm [EN 1992-1-1]. 

 

6.3 Recommendations for the design and future work 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Many components have been involved in the fatigue tests on composite beams: The UHPFRC 
layer, the rebars of the UHPFRC layer, the rebars of the reinforced concrete and the concrete 
that partially works in tension and finally the concrete working in compression. The relevant 

Table 11: Comparison between a reinforced concrete and a composite beam for the same fatigue loading 
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-
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parameter that has to be controlled for a fatigue safe design is the strain in the UHPFRC 
layer.  

6.3.2 Dimensioning of the UHPFRC - layer 

a) Relation between strains and stresses 

The thickness of the UHPFRC layer should be large enough in order to allow the maximum 
stresses to be below a given threshold under cyclic loading. The stress in the UHPFRC layer is 
a function of its deformation state and the rebar section in the UHPFRC and in the reinforced 
concrete. In the fatigue tests, most beam segments with maximum calculated tensile stresses 
up to 5 MPa showed no macro cracks. However, in few segments a visible crack appeared. 
This is due to the variability of the material properties. This variability is attenuated when the 
element has a larger extension perpendicular to the load-carrying axis [Wuest 2007].  

b) Design criterion 

The UHPFRC layer has both a load carrying and a protection function. In order to guarantee 
both functions, the strain under cyclic loading has to be limited.  

The strain should remain below a threshold during cyclic loading. With this strain, the stress 
under maximum service load should also remain below an admissible value. The thickness of 
the UHPFRC layer should be chosen large enough and/or a steel reinforcement should be laid 
in the UHPFRC layer. [Charron 2006] has shown that the tightening function of the UHPFRC is 
guaranteed for strains up to 1.3 o/oo. Stable fatigue behaviour has been observed for strains 
up to 1.0 o/oo. 

Figure 88 schematically shows a) the stress-strain curve of the uniaxial quasi-static fracture 
test of UHPFRC as stability criterion for stable behaviour under cyclic loading, and b) the de-
velopment of stresses and strains in the UHPFRC layer (average values for the UHPFRC layer 
cross section) of the composite cross section under cyclic bending loading with stabilisation at 
εU = 1 o/oo. 
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Figure 88: a) Stress strain curve of the uniaxial quasi-static fracture test of UHPFRC as stability criterion for 
stable behaviour under cyclic loading. b) Stresses and strains in the UHPFRC layer of the composite 
cross section under cyclic bending loading. σU,r: residual stress due to restrained deformation of 
UHPFRC at early age. 
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The design procedure is as follows: first, a strain of 1o/oo corresponding to the threshold for 
the durability is imposed on the UHPFRC layer of the composite cross section. Then the stress 
under the maximum bending moment is calculated and compared with the admissible stress 
for a stable strain under cyclic loading. The UHPFRC layer is sufficiently thick if the stress in 
the UHPFRC layer is below the admissible stress.  

b) Example 

The following example is introduced to illustrate the design process. The action effect of the 
subsequent example is related to the loading characteristic of bridge elements. A cross sec-
tion with a negative moment is considered that represents a slab strip of a continuous slab 
bridge over an intermediate support. The moment due to the self weight is MG = 306 kNm, 
the moment due to the weight of the railway superstructure is Mg = 230 kNm and the maxi-
mum moment due to traffic loads is M(Qfat) = 740 kNm.  

The stability criterion requests a strain under cyclic loading equal or below εU,max,cycl = 1 o/oo 
in the UHPFRC layer. The maximum allowed (average) stress then is equal to σU,max, which is 
about 4 MPa (calculated value of the fatigue tests for stable fatigue behaviour). Thus, the 
thickness and the reinforcement content of the UHPFRC layer have to be chosen large enough 
that both criteria be fulfilled. Due to geometrical reasons, the maximum possible thickness of 
the UHPFRC layer is 100 mm when the cover concrete of 30 mm is cleared away (Figure 89b). 
Therefore, the design consists in the choice of the reinforcement of the UHPFRC layer.  

It is assumed that the effect of the self-weight of the structure (MG) is taken by the rein-
forced concrete cross section only, as this loading act already on the structure during the 
execution of the UHPFRC layer and therefore cannot be taken by the UHPFRC layer. The ef-
fect of the weight of the railway track superstructure (Mg) and the traffic (M(Qfat) are taken 
by the entire composite cross section. 

Figure 90 shows the relation εU – σU (Qfat) for the cross section in Figure 89b for three differ-
ent reinforcement contents in the UHPFRC layer (curves a). σU is the average stress in the 
UHPFRC layer for Msup = Mg + M(Qfat). This relation is obtained by the establishment of the 
equilibrium between external and internal moments, plane section assumed, for different val-
ues of εU. 

With 10 ∅ 18 in the UHPFRC layer the average stress in the UHPFRC layer under maximum 
traffic load is just below the allowable stress of σU,max (Figure 90). 
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Figure 89: slab strip a) with the conventional waterproofing, b) with UHPFRC-layer  [mm] 
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The stress range of the reinforcement in the concrete is equal to Δσs,ct = 110 MPa which is 
below the nominal fatigue limit according to [SIA 262 2003] instead of Δσs,ct = 210 MPa with-
out UHPFRC layer. 

Remark: In order to be able to establish this example, numerical values that are based on the 
measured strains and calculated stresses of the fatigue tests for stable load carrying behav-
iour have been chosen. These numerical values are conservative, as they are based on rela-
tively high stress ranges compared to the loading condition of bridge elements with higher 
dead load part. These numerical values should be determined more exactly for typical loading 
conditions for railway bridges by future research works.  

c) Discussion and future work 

According to the test results on the composite beams (Chapter 6.2), strains (until 1 o/oo) can 
be allowed for a fatigue resistant design and stresses up to 10 MPa for good fibre orientation. 
Even macro cracks of w = 0.1 mm opening supported stress ranges up to 10 MPa without 
failure (supplementary three point fatigue test of beam P9). 

For the development of a damage model for UHPFRC under cyclic loading fatigue tests with 
specimen of UHPFRC are necessary. However, also empirical relations based on tests between 
the deformation (that will be dictated by the durability criterion at the design of a new 
UHPFRC layer) and the stress in the UHPFRC layer may be elaborated. 

The strain growth behaviour under cyclic tensile loading could well be observed in the fatigue 
tests of composite beams RC – UHPFRC (Chapter 6.2). In order to design UHPFRC layers un-
der cyclic loading a better knowledge is necessary for pure UHPFRC under cyclic loading.  

6.4 Effect on the remaining fatigue life of a new protection layer in 
UHPFRC 

The load carrying behaviour is radically altered when the reinforced concrete is fully cracked 
before the protection layer is applied. The stiffness of the bridge element is increased and the 
fundamental frequency is higher, which renders the bridge element less receptive to dynamic 
excitation. As soon as the correctly designed UHPFRC layer is applied, the stress in the rein-
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As,U = 10 ∅ 16 
As,U = 10 ∅ 18 
As,U = 10 ∅ 20

As,U = 0  

σU,max 
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Figure 90: Stress in the UHPFRC layer σUHPFRC of the cross section in Figure 89b under the external moment 
Mmax = Mg+M(Qfat) as a function of the strain εU. 
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forcement is below the fatigue limit and thus the fatigue life of the bridge element is virtually 
unlimited. 

However, in many cases, the protection layer is not in the tensile, but in the compressive 
zone (positive moments). Then, the stress reduction of the bending reinforcement is only 
relevant when the inner cross sectional static height increases significantly.  

6.5 Execution of the protection layer 

The procedure for the construction of the waterproofing system is shortly described here 
(Figure 91). Train operation can be continued on a temporary bridge structure during the 
works. The temporary bridge system has to be chosen rather slender in order not to constrict 
too much the works. 

Figure 91 shows the cross section of a slab bridge with a conventional waterproofing consist-
ing of a polymer bitumen layer that is protected by a mortar layer. In Figure 91b, the ballast 
and the old waterproofing are removed and the bridge deck surface is treated by high-
pressure water jet in order to clear away the grout layer. Depending on the state of the cover 
concrete and/or the necessary thickness of the UHPFRC layer, the cover concrete is cleared 
away, too. The UHPFRC layer is poured on the roughened surface and the ballast filled in as 
soon as the UHPFRC layer is sufficiently hard (Figure 91d). 

6.6 Conclusions 

The fatigue tests conducted show that ultra-high performance fibre reinforced concrete is well 
suited for the protection and the strengthening of reinforced concrete deck slabs of bridges 
and for the significant extension of the fatigue life. Contrary to conventional, cracked rein-
forced concrete, the moment of inertia of the cross section of those composite elements and 
so the stiffness of the whole bridge element remains conserved during cyclic loading. This is 
rendered possible by the high tensile strength and the pronounced deformation capacity of 
the UHPFRC. The strains increase during cyclic loading and stabilise themselves due to strain 
hardening of the UHPFRC layer and the subsequent transfer of the forces to the rebars.  

UHPFRC layer, reinforced with ribbed steel bars is well suited for applications with high de-
mand on bending resistance at ultimate limit state. For a better fatigue resistance smooth 
rebars should be used, as the bond is softer and the notch category higher. 

UHPFRC shows a stable fatigue behaviour after an increase of remaining deformations up to 
εU = 1 o/oo. 
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Figure 91: Cross section of a typical slab bridge a) with conventional waterproofing before intervention, b) after 
removal of the ballast, sleepers and old waterproofing with temporary bridge, c) new UHPFRC rein-
forcement and protection layer, d) reinforced cross section with finalised track superstructure. 
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Serviceability in terms of deflections is fulfilled when the UHPFRC layer is stable in its load 
carrying behaviour.  
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7 Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Framework for the fatigue safety examination and safety measures 

The Framework for fatigue safety verification developed in Chapter 2 represents a rational 
engineering approach for the fatigue safety examination of existing railway bridges in particu-
lar when they are subjected to higher and more frequent railway traffic loads. The fatigue 
relevant bridges and bridge elements may be determined with simple fatigue safety checks 
using updated values for the railway - traffic action effect. The results of the Chapters 3 
(Static railway track-bridge interaction) and Chapter 4 (Dynamic behaviour of bridge elements 
under fatigue causing traffic) allowing precise calculation of fatigue action effects are in-
cluded in the Framework. The fatigue life may then be calculated using the theory presented 
in Chapter 5. The fatigue safety is examined in a pragmatic way, based on inspections. Inten-
sified surveying by monitoring is conducted when the detailed examination exhibits insuffi-
cient fatigue safety. 

7.1.2 Static railway track-bridge interaction 

The results of the theoretical studies of Chapter 3 allow reducing the calculated bending 
stresses in the steel reinforcement for verifications with respect to fatigue limit as well as for 
fatigue life calculations. The supplementary stiffness provided by the ballasted railway track 
lowers the stress ranges in the rebars. In terms of stress range magnitude in the steel rein-
forcement, a reduction of 5 - 15 % may be obtained for spans smaller than 15 m. This is par-
ticularly advantageous in case of slender slab bridges with low reinforcement content with 
low bending stiffness (provided the structural safety requirements are fulfilled). The span 
length is an important parameter: the lower the span, the higher the reduction in the stress 
range. Special attention should be paid to the determination of the height of rail axis since 
this parameter also strongly influences the reduction of the stress range. 

7.1.3 Dynamic behaviour of bridge elements under fatigue causing traffic 

a) Modelling of the dynamic behaviour of the Venoge Bridge 

The use of simple models is appropriate and efficient method for investigating the effect of 
track irregularities.  

The following conclusions are valid for the investigated bridge as well as for fatigue suscepti-
ble bridges with shorter spans: 

- Bridge vibrations do not influence the car behaviour, i.e., the bridge may be consid-
ered as a rigid base for the car. Thus, 

- The car and the bridge may be modelled separately, 

- The wheel force variation due to railway track depressions leads to an almost immedi-
ate bridge response 

- The influence of wheel-set vibrations on the response of the main girders or slabs in 
longitudinal direction is negligible. 

The dynamic amplification factor is lower for higher levels of car loading. 
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b) Dynamic effects of increased trainloads 

The following are main conclusions for dynamic effects due to railway-track irregularities 
when considering a bridge stock: 

- The amplification factor for the wheel-force and the action effect decreases with in-
creased car weight. 

- Maximum excitation for a heavily loaded car is not a fatigue relevant scenario as it is 
not likely to occur very often. 

Supplementary conclusions for increased trainloads are as follows: 

- Where the dynamic behaviour of a car is dominated by its second natural mode (i.e. 
when the un sprung wheel set is moving against the car body, or when there are 
other running instabilities of the wheel set), a decrease of wheel force amplification 
factor with increased car weight can be expected. 

- Heavy freight trains of equal axle spacing most likely operate beyond the critical 
speed for resonance as the critical speeds are situated in narrow domains. 

c) Railway track settlement in transition zones 

Located settlements in the embankment-bridge transition zone may be observed next to sev-
eral bridge structures. In such situations, the dynamic effect on fatigue susceptible short-
span bridges may then also lead to effects, which are lower than the quasi-static effect. 

d) Dynamic amplification factors for Fatigue Limit State 

Updated rail traffic loads and dynamic amplification factors (DAF) are derived for the deter-
ministic verification of the fatigue safety of existing railway bridges considering formulas 
given in [EN 1991-2] and following findings:  

- a higher loading level leads to a lower DAF 

- frequent rather than occasional values are relevant for fatigue 

- regular maintenance of the track assures sufficient track quality over time thus mak-
ing it possible to consider track quality as a quasi-permanent state. 

7.1.4 Fatigue behaviour of reinforced concrete bridge elements 

a) Determinant failure mode 

The models for the determination of the reinforcement stresses due to flexure represent the 
real load carrying behaviour in a much more accurate way than those for shear. Therefore, 
the calculated fatigue stresses with models for flexural response are closer to the real 
stresses. It may be assumed that flexural failure always is the determinant failure mode un-
der fatigue loading if the bridge element is designed correctly. 

The relevant failure mode is due to progressive fracture of the bending reinforcement. Con-
crete in compression and cross sections with predominant shear are not leading to fatigue 
failure if the concrete is in good condition.  

Fatigue relevant stress ranges occur only when the reinforced concrete crack pattern is fully 
developed. 
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b) Bending failure behaviour 

Due to the variation for the fatigue resistance between different reinforcing bars the rebars 
break always one after the other. Variation in the fatigue resistance means that the fatigue 
crack growth does not occur in every rebar. Remained un-separated rebars are able to yield, 
as they suffer fatigue crack growth only at higher stress ranges. Therefore, the cross section 
of the beam has always a significant ductility potential. S-N curves, which are based on 5% 
fractile values, are well suited for the prediction of the first rebar fracture for stress ranges 
above the fatigue limit. The predicted first rebar fracture is rather conservative for typical 
stress spectra occurring in bridge girders, where the nominal fatigue limit is only slightly ex-
ceeded.  

c) Parametric studies 

The fatigue life may be increased by two to three times by a 5% reduction of the stress range 
values. This confirms the need for accurate stresses. 

For high stress ranges of a spectrum applies: already small variations of stress range values 
have a relative high effect on the cycle number until fracture. Also the width of the stress 
range classes in a histogram has a significant effect on the fatigue life. 

In addition, the fatigue life of rebars is affected by input values on the resistance side (mate-
rial parameters).  

Therefore, information should be accurate: 

- for the calculation of the action effects for the bridge element (structural model) 

- and for the magnitude and frequency of higher axle loads (traffic model). 

Lower bound and upper bound considerations and the consideration of monitoring, if the 
lower bound is exceeded, are appropriate to assure sufficient fatigue safety in cases where 
typically only few stress ranges occur above the fatigue limit. 

Due to the ductile failure behaviour that is announced in advance, monitoring by inspections 
and continuous measurements is a viable tool to compensate the uncertainty of fatigue life 
calculations for bridge elements. 

A fatigue safety concept has been established. It is based on (conservative) fatigue life calcu-
lation, extension of the service life with safe operation through monitoring by periodic inspec-
tions or continuous measurements and reinforcement measures if the monitoring results indi-
cate the beginning of fatigue damaging. 

7.1.5 Fatigue strengthening with UHPFRC 

The fatigue tests conducted show that Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete 
(UHPFRC) is well suited for the protection and the strengthening of reinforced concrete deck 
slabs of bridges for the extension of their service lives. Contrary to conventional reinforced 
concrete, the moment of inertia of the cross section of UHPFRC-reinforced concrete compos-
ite elements and therefore the rigidity of the whole bridge element are conserved during cy-
clic loading. This is rendered possible by the high tensile strength and the pronounced defor-
mation capacity of the UHPFRC layer. The strains increase during cyclic loading and stabilise 
themselves due to strain hardening of the UHPFRC layer and transfer of the stresses to the 
steel reinforcement.  

UHPFRC shows a stable fatigue behaviour after an increase of remaining deformations up to 
ε = 1 o/oo. 
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7.2 Future work 

Assessing of rebar stresses 

 An improved method is needed for assessing rebar stress ranges based on non-
destructive testing results, e.g. the change of crack opening as a function of the applied 
load during inspection. Only a preliminary, conservative approach is given in this work. 

Improved information for high traffic loads 

 Operational load factors for calculating the stress range at the general and first detailed 
fatigue examination should be developed also for existing bridges (with service lives 
shorter than 100 years).  

Furthermore, traffic load frequency, magnitude and configuration data should be more 
accurate for fatigue life calculations. Realistic traffic models for predicting future traffic 
loads should be established for specific railway networks. 

Welded and corroded rebar 

 The performance of welded and corroded rebar should further be studied. 

Detecting initial rebar fatigue fracture in a distributed reinforcement of a bridge element 

 It is proposed to use periodic crack-opening displacement measurements as method for 
detecting rebar fractures. This method should be further developed and calibrated 
through experimental testing. Other potential methods (e.g. electro magnetic testing) 
should be developed and tested to facilitate non-destructive punctual evaluations of rebar 
fracture in a bridge element at special condition surveys. 

Fatigue strengthening with UHPFRC 

 The method for dimensioning the UHPFRC-layer in composite reinforced concrete-UHPFRC 
elements employed in this work is based on maximum cyclic action effect values.  Tensile 
fatigue tests on pure UHPFRC specimens should be conducted to investigate the effect of 
variable cyclic loading to potentially develop a less conservative dimensioning method. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: UHPFRC recipe 

Note: The UHPFRC recipes used in this study belong to the family CEMTECmultiscale® developed 
by Dr. P. Rossi – LCPC Paris, and modified at MCS-EPFL for the application to rehabilitation. 
CEMTECmultiscale® and recipes are covered by the French patent applications #FR2806403 and 
#FR2806404 (both published on 9th September 2001) and by the PCT patent application 
WO0168548 (published on 9th September 2001). 

  

Figure 92: Composition of the material UHPFRC “CM 22”, applied in the fatigue tests on composite beams  
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Appendix B: Crack pattern of the UHPFRC upper face 
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Figure 93: Beam P9 (NR15) – position of the Ω - gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of load 
level a 
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Figure 94: Beam P10 (NR15) – position of the Ω - gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of 
load levels a and b 
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Figure 95: Beam P5 (NR30) – position of the Ω -gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of load 
levels a and b 
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Figure 96: Beam P6 (NR30) – position of the Ω -gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of load 
levels a and b 
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Figure 97: Beam P7 (R50) – position of the Ω -gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of load 
level e 
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Figure 98: Beam P8 (R50) – position of the Ω -gages and crack pattern of the UHPFRC layer at the end of load 
levels a, b, c, d and e 
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